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Abstract

The general topic of this thesis is the mterpla) between superconductivity and magnetism
in the extended Hubbard model on the two-dimensional square lattice. In the longer first

part we investigate a system with infinite extension by a weak-coupling renormalization

group method and describe how superconducting and magnetic tendencies can lead to a

breakdown of the Landau-Fermi liquid state.

After introductory chapters focusing on certain aspects of two-leg Hubbard ladders and

the two-patch model relevant for us, we describe a general renormalization group (RG)

formalism for the one-particle irreducible vertex functions. Then we discuss the imple¬
mentation of this scheme for the two-dimensional t-t' Hubbard model using a so-called

/Y-patch technique which takes into account the full Brillouin zone.

Applying this scheme, we find a RG flow to strong coupling in a broad particle density
and temperature range. This means that the interaction energies become larger than the

bandwidth of the system and signals the breakdown of the weakly coupled Fermi-liquid
state existing in normal metals at low temperatures. From the character of the flow to

strong coupling we derive conjectures on the nature of the true strong coupling state of

the system.

In the hole-doped parameter region of the model at band Idlings smaller than one parti¬
cle per site we compare the RG flow for the 2D case with the RG flow and other results

for the half-filled two-leg Hubbard ladder. Due to the striking analogies between the

RG flows of these two systems in a certain parameter region, we argue that in the two-

dimensional /-/'-Hubbard model besides an antiferromagnetic phase around half-filling
and a (/-wave superconducting phase far away from half-filling there exists an additional

intermediate phase with a partially truncated Fermi surface. The I -space regions where

the Fermi surface becomes destroyed exhibit the properties of an insulating spin liq¬
uid. This state, known to be the ground state of the half-filled two-leg Hubbard ladder,

has a fully gapped spectrum (spin and charge gaps) and is not related to any kind of

spontaneous symmetry breaking, i e. all correlations remain purely short ranged. The

saddle point regions of the two-dimensional dispersion close to the Fermi surface are

identified as causing a mutual reinforcement between anti ferromagnetic and r/-wave su¬

perconducting fluctuations responsible for the formation of the unconventional strong

coupling state. We further discuss the relevance of the insulating spin liquid state to the
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pseudogap phase of the high-'/1, euprates and present results for the scattering rates of

quasiparticles at the Fermi surface.

For the electron-doped side of the phase diagram wc find a different picture which sug¬

gests that upon changing the electron density the ground state of the system changes

abruptly from an antiferromagnetic phase with high characteristic energy scales to a (/-

wave superconducting state with low energy scale without the occurrence of an anoma¬

lous intermediate phase.

Further we briefly describe renormalization group results for special cases like the half-

filled band and large values of the next-nearest neighbor hopping 1 ', There we find strong

/7-wavc (or extended '-wave) pairing tendencies.

In the last chapter of this thesis we study the local interplay between magnetism and

superconductivity at surfaces with |llO) orientation. Within a mean-field analysis we

compare different possible time-reversal symmetry breaking surface states leading to

a split of the otherwise degenerate zero energy Andreev bound states observable in the

tunneling conductance. Depending on the parameters we either find s ( »(superconduct¬

ing surface states or surface states with local magnetization due to the onsitc Coulomb

interaction as energetically most stable states.
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Zusammenfassung

Das allgemeine Thema dieser Arbeit ist das Zusammenwirken von Supraleitung und

Magnetismus im erweiterten Hubbard Modell auf dem zweidimensionalen Quadratgit¬

ter. Im längeren ersten Teil untersuchen wir ein unendlich ausgedehntes System mit

Hilfe einer Renormierungsgruppen-Methode für schwache Kopplung und besehreiben,

wie supraleitende und magnetische Tendenzen den Landau-Fenni Fliissigkeits/ustand
zerstören.

Nach einleitenden Kapiteln, die sieh auf gewisse für uns bedeutsame Aspekte der halb¬

gefüllten Hubbard Zwei-Bein-Leiter und des Zwei-Zonen-Modells konzentrieren, be¬

schreiben wir ein allgemeines Renormierungsgruppen(RG)-Schema für die Ein-Teilchen

irreduziblen Vcrtex-Funktionen. Anschliessend diskutieren wir die Implementierung
dieses Sehemas für das zweidimensionale t-t' Hubbard Modell. Dabei benutzen wir

eine sogenannte A'-Zonen-Technik, welche die gesamte BrUlouin-Zone berücksichtigt.

Bei Anwendung dieses Schemas finden wir einen RG-Fluss zu starker Kopplung in

einer weiten Teilchendichte- und Temperaturspanne. Dies bedeutet, dass die Wech¬

selwirkungsenergien grösser als die Bandbreite des Systems werden, und signalisiert
die Zerstörung des schwach gekoppelten Fermi-Flüssigkeits/ustandcs, welcher in nor¬

malen Metallen bei tiefen Temperaturen vorliegt. Aus der Art und Weise, wie der Fluss

zu starker Kopplung von statten geht, leiten wir Vermutungen über den wahren stark

gekoppelten Zustand des S\ stems ab.

In dem hochdotierten Parameter-Bereich des Modells bei Bandfüllungen mit weniger
als einem Teilchen pro Gitterplatz vergleichen wir den RG-Fluss im zweidimensionalen

Modell mit dem RG-Fluss und anderen Resultaten für che Zwei-Bein Hubbard-Leiler bei

halber Füllung. Aufgrund der prägnanten Analogien zw ischen den RG-Fliissen in diesen

beiden Systemen in einem bestimmten Parameterbereich argumentieren wir, dass im

zweidimensionalen /-/'-Hubbard Modell neben einer antiferromagntischen Phase nahe

halber Füllung und einer (/-Wellen supraleitenden
PhaseentferntvonhalberFüllungeineZwischenphaseexistiert,inderdieFermifläcbeaufTeilabschnittenzerstörtwird.Die/j-Rauni-Gebicle.wodieFermiflächefehlt,weisendieEigenschafteneinerisolieren¬denSpinliüssigkeilauf.DieserZustand,bekanntalsGrundzustandderzweibeinigenHubbard-LeiterbeihalberFüllung,weistkeinerleilückenloseAnregungenauf(En¬ergielückenfürSpin-undLadungsanregungen)undbeinhaltetkeinespontaneSymme-111



tricbrechung. Das bedeutet, dass alle Korrelationen kut/reichweitig sind.

Die Sattelptmktsgebiete der /v\eidimciisionalen Dispersion werden als Ursache einer

gegenseitigen Verstärkung /wischen antiferromagnetisehen und (/-Wellen supraleiten¬
den Fluktuationen erkannt, welche let/tendlich für das Auftreten des unkonventionellen

stark gekoppelten Zustandes \erantwörtlich ist. Dcsweileren diskutieren wir die Re¬

levanz des isolierenden Spin-Flüssigkeits/ustandes für die Psendogap-Phase der Hoch-

T(-Kuprate und beschreiben Resultate für die Streurate von Quasiteilehen an der Fer-

niifläche.

Für die elektrondotiertc Seite des Phasendiagramms finden wir ein anderes Bild, welches

nahelegt, dass hier bei Änderung der Elektronendichte der Grundzustand abrupt von

einer antiferrromagnetisehen Phase mit hoher charakteristischer Energieskala zu einem

fJ-Wellcn supraleitenden Zustand auf niedriger Energieskala wechselt, ohne dass ein

anormaler Zwisehcnzustand auftritt.

Weiter beschreiben wir kurz Renormierungsgruppen-Resnltale für Spezialfälle wie hal¬

be Füllung und grosse Werte des Hopping-Parameters zwischen übernächsten Nachbarn.

Dort finden wir starke Tendenzen zu (/-Wellen-toder extended s-Wellen-) Paarbildung.

Im letzten Kapitel dieser Arbeit betrachten wir das lokale Zusammenwirken von Supra¬

leitung und Magnetismus an Oberflächen mit [110] Orientierung. Im Rahmen einer

Mean-Field-Analyse vergleichen wir \erschiedene Oberflaehen/ustände, welche die Zeil¬

umkehr-Invarianz brechen und zur Aufspaltung des sonst bei Energie null entarteten

Andreev Bindunçs/ustandes führen. In Abhänsiekeit von den Parametern finden wir

entweder s -+• /(/ supraleitende Oberflächenzustände oder solche mit lokaler Magnetisie¬

rung aufgrund der Coulomb-Wechselwirkung als energetisch stabilste Zustände.
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Preface

The main part of this thesis originates from the seeond half of my Ph.D. time at ETH. It

deals with the question how the Landau-Fermi liquid breaks clown in the two-dimensional

Hubbard model and what one ean infer from this about the nature of the true ground
state. The method we ehoose for this analvsis is a A -pateh renormalization group (RG)

seheme taking into account perturbative corrections to the interaction stepwise to suc¬

cessively lower energy scales. Here we give a short critique of this part of the thesis.

As positive results we remark:

* Our method yields results which are consistent with related RG studies and also

with other approaches such as mean-field and quantum Montecarlo calculations

(Chapter 8). The A -patch RG represents a numerically robust scheme for one-loop
RG in two-dimensional models with a high k-space resolution for the interactions.

Despite the large number of variables and the numerical effort, these calculations

allow to understand many of the results on a simple analytical level. Moreover

we present an approximate method for the computation of quasipartiele scattering
rates and do first steps to include selfenergy corrections like the FS shift into the

one-loop flow.

« The saddle point regions of the two-dimensional tight-binding dispersion are iden¬

tified as important link between r/-wave superconducting and antiferromagnetic

(AF) fluctuations. This opens a wav to a mutual reinforcement of these two chan¬

nels helping to understand how //-wa\e superconductivity can occur at comparably

large energy scales. The relevance of the next nearest neighbor hopping t' for the

interplay of these channels is clarified.

* The analogy of the RG flow in the /-f Hubbard model and in the half-filled two-leg
Hubbard ladder as found b\ the two-patch model studied in |Furukawa 1998] is

verified to hold for a broad parameter region in the full two-dimensional treatment

as well. This suggests the formation of an insulating spin liquid (LSL) in the saddle

point regions. The schematic conclusions from this scenario compare well with

experimental findings in the high-i, euprates.

* Our RG anahsis indicates how the observed differences between the hole- and
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electron-doped eu prates can be understood from a weak-coupling picture of the

t-t' Hubbard model. (Chapter 7).

» For large values of the next nearest neighbor hopping we find a r/-wave instability
which can be understood as arising from approximate nesting of Fermi Surface

(FS) parts connected by incommensurate wa\e\cctors. This enriches the variety
of potential ground stales for the extended Hubbard model.

Here we comment on the drawbacks of the analysis:

« The RG results are complex and no clearcut distinctions between different regimes

can be made. Most of the results require a careful analysis and have to be taken

qualitatively. I preferred to show as much raw data as possible instead of only

drawing phase diagrams from somewhat arbitrary criteria.

* Because of the flow to strong coupling the perturbathc RG scheme breaks down

at low energy scales. Only if we choose very small initial interactions the flow

has developed a definite structure before the interactions exceed the order of the

bandwidth. We are however interested in the physics of the high-Tc. cuprates and

should choose at least moderate bare interactions for a realistic description. This

means that our analysis rather provides a consistency check for physical ideas than

quantitative results or e\en proofs.

* Due to the lack of a strong coupling theory for the LSL in higher-dimensional

systems we can compare our data to experiments only at high temperatures where

the (low to strong coupling does not occur. For the strong coupling regime at low

temperatures the comparison is possible only on a rough schematic level.

The structure of the thesis is as follows:

In Chapter 1 we review aspects of Landau-Fermi liquid theory and its breakdown. Then

we briefly describe the physics of the high-rc cuprates and the Hubbard model. Finally
we discuss how unconventional superconductivity can arise from repulsive interactions.

In Chapter 2 we repeal the analysis of the RG flow in the half-filled Hubbard ladder in

a formulation close to the one used later for the two-dimensional Hubbard model. We

discuss how the mutual reinforcement between AF and (/-wave channel arises and show

how such an RG How can occur at the saddle points of the two-dimensional Hubbard

model as well.

Chapter 3 contains a description of the RG scheme for the one-particle irreducible vertex

functions and related RG approaches.

In Chapter 4 we describe the numerical implementation of this scheme for the two-

dimensional Hubbard model using the so-called V-patch technique.
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Chapter 5 contains the discussion of the flow to strong coupling on the hole-doped hide

of half-filling. Wc classify the flow using three regimes, one of which is the saddle-point

regime where we find a RG flow analogous to the half-tilled two-leg Hubbard ladder.

We discuss the one-loop Fermi surface shift, potential other instabilities and describe

the scenario of LSL formation at the saddle points. These points have been written up in

LHSFR L9991.

In Chapter 6 we calculate the scattering rates for quasiparticles at the FS with an approx¬

imate method based on our RG scheme. We compare the results to recent photoemission

experiments.

Chapter 7 contains the RG analysis of the electron-doped case for band fillings larger
than one. The saddle point regime found on the hole-doped side is absent on the electron-

doped side and the instabilit) is either strong!} dominated by AF processes with high
characteristic energy scale or by (/-wave Cooper processes diverging at a much lower

energy scale.

In Chapter 8 we first consider the half-filled cases for t' — 0 and /' ^ 0. Then we analyze

the RG flow for large values of !/'| and find an unusual r/-wave Cooper instability caused

by approximate nesting.

Chapter 9 briefly describes part of the work 1 did in collaboration with Prof. Manfred

Sigrist in the first part of my Ph D. time at BTH. There we analyze different possibili¬
ties to split the degenerate zero-energy Andreev bound states at [110] surfaces of (/,-„;

superconductors, published in [HS 20001. The main motivation were experimental re¬

sults by Covington et al. [Covington 1997], which showed a low-temperature
splittingofthezero-biaspeakinthetunnelingconductancemeasuringthelocaldensityofstatesatthesesurfaces.Thissplittinghadalreadybeenascribedtoaspontaneousbreakingoftime-reversalsymmetrybyformationofans-f-id,>,,--wavestateatthesurfaceforlowtemperatures[Fogelstrom1997].Ourgoalwastoshowthatwithinamean-fieldstudyofanextendedHubbardmodelthisscenariowhichfitstheexperimentsratherwelldoesno!representtheonlypossibilitytoobtaintheobservedsplitofthezero-biasconductance.Weproposetwoalternativescenarios'thespontaneouscurrentstate(alsosuggestedbyIHigashitani1997])liftingtheorbitaldegeneracyoftheboundstates,whichturnedouttobea{,/Aeffect1andthereforetoosmalltoexplaintheexperiments":andamagneticsurfacestatesplittingthespindegeneracywhichyieldedsurfacedensitiesofstatescom¬patiblewiththeexperiment.Anexperimentaldistinctionbetweenthemagneticsurfacestateandthes-t<{^,^-wa\esurfacestateisatleasttheoreticallypossiblebyspin-resolvedtunnelingspectroscopy.Anothermorephenomenologiea!projectfromthisfirsthalfofmyPh.D.timeonthecompetitionbetween0-and»-phaseshiftinJosephsonjunctionswithSrd<TiO|andPblCdenotesthesupeiconductingcohetencelengthand\thein-planepenetiationdepth^Nonethelessasimtlaistalepiovedtogiveusefullesiiltsinthedescnptionotpaiamagnelicreentraneeeffectslitpioxututystuictures[TaucheieI9W]VII



is not included in this thesis [US 1998].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Landau-Fermi liquid theory, its breakdown and new

fixed points

Originally developed In Landau in the 1940s and 1950s as a phenomenological concept

to describe the low energy excitations in strongly interacting fermion systems such as

]Uc, Landau-Fermi liquid theory has become the standard theory of metals. Later on

its fundamental assumptions were justified for certain classes of fermionic systems in

dimensions higher than one starting from different microscopic descriptions, such as

standard quantum field theoretical methods (e.g. (AGD|) or modern renormalization

group (RG) ideas (see [Salmhofer 1999] and references therein, also [Shankar 1994| and

[Chen 19951). The RG methods allow to show to all orders in perturbation theory that

for a rather general class of two-dimensional systems' Landau-Fermi liquid behavior

is valid provided that the interactions are sufficiently weak and the Cooper channel is

blocked.

The main theoretical implication of Landau-Fermi liquid theory is a one-to-one corre¬

spondence between the bare particles of the non-interacting system and the renonnalized

particles, called qua\iparticles, of the possibly strong!} interacting system. What re¬

mains after this renormalization process from the interaction between Ihe bare electrons

is a klartrec-like interaction between the quasipartieles whose effect can be taken into

account properly. From this description the experimental milestones of Landau-Fermi

liquid theory
canbededuced,whichare\arioussimplelawsforthetemperatureandfre¬quencydependenciesofthcrniodxnamicandtransportproperlieslikethespecificheator'TheFeimisuiraceotthes_wemistequnedtoha\epositiveeui\afineandthegiadientofthedis¬persionhastobenon-veioonthe1S(toipieeiseconditionsseejSalmhotei1l)QQ])ThereforeinthefollowinganalysiswiththeFSclosetothe\anIIo\esmgulaiities.theseconditionsareviolatedMore¬overwechooseamodeiatetntoiactionstiength.suchthattheaitvatuteaigumentsdonotpre\entaflowtostrongcouplingjromone-looppuihole-holediattiams
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2 1.1. Landau-Fermi liquid theory, its breakdown and new fixed points

the T" dependence of the quasiparticle lifetime and the resistivity, respectively.

The reason why Landau-Fermi liquid theory works is the vanishing of the scattering rate

for the quasipartieles at the FS and the dominance of forward scattering between them

at low energy scales. At temperatures 7 low compared to the Fermi energy EF or when

one probes the system with small external frequencies w\ the relevant contributions will

come from low energy excitations out of a region of thickness A ~ T, a; around the

Fermi surface. If we now ask which scattering processes could modify the results for

the non-interacting system, the o\crwhelming part of these processes will be given by
forward scattering processes". More precisely requiring that for a generic two-particle

scattering process with total momentum P -£ 0 the initial and final states lie in the

A-shell around the Fermi surface, where A is some small energy scale, we can easily

see (Shankar 1994. Chen 1995] from (he left plot in Fig. 1.1 that for given incoming

wave-vectors k\ and AS the outgoing wa\evectors /,^ and k\ must be within small seg¬

ments of volume ~ (X/Ej.)-' around A { and lj. This phase space restriction causes the

scattering rate for quasipartieles at the FS to vanish like -^ {^'Ep)2 or ^ [T/TrY\ i.e.

the quasipartieles become well-defined at a sufficiently low energy scale. Further con¬

sidering the limiting case A —;> 0 it is justified to parameterize the scattering processes

with the Landau function /(A\ /,') with wavc-\ectors I and A' on the Fermi surface (for a

precise discussion of the relation relation between the microscopic scattering vertex and

the Landau function, see [Hew son 1994, Met mer 1998, Dupuis 1998]).

The reduction of the interaction lo a Landau function / (/,. k1) yields an important sim¬

plification of the Hamillonian: the effective low-energy Hamiltonian now reads

A A k'

Therefore the effective theory is of Hartree-type, which implies that arbitrary (spin-

independent) variation of the phases of the single-particle wave-functions for different

wave-vectors k leave the Hamiltonian (1.1) unchanged: the low energy theory has lo-

cal gauge invariance in A'-spaee, It is most natural to expect that the ground state wave

function will respect this symmetry and will hence be given b\ an uncorrelated Slater

determinant of single-particle wave-functions with well-defined wave-vectors k. From

(1.1) one obtains the Landau energy functional

^-Ve(AV//(M t ~Y U^^ ,ALh')Sn(k)<hnk') (1.2)

C A A
'

Using this expression, observable quantities can be systematically calculated to a given
order in the deviations >))i ( k ) from the ground-state (described e g. in [ Pines&Nozières]).

"Foi the moment we ignore the Coopet ptocesscs with P - 0 whidi can of com se cause a low-scale

instability ot the Landau-Fermi liquid



Chapter I, Introduction 3

The effect of the interaction can be captured through a set of Landau parameters which

renormalize the expressions for the non-interacting case.

In Ulis thesis we want to analyze possible ways how the Landau-Fermi liquid description
can fail and try to determine the nature of the new state of the system. We will mainly use

an renormalization group language where we attempt to obtain an effective low-energy

theory by a systematic successive elimination of higher energy modes. In the course

of this scheme typically some relevant parameters or processes will become dominant,

while the importance of some other irrelevant terms decreases. If we extrapolate these

changes in the effective action we may reach a fixed point in the sense that the flow of the

relevant parameters reaches some asymptotic form while the irrelevant parameters ha\e

become unnoticably small. If there arc relevant parameters in the theory (he physics at

lowest energy scales is mostly determined by them.

In the Landau-Fermi liquid example above there are no relevant terms which grow if we

reduce the energy scale, therefore the low energy theory is characterized by what is left

over when we restrict the phase space to lower energy scales. These are the marginal''

terms, in our case the kinetic energy and the forward scattering processes, which remain

qualitatively unchanged in the mode elimination. Therefore the Hamiltonian (1.1) can

be regarded as the fixed point of a scries of theories initially having a more complicated
interaction constrained to lower and lower energy scales.

Although the Landau-Fermi liquid state has a remarkable range of validity, it is clear

that it cannot exist for all interaction strengths. Already within the Landau-Fermi liquid descriptiononeisledtostabilitycriteriawhichconstraintherangeofinteractionforwhichthetheorycanbeapplied(see[Pines&Nozières]).Furtheriftheinteractionistoostrongadescriptionbuiltonquasiparticleswithwell-definedwave-vectorsbecomesinappropriate.ThisoccursinmanystronglycorrelatedsystemswheretheinteractionenergythroughtheCoulombrepulsionbetweentheelectronsbecomescomparabletothekineticenergy.Considere.g.alargeI"-Hubbardmodel:theretheenergeticallylargestterm,theon-siteCoulombrepulsionhasalocalgaugeinvarianceinrealspaceratherthanink-space.Thereforesingle-particleexcitationswithdifferentwave-vectorswillbecomecorrelatedandthequasiparticlepictureol'(11)canbreakdownatsomecriticalinteractionstrength4.ThisfailureoccursbecauseoneofthetwobuildingblocksofLandau-Fermiliquidtheorylosesitsrelevancy:whenwelookforalowenergytheoryitisnolongersufficienttonarrowthephase^pacetoregionsofsmallkineticenergyaroundtheFS.Inthisthesiswewanttoconcentrateontheweak-to-moderateinteractioncases,wherethekineticenergyisstillthedominatingterminthe1lamiltonian.ThentheotherbuildingblockofLandau-Fermiliquidtheory,theFermisurfacegeometryincombinationwiththePauliprinciple,willplayadecisiveroleTothesimplesensethatthe\doneitheiglowdtastiealhihm\anish1Accordingtocimentptetuieseglotthehall-hlledHubhatdmodeltheftaettonofthespeettalweightwhichisrepiesentedbyII\anishesatthectilicalpoint,seealsoSubsection122



4 1.1. Landau-Fermi liquid theory, its breakdown and new fixed points

nesting

Figure 1.1 : Left: the aenem case P - k\ -f k> £ 0. The low ener^ final slates are constrained

to the overlap regions of the \-shell around the FS and its translate In P. Fhe volume of this

overlap is x A2. Middle: For P - 0, the possible final state are constrained to a volume oc A.

Rtqlit: the ease of a nested FS.

In situations where Landau-Fermi liquid theory is appropriate, the irrelevance of non-

forward scattering processes at low energy scales arises from the curvature of the FS, as

can be clearly seen in 2 dimensions from Fig. LI. In the generic case in the left plot the

overlapping regions of the \-shells around the Fermi surface and its translate decrease

at least fSalmhofer 1999] as A5 2 for P - /,, 4 k_> --/- 0, hence drastically constraining
the outgoing wave\ectors.

Next let us discuss which additional processes can enter the low-energy effective theory

under certain circumstances. In dimensions larger than one there are (wo obvious cases

where we would find a much wider low-energy pha.se space: one case arises for P -- 0,

where the A-shells around the Fermi surface and its translate overlap perfectly^ and the

outgoing wavevectors adding up to zero can lie everywhere around the FS. In the second

case the curvature is zero on some parts of the FS such that we can obtain overlapping

regions which only decrease \ A. Here the restriction to forward scattering processes

becomes impossible as well, as the low-energy outgoing states allowed by waveveetor

conservation are no longer constrained lo small regions close to the incoming wavevec¬

tors.

The larger number of low-energy scattering states has a far-reaching consequence:sin¬gularitiescanoccurinsecondorderperturbationtheorybecausethedecreaseoftheavailablelow-energyphasespacedoesnolongercancelthesniallnessoftheenergydenominators~A.Inthefirstofthetwocasesmentionedabove(hisleadstothewell-knownCooperinstabilityinthepairingorparticle-particlechannelwhilethesecondcaseisreferredtoasnesting,whichtypicallyoccursintheparticle-holechannel.Inbothcasessecondordercorrectionstothescatteringprocessesbecomesingularatzerotemperatureandforanappropriatebareinteractionthesummationofaninfinitenumberofthesecontributionsleadstoadivergenceoftheseprocessesalreadyatfiniteenergyorfrequencyindicatinganinstabilityofthegroundstate.ItshouldbenotedthatthisPP=0''Weassumethatpanlyisasvmmeti}ofthesystem
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breakdown of the Landau-Fermi liquid does not require a true singularity of lower order

(e.g. 2nd order) fluctuations, due to the summation of higher order processes (e.g. lad¬

der summations) such a divergence can still occur at finite temperatures or for imperfect

nesting provided the interaction is sufficient!) strong.

In generic higher-dimensional systems it is unlikely that two different singularities like

the Cooper and nesting instabilities occur at comparable energy scales. The reason is that

the momentum space overlaps (see Fig. 1.1) responsible for these channels becoming

large involve different parts of the low energy regions around the FS. Moreover the

interactions appearing in the summation of higher order processes which lead to the

singularities arc generally different.

The situation is however distinct in one-dimensional or quasi-one-dimensional s\stems.

Due to the absence of Fermi surface curvature in 1D these systems are always nested and

the low energy phase space for these 2k/ -nesting processes is typically the same as the

one available for the Cooper channel. As a consequence the same waveveetors can cou¬

ple into different singular channels providing an intrinsic coupling between them. Thus

the variety of possible non-Fermi liquid states becomes large. Apart from cases where

again only a single channel dominates the low energy theory there are also eases where

different channels combine to gi\e more complex states. One example is the Luttinger

liquid (for a review on ID systems see [Voit 1994]): here particle-particle and particle-
hole contributions exactly cancel at the one-loop level while the frequency dependence
of the full selfenergy becomes infinitely steep at ,j

- 0 such that the quasipartiele pole

disappears. Corresponding!) the ground state is a weak-coupling non-Fermi liquid state.

Another example will be presented in Chapter 2: the half-filled two-leg Hubbard lad¬

der. There, AF and r/-wave pairing channels become strongly coupled due to certain

Umklapp processes and mutually reinforce their
flowtostrongcoupling.Thusthetruestrongcouplingstate,theso-calledinsulatingspinliquid,exhibitsbothstrongAFand(/-wavefluctuationsbuthasalsospinandchargegapsarisingfromthecombinedflowsinglet-pairingandinsulatingtendencies,ftshouldbenotedthat(heISLgroundstateisnotrelatedtoanykindof(quasi-)longrangeorder:allcorrelationfunctionareshortrangedanddecayexponentially.HenceitcanbeconsideredaMottinsulatingstatewiththeremarkablepropertythatitexistsatarbitrarilysmallrepulsiveinteractionf'.Therootofsuchacomplexandinterestingbehaviorliesintheintrinsicreinforcingcou¬plingbetweendifferentchannels.AnalternativepointofviewistosaythatdifferentchannelsliketheAForthe(/-wavechannelreceiveasubstantialpartoftheirenhance¬mentatlowenergyscalesfromthesameinteractionprocesses.Onemightexpectthatsuchamechanismexclusivelyoccursinlowspatialdimensions,astherethephasespaceoverlapsarelargest.Inthemainpartofthisthesiswewanttoshowthatduetospecialfeaturesoftheenergylandscapethereisthepossibilityforsuchacomplexnon-Fermi-liquidfixedpointalsomthethetwo-dimensional/-/'Hubbardmodel.Ourresultisthatinacertainparameterrange,whichwecallthesaddlepointregime,theRG(lowtowardsstrongcouplingisconsistentwiththeformationofaninsulatingspinliquidin
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certain pails of the Brillouin zone.

It should be noted that the reinforcing coupling between superconducting and antiferro¬

magnetic fluctuations complicates the anal} sis of the strong coupling phase substantially.
As clear from the absence of long-range order in the ISL state in the two-leg Hubbard

ladder and suggested by the RG How in the two-dimensional case as well, a straightfor¬
ward mean-field approach will not yield a proper description of the low energy physics.
Moreover already due to the flat dispersion in the saddle point regions multi-dimensional

bosonization schemes are inapplicable such that the strong coupling analysis for the two-

leg ladder!Lin 1998, Fisher 1998] cannot be taken over to the two-dimensional case.

Thus for die analysis of the two-dimensional case we will mainly make use of suscep¬

tibilities and selfcnergies which can be calculated perturbaiîvely down to energy scales

where the flow to strong coupling sets in. This implies that most of our results merely
show tendencies and only qualitative conclusions can be drawn.
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1.2 The high-7] cuprates and the two-dimensional Hub¬

bard model

1.2.1 The physics of the high-T, cuprates

Since the discovery of superconductivity in LaCuOi [Bednor/&Müller 1986] the phy¬
sics of the high-T, cuprates has become one of the most debated topics of condensed

matter physics. Rather soon a broad consensus arose that the most interesting properlies
of these materials emerge from the CuO, planes common to all known high -7c super¬

conductors. An important experimental parameter in these systems is the doping, which

determines the charge carrier tlensity in the cupratc planes6. Since the relevant elec¬

tronic states close to the Fermi le\el mainly derive from rather narrow copper :V, --,,1

orbitals, the Coulomb repulsion plays a dominant role: upon changing the carrier den¬

sity the behavior of the cuprates changes from a Mott insulating state to a poor but rather

conventional metallic state. The main challenge for a theoretical model of the high-Tc
materials lies in the proper description of this wide range of ground states - in particular
because the typical methods appropriate for the one extreme fail to be valid on the other

side of the density axis.

A qualitative phase diagram of the cuprates is show n in Fig. 1.2. At half-filling deft side

of the diagram) the system is an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator with a charge gap of

approximately Zt\\ The antiferromagnetism and the corresponding spin excitations live

on a much smaller energy scale with Néel temperature 1 \ ^ :](){) hOOK and Heisenberg

exchange coupling .7 =s' 0. L-'kl
.
The metallic state in the high doping region on the very

right side of the diagram is can characterized as a poor Landau-Fermi liquid. There, since

the carrier concentration in the planes is far from half-tilling, the strong local Coulomb

repulsion between the electrons does not affect the qualitative behavior. As the carrier

concentration is increased the system enters a (ll2_fl2-\\a\c superconducting phase or, at

higher temperatures, the so-called spin-gap or pseudo-gap phase .

The rf-wave superconducting state develops unusual pioperties [Lee 1999] when one

moves further to the left on the doping axis decreasing the hole-concentration r with

respect to half-filling: although the number of electrons increases, the superconducting

density measured from the penetration depth decreases and appears to be roughly x i

towards the underdoped region. Moreover the condensation energy deduced from the

specific heat anomaly at T,( i ) reaches a maximum at the maximal T, (optimal doping)
and decreases as well towards half-tilling [Talion 2000). Nonetheless other features of

the superconducting state like quasiparticle properties and interference effects are well

"In a one-band description the undoped state ( r = 01 corresponds to a halt-tilled band and hole-doping
(r ^ 0) leduces (he ntimbei ot elections

'The question whethei the pseudogap line merges with the siipeiconduding cntical temper arm e (like

eg in the ISL scetutto discussed below) on whethet theie is a quantum critical point hidden by the

superconducting phase is still open, see [Talion 2000] toi a recent discussion
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underdoped overdoped Doping

Figure 1.2: Sdwmatn phase d'ut warn of the lui*li-']\ aiprotcs.

described within a conventional (/-wave RCS framework.

The normal state transport properties become anomalous as well around optimal doping:
the Hall coefficient changes sign and the in-plane resistivity exhibits an almost linear

temperature dependence (for a detailed discussion see [Anderson 1997]) over a strik¬

ing range of several hundred Kelvins. This linear behavior is against the expectations
from ordinary Landau-Fermi liquid theory*, moreover the large extension of this behav¬

ior in temperature and its apparent insensitivity against other influences like phonons
has lead to many theoretical conjectures like '"quantum protectorates" [Anderson 2000.

Laughlin 20001 and underlying quantum critical points [Sachdev 1999, Abanov 2000],

The pseudogap state (for a recent review and references see |Timusk 1999]) setting in

below the characteristic temperature T"{ < ) exhibits a rapid decrease of the Pauli spin

susceptibility (the spin gap seen in the Knight shift) signaling a suppression of low-lying

spin excitations and a general loss of low energy spectral weight observed in tunneling

[Renner 1998] and photoemission. In particular angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES)

measurements give evidence for the formation of a pseudogap in the (,t. 0) and (0, it)

regions in of the BZ. while gapless Fermi arcs with quasiparticle peaks remain near

the BZ diagonals (Norman 1998], On the other hand thermodynamic quantities like the

specific heat do not show strong anomalies at T'. Similarly, when cooling the sample
into the pseudo-gap state, the in-plane-resisthhv

onl\showsasmallstep-likedecreasesignalingthatsomescatteringmechanismmavfreezeoutbelow7\vForatwo-dimensionalFeimiliquidwithcvlmdticalFS.theîesisthitvshouldbeproportionalto7']oft(/7/<UHodges1071]
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From these observations it appears plausible that the transition into the pseudogap state

is not a thermodynamic phase transition but a continuous destruction of low energy ex¬

citations responsible for observable changes of certain properties while other low energy

excitations remain. Therefore some properties like the in-plane resistivity which are

dominated by the latter class of gapless excitations do not change drastically. Such a

partial suppression of the low energy spectral weight which becomes more pronounced
towards half-filling may also be the cause for the unusual doping-dependenee of the con¬

densation energy and the superfluid weight: only the remaining part of the low-energy
excitations take part in the formation of a superfluid condensate.

From the ARPES results mentioned above it seems that the partial gap formation in the

pseudogap state should occur around the (rr. 0) and (0, rr) points in the two-dimensional

BZ. This picture is also qualitative!} consistent with the doping dependence of the c-

axis conductivity which shows insulating behavior in the underdoped region. The r-axis

transport is mainly incoherent, in lowest order [loffe 1998] we have

at xf (k)2\(k)Z(pr/Y{l)

with 1±(k) being the inter-plane hopping amplitude and A (/, ) denoting the density of

states with quasiparticle weight Z[h) and width Y[l) for wavevector A in the plane.

According to crystal structure considerations [Andersen 1995] t±{k) is maximal for
/,around(0.;r)and(~,ü)andzerofor/,x(~/2.rr/2).Thereforeadestructionofthelow-energyspectralweightaround(0.,t)and(rr,0)yieldsadrasticdecreaseofthec-axisconductivity.Aprioriitisnotclearwhetherthenon-Landau-Fermiliquidphasestowardsthehalf-filledMottinsulatingstatecanbeatleastqualitative!)-understoodfromaweak-couplingpointofview.i.e.ananalysisbuiltonperturbingthenon-interactingorLandau-Fermiliquidstate.Howeverexactlytheexperimentsdescribedabovegiveussomecon¬fidencethatthismayindeedbethecase:plane-waveamplitudesfordifferentkvectorsextractedinthephotoemissionexperimentsbehaveratherdistinctly,showingthatthesingle-particlecontentofthelow-energyexcitationsplaysasubstantialrole.Moreoverthelocationoftheselowenergyfeaturesroughlycoincideswiththeexpectationfromthenon-interactingmodel,thusthekineticenergyisnotentirelydominatedbytheelectronicinteraction.Thereforeitseemsjustifiedtouseaweak-couplingapproachinattemptingtounderstandqualitativelythemechanismsleadingtosomeoftheobservedphases9.1.2.2TheHubbardmodelTheHubbardmodelbelongstothemoststudiedmodelsinmoderncondensedmat¬terphysics.OriginallyitwasintroducedindependentlybyGutzwil1er,Hubbardand9Tlnsappliesmainhtothedopinglegionsluttheia\\a\homhalt-tillingTheanlifcnomagneiicslateathalt-fillingintherealcupraresiscertainlybetterdescribedIna1leisenbergmodelthanbysomeweak-couplingSOWcalculation
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Kanamori in the study of narrow band transition metals. In the form which we are going
to use here, its Hainiltoni.au is ghen In

Here, n.n. and n.n.n. denote the sum o\er nearest or next nearest neighbors of the two

dimensional square lattice. / and /' are the amplitudes for hopping processes between the

corresponding laltiee sites and I' ^ 0 stands for the Coulomb repulsion for two electrons

on the same lattice site. Since there are no exact results on the two-dimensional Hubbard

model for the interesting parameter regions, one has to use approximate methods. Here

we briefly describe some of the results.

Weak coupling: two and more phases? The weak-coupling, i.e. small-f'7f physics
of the Hubbard model has been studied extenshely by many authors and will also be

analyzed in some length in the following chapters. Here let us only mention several

RG-like approaches to the two-dimensional Hubbard model in recent years.

Schulz [Schulz 1987) and Lederer et al. [Lederer 1987] studied the RG flow of the

processes connecting the saddle points (like in the two-patch analysis of Furukawa et

al. described in Chapter 2) emphasizing the divergence of both AF and (/-wave pair¬

ing correlations. Similar studies ha\c been gnen by Ah are/ et al. [Alvarez 19981 and

Gonzalez et al. (Gonzalez 1996]. Later on, in a related formalism based on parquet

equations, Zheleznyak et al. [Zheleznyak 1997] examined the interplay between criti¬

cal scales and effects of the FS curvature for a quasi two-dimensional model restricted

to approximately flat FS faces which occur in the Hubbard model for small /' close to

half-filling. AnotherstudyofnestingeffectsbetweenflatFSsegmentswasgivenbyVis-tulodeAbreuandDoucot[Vistulo1997]ZanchiandSchulz[Zanchi1997]presentedthefirstfullytwo-dimensionaltreatment,basedonPolehinskksRGequationbrieflydiscussedinthefollowingchapter.Theystudiedthetwo-dimensionalHubbardmodelwith/'=0andfoundtwodifferentregimeswithdominantAFintheoneand(/-wavepairingcorrelationsintheother.AmoredetailedanalysisoftheleadinginstabilitieswasgivenbyHalbothandMct/ner[Halboth2000]usingRGequationsforWickor¬deredfunctionsbySalmhofer[Salmhofer1999],alsodescribedbrieflyinthefollowingchapters.Thegeneralpicturefromtheseweak-couplingstudies(apartfromonetreat¬ment[D/yaloshinski1987],whichdiscussestheweakcouplingnon-Fermiliquidfixedpointofsuchamodel)isthatthereisanantiferromagneticstateforasufficientlyflatFScloseenoughtohalf-fillingandthat,upondestroyingthenestingeitherbydopingorincreasingtheFScurvature,theflowtostrongcouplingisdominatedby(1,-,^-wavesuperconductingfluctuations.TheFermisurfacesandthedominantprocessesforthesetwoparameterregionsareshowninFig1.3.InthisthesiswestudytheRGflowfortheone-particleirreducible(IPI)vertexfunc¬tionsforthemodelghenby(4I)and(4.2)forlargerabsolutevaluesoff—-0..'}/,
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AF processes
at half-filling

d-wave processes

away from half-filling

(n n) (0 0)

Hgiue 1 ^ left I he l S of tin I — 0 Huhhaid model at half filling I he flow to stionj, coupling

is dominated In \1 pioi < sst s \ (A j I, I ) (shown as lei tanjulai ho\e s) \\ tth momentum Hans
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and stiffie tent nesting Ri^ht Tin fsawa\ from half filling when the \f pioccsses aie ait

ofl The. flow is dominated h\ e/vwnt toopei punisses flu pcntnh pcntitlc laclcla hieomes

sin spulen at hm T
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to investigate the possibility of a novel strong coupling state in the parameter region
between the t/-wave and the AF regime of the studies mentioned above. This new

phase, the insulating spin liquid, as suggested by the recent two-patch study by Fu-

rukawaet al, [Furukawa 1998], exhibits some salient properties (see Section 5.2) which

let it appear as a good candidate to describe the physics of the optimally and underdoped

cuprates. This contrasts with the two-phase pictures of the other weak-coupling studies

described abo\e. where e.g. the unusual superconducting properties of the cuprates defy

any natural description. Further we emphasize the similarities of the two-dimensional

RG flow to the (low in the two-leg Hubbard ladder and the two-patch model which pro¬

vides a clear understanding how the LSI, may occur in two dimensions.

Strong coupling: The Molt insulating state arises at strong coupling for large / ji ^

1. Here, double occupancy of a lattice site costs a large energy compared to the typical
kinetic energies such that these states will not enter the low-energy physics Therefore

the charge dynamics is strongly determined by the number of holes. A particular case

arises for n = 1, the half-filled system: there no charge motion is possible without

paying the large energy I
,
Thus the system is in an insulating state, known as the Mott

state. The density of states which measures the number of available states for adding or

removing particles, consists of two Hubbard bands separated by a energy gap ^ C. This

is a rather general picture which - unlike the weak coupling phases described abo\c -

does not depend on details of the lattice and hopping parameters: as long as I is much

larger than the bare bandwidth a possible kinetic energy gain cannot
compensatefortherepulsionenergywhichisrequiredforanychargetransport.TheresultingexcitationgapforchargemotionissolelyduetotheCoulombrepulsionanddocsnotinvolvethespindegreesoffreedom.Despitethechargegaptherearestillvirtualhoppingprocessinvolvingdoublyoccupiedsites.TheseleadtoaneffectiveantiferromagneticexchangecouplingJ—Al~/Lbe¬tweentheelectronspinsonneighboringsites10.ForlargeUthisenergyJgoverningthespindynamicsismuchsmallerthanthechargegap.Thereforeonecandescribethelowenergyexcitationsbymodelsdefinedinthesubspacewithnodoublyoccupiedsiteswiththeeffectivespin-spincouplingJ\•s;asinteractionterm-theHeisenbergmodelathalf-fillingortheI-Jmodelforgeneralbandtilling.Bynowthereisgeneralagreementthatthegroundstateofthetwo-dimensionalHeisenbergmodelhasAFlongrangeorder[Manousakis1991].AprecisestudyoftheMottmetal-insulatortransitionintwodimensionsisdifficultandmanyopenquestionsarecurrentlydebatedinliterature.Green'sfunctiondecouplingmethodsoriginallyintroducedbyHubbard(foranoverviewsee|Gebhard1999])startontheinsulatingsideandshowtheclosingoftheMottgapupondecreasing(\butthemetallicstatearisingonthegaplesssideisnotaLandau-Fermiliquid.MoreovertheinOtcouisethe/'-hoppinggeneratesanadditional/'-exchangeteimwhuhcancausefiustiatiou

effects
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spin degrees of freedom are not properh described and at small UIt the connection to

Hartree solutions is problematic.

The Brinkman-Rice variational treatment of the Hubbard model using Gulzwiller pro¬

jected wavefunetions ([Brinkman&Riee 1970], recent re\iews in [Fazekas 1999] and

[Gebhard 1999]) gives a metal insulator transition at finite U and describes the correlated

metallic state compréhensibles in terms of a renormalized hopping parameter (implying

a reduced Fermi step) and the average number of doubly occupied sides. It further cor¬

roborates the physical intuition that the Mott transition should take place solely due to

charge correlations. An exact treatment of the Gut/willer variational method however

showed that a metal -insulator transition of this pattern does not occur in a finite number

of spatial dimensions [Van Dongen 1989],

In the limit of infinitely mam spatial dimensions, all correlations arc purely local and

the dynamical mean-field approach becomes exact [Metzner 1989] .
Then the metal-

insulator transition in the Hubbard model can be investigated numerically without uncon¬

trolled approximations. With growing U these calculations ([Georges 1996, Bulla 1999])

show an increasing transfer of spectral weight to precursors of the upper and lower Hub¬

bard bands while the quasiparticle band around around zero energy narrows progress-

ingly and finally disappears at the metal-insulator transition. The DMFT phase diagram
also contains a paramagnetic insulating state at non-zero temperatures while the insulat¬

ing ground state shows AF order.

A model for the cupratcs: Further letusbrieflymentionwintheHubbardmodelisbelievedtobeanappropriatemodelforthecupratcsplanesofthehigh-Ttcompounds.TheCuioninCuO>planeshastheelectronconfiguration3d'\Takingintoaccountthetetragonalcrystalfield,hybridizationwiththe/^-orbitalsofthesurroundingoxygenoctahedronandJahn-Tellerdistortionofthelatteronefindsthatthehighestenergylevelwhichremainshalf-filledintheundopedsystemistheantibondingslatebetweentheoxygenp,-and/vorbitalsandthecopperd,•,,jorbitalwherelatterorbitalgivesthelargestcontribution.ThereforeitiscommontospeakaboutoneholeintheCu3c/,.->„jorbital.IfwenowaddanotherholethestrongCoulombrepulsionbetweentwoholesinthed^-yiorbitaleffectivelymakestheholegointotheoxygenyj-orbitalsandformaZhang-Rice-singletstate[Zhang1988]withtheholeontheCu3c/^_(;'orbital.ThisslateiscenteredontheCuionandaddingaholetoformsuchasingletcanbeinterpretedasaddingaholeintoalowerHubbardbandofaHubbardmodelwithlatticesitesonthecoppercoordinatesonly.TheupperHubbardbandisformedbythestateswith2electronsonthe3d,>_,,orbitalswhichareseparatedbyanenergyI'fromthesinglyoccupiedstate,Thechargemotionnowconsistsofpositioninterchangesbetweensingleholesandsinglettwo-holestatescenteredonneighboredCusites.Aneffectivesingle-holehoppingamplitude/canbeobtainedinsecond-orderperturbationtheoryinthe^-parametergivingrisetothehybridizationbetweenoxygenandcopperorbitals.Anotherroutetoaneffectiveone-bandHubbardmodelforthecupratcsconsistsin
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a systematic down folding [Andersen 1995] of the LDA (local density approximation)
band structure onto tight-binding 4-(or 8-)band Haniiltonians valid at low energy which

contain e.g. the bands arising from copper 3(/!j „>, copper 4s and oxygen pL and plS

orbitals. This multi-band Hamiltonian is then diagonah/ed and after Fourier-transfor¬

mation the hopping parameters of an effectue one-band Hamiltonian can be extracted.

The Coulomb repulsion is first treated on average within LDA. After arriving at an effec-

ti\e one-band Hamiltonian an Hubbard on-site repulsion is then added by hand in order

to include correlations beyond LDA.

1.3 Superconductivity from repulsive interactions

In the conventional BCS framework of superconductivity a phonon-mcdiated attractive

interaction between electronic states close to the FS gives rise to a Cooper instability in

the -s-wave pair scattering channel at sufficiently low temperatures. In strongly correlated

systems however where the Coulomb repulsion on short distances is large it is generali)
believed that s-wave pairing does not occur. The reason is that a pair wavefunetion with

s-symmetry has a non-/ero amplitude for both particles being close together and this will

make the paring state energetically unfavorable. Hence upon lowering the temperature

and in absence of other instabilities the developing singularity in the Cooper channel

mentioned in Section 1.1 will appear in another channel,

1.3.1 Unconventional pairing at weak coupling

The gap equation: At the basis
oftheBCStheoryforsuperconductivityisthegapequation(seeeg.[Sigrist&Ueda1991])A,s>(k)isthemean-fieldgapfunctionforapair(/,.s;-/,-.-,')whichhastobedeterminedbysolving(1.4).Itgivesrisetothegapfu1dispersionlr-yt:~|A(Ä')|'forBogoliubovquasiparticlesabovethegroundstate.ThePauliprincipleenforcesA,,<(/>')~A,<„(-/.).Insingletsuperconductorsthiscanbefulfilledthroughagapfunctionwhichisevenwithrespectlo/,-*Iandantisymmetricinspinspace,whileforatripletBCSstateA.,/(/•)isoddin/-spaceandsymmetricinspinspace.FurtherinwritingEq.(1.4)wehaveassumedspinindependentinteractions(seee.g.Eq.(3.46))wheretheinteractionfunction1(/,,-/.-.-I1)denotesthepairscatteringmatrixelement(A--£\.mil

21
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To show the main aspects let us confine the anal)sis to gap functions

As„ (A - s,^n,(h)

which transform according to a single one-dimensional irreducible representation / of the

s)mmetr) group of the crystal ///(/, S denote normalized basis functions of the dilleient

representations, orthogonal to basis functions of the same and othci representations

Further wc assume pair scattering matn \ elements w Inch can be decomposed in a simple

product11
i (/*. Li!') ^miihiniiï

Then the gap equation ( 1 4) (suppressing the spin indices) becomes

A,//,(/,*) -

- \~* tan h
21 -'

k

When we perform the angular integral o\er the FS, all terras vv ith /' t-1 drop out1
'

This

has the immediate consequence that a solution A/(/, ) of ( 1 4) transforming according to

a certain representation / is independent ot the \ r tor /' / I For /' — / we have

1-

A'

an h 111
27

(1 S)

The sum on the right hand side is positive "I litis for a non-ti i\ nil solution ot the gap equa¬

tion it is sufficient that one \\ for a certain representation is negative, the components
of the pair scattering belonging to other representations do not mattei The decoupling
of the different îepresentation implies in particular that the isotiopic on-site Coulomb

repulsion does not impede pairing in a higher angular momentum channel 1( moie than

one \[ become attiactne, the instabilttv will in general occur m the channel with the

most negative coellieient for the enem siain is lareest there

Corrections to the pair scattering: Next we describe how such an attiactive 1/ can

occur m a model with repulsive election-election interactions Kohn and Luttmger

[Kohn&Luttmgei 196'S] analv/ed all second oider collections to I \k, -kJ') given by
the particle-hole diagrams in Fig ^ 2 toi a sphencall) symmetric system with non-local

interactions They realized that due to the singular slope of the particle-hole bubble at

"I oi simp]icitv we assume that all the ///s oilUiiiiiü in the pan scatteung belong to diiteienl iiiedueible

tepieseiitdtions II theie aie seveial basis lunuions ;// (torn the same representation the solution ot the

gap equation at / -^ 1 will geneialK be gi\en In a siipeiposition ot these ditteient basis lunctioiis

pNote that taiih J--)-1 Fk ttaiistomis avoiding to the tnvial tepiesentation theieroie the angulai

mtegial vanishes toi / / /' due to the ditteient svmmetnes ot the r//s
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kt k't

-k \ -k' | -k' -k

Figure 1.4: Left: J lie pair sniftering matin element \
, ,,_,(A. A\A'. -A-') - V(A. -k.k1).

Rii>ht: Correction to the pair scattering \'(k.~ k.k') through the c ros\ed partie le-liole second

order diagram. The spin component has to he eonsened at the short sides of the rectangles

representing the intenn lion juin tum \ (A -A\ A ')

2ki? the Legendre coefficients 1 / of the second order corrections which are negative for

odd / drop off slower (~- I //') for large angular momentum than the coefficients for the

first order pair scattering which fall off exponential!} Thus for sufficiently high angular
momentum / the effectue pair scattering becomes negative.

For local interactions like the Hubbard interaction the first order pair scattering only has

a repulsive f-wave component, and three of the four second order particle-hole diagrams
cancel each other. onl\ the crossed particle-hole diagram remains, shown in Fig. 1 4.

This gives rise to a correction n

<)\ (L-Lh') - - r\vu{k- /?) ..6)

to the scattering element between pairs ( /,, A ) and i A ', -Â '). Therefore the particle -hole

bubble \e\\(k-i A') •-_ U will generate an anisotropic component m the pair scattering and

depending on its structure this will allow the solution of ( 1.4) for an appropriate symme¬

try of As,> ( A). Expression ( 1.6) has been used for the analysis of superconducting insta¬

bilities in the Hubbard model at low electron densities ([Baranov 1992, Hlubina 1997]).

Of course non-local interactions e.g. arising from spin-fluctuations could yield expres¬

sions equivalent to ( 1 6).

Next we describe two simple and quite different examples where (1.6) generates an

anisotropic component in the pair scattering with the right sign.

p-wavc component: The first example is a spherical Fermi surface in three dimen¬

sions. Here ! \ pnlr/11 is peaked at if- 0 where it equals the density of states. This means

that the pair scattering 1 ( A, A. A
'

) at Ä = —A"', i c. \<f\ =r 0, will be increased with re¬

spect to its value at A - A'.forwhich (A1 ^ 2/,/ .
This is equivalent (o a non-zero/)-wave

component in the pair scattering m which i (A~.--A\A)
,

tl and 1 (Â.-Â, k) -, 0. Note

nThe"'-" m this expiession comes bei au se we calculate a second oulei collection to a fust ouiet matrix

element, hence we pet onh one minus siün
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(0,7C) (0,7C)

repulsive attractive

FlgtllC I 5 Pau \iUtlLHiii> foi tin d
„,

s\innutt\ 1 hi sqitau A of die hall filled Huhluud

model a shown as the denk line i pan of tin it puisne pionssis unohcs momentum tiansfei

that the pan scattenng still possesses the lull îotational s\mmeti\ when we tianstoim /

and k' simultaneous!) This suggests that an isotiopic gap (like the Bahan-Weithamei

state) will maximize the condensation eneigv The eneig\ scale ol such a p wa\e insta¬

bility may be cxtiemelv small, inainh because \i>n U/1 is onl\ weakK peaked at q — 0

(/-wave component: The second example is ciucial toi the d
_,y

-wave supcicondue-

riuty in weak-coupling appioaches to the two-dimensional Hubbaid model Theie close

to half-filling \i>ii(f/) is stiongl> peaked at q (- -i Let us consulei k close to the

saddle points (0, n) and (t 0) (see Hg M) I hen toi /; close to the othei saddle point

k h k' ^ (/T, n) and (I 6) will stiongly enhance the couesponding pan scattenng pio-

cesses Toi / and k' at the same saddle point the contubuhon from (I 6) will be small

As one can see horn Fig I S this imbalance is also tiue to a somewhat icduced degiee
loi pan scattenng ptocesses awa> liom the saddle points toi piocesses with initial and

hnal pans in the dilteient legions (ol the "*+" ot the "-"-icgions in the BZ) the nionien

tum tiansfei /, + k' is always closei to ( - -) than toi pan scattenng piocesses inside the

"+" oi '"-"
legions

Subtiactmg the aveiagc pan scattenng we obtain a d
; component Its magnitude is

coupled to the height ot the peak ot \pnUf) at <[
- (~ ~) This time the pan scattenng

is pinned to the lattice and obeys the to in told iotattonal symmetiy ol the squaie lattice

A pnon the eneigy scale ot this <l
_ _, -Coopei instability need not be small, altei all in

the f — Ü Hubbaid model the paitide-hole bubble \i>nU/) at q — Q diveigcs when we

appioach half-hlhng 1 his hov\e\ei can geneiate a much stiongei singulanty than the

one in the d wa\c channel, nameh the antitenomagnctic oi SPW (spin density \\a\e)

instability II this mstabiht\ does not occui because it is nit oil at low scales oi pie\ented

by some othei icason. the geneiated d
_ component dneigmg at low scales can be

legaided as spin-fluctuation induced We note that ah cad's beloie high-7 Scalapino et
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al. [Scalapino 1986) summed the paramagnon ladder diagrams made from \pn(~, rr1)

to obtain an attractive (/,->_,,' component for the 3D Hubbard model and pointed out its

sensitivity to band structure and filling.

Tn the RG analysis it turns out that for the flat FS the AF processes suppress the (/-wave

channel in the same way as they drive it. mainly because all processes which exchange

particles between two opposite sides of the FS flow to strong repulsion, and this also

includes pair processes which should become attractive for f/^-v-wavc symmetry.

We will use the term "Kohn-Luttinger supereonduetiv ity" v\ hen ( 1.6) or analogous mech¬

anisms generate a finite attractive component 1/^0 in the pair scattering and the Cooper

processes of this unconventional channel / are the only processes which flow to strong

coupling.

The situation will be different in the so-called saddle point regime described in Chapter
5. There the FS is curved and the main scattering processes occur between the saddle

point regions. The RG analogue of (1.6) will serve as the main building block of the

mutual reinforcement between (/-wave Cooper and (rr. tt)--AF channel, leading to a high
critical scale where both (/-wave and AF processes diverge. This means that already

without taking into account the particle-particle channel I ,/_w;no -> - oo, i.e. the d^-^:
component in the pair scattering is generated by processes which are singular them¬

selves. Then of course the resulting instability is more complex and does not describe a

pure (/-wave Cooper instability.

13.2 (/-wave superconductivity at strong coupling

Short range singlet pairing appears to be natural in the Hubbard model with / '// ^ 1 be¬

cause singlets between electrons on neighboring lattice sites maximize the energy gain

through the effective Heisenberg interaction on a single
bond.Sincethediscoveryofhightemperaturesuperconductivitytherehavebeennumerousstudies!Dagotto1994]analyzingtheexistenceornon-existenceo(long-range(/-wavepaircorrelationsinthetwo-dimensionalHubbardand/-./model.Howeverthetypicalnumericalmethodsap¬propriateforthestrongcouplingregionareconfrontedwithdifficultieslikethesignproblem(QMO,finitesi/eeffects(exactdiagonali/ation)orcannotreachtherelevanttemperatureandenergyscales.Thereforethesearchfor(/-wavesuperconductivityintheHubbardmodelisstillatopicofongoingresearch.BycombiningvariationalMontecarloonGutzwillerwavefunctionswithLanczositera¬tionstoimprovetheshort-rangebehavior,Heeb[Heeb1994]foundaparameterregionwithstabled,2_(/;superconductinglongrangeorderinthetwo-dimensional/-./model.ThesemethodshaverecentlybeenimprovedandextendedbyBeccaetal.[Becca20001.furthersupportingtheexistenceof(/-wavesuperconductivityinthet-.lmodel.More¬overforthelightlydoped/-./-modelat.1,t=0.1fixednodeandGreen'sfunctionMontecarlomethods|Calandra2000]gavefinitevaluesforthe(/-wavepairingamplitude
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extrapolated to infinite system si/e. Nevertheless the situation is far form being clear as

there are other competing instabilities such as stripe formation [White 2000],

Recently two groups [Maier 2000, Liechtenstein 1999), , using cluster DMFT schemes,

found stable off-diagonal components with d,i ^ symmetrv m a sel (energy heavily

coarse-grained in /'-space for the two-dimensional Hubbard model at I It = I2/\ The

superconducting /", shows a doping dependence ver) similar to the behavior observed

experimentally in the cupratcs.
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Chapter 2

The Half-Filled Two-Leg Ladder and

the Two-Patch Model

In this chapter wc analyze (he RG How to strong coupling in the half-tilled two-leg ladder

and a simplified version of the two-dimensional problem, the so-called two-patch model.

Both serve as toy models for the RG treatment oï the full two-dimensional Hubbard

model described in later chapters which help us to understand the main processes in a

mostly analytical wa>. We will discuss how the reinforcing coupling between Cooper

and antilerromagnetic channel yields an unusual flow to strong coupling and emphasize
the role of Umklapp processes in creating this coupling and drhing the system towards

an incompressible, i.e. charge gapped state. First we re\iew some general facts about

ladder systems.

2.1 Spin4 ladders

Ladder systems ha\e attracted considerable interest o\er the last years (for a re\iew

see (Dagotto&Rice 1996]), mainly because they represent simpler models exhibttmg

strong correlation effects and magnetic phenomena similar to those in the two-dimen¬

sional high-T,. cuprates. From a theoretical point of view ladder systems are more conve¬

nient to analyze because one can make use of the large number of analytical (bosom/a-

tion, conformai field theories. Bethe-Ansatz. etc.) and numerical (quantum Monteearlo,

exact diagonalization, DMRG, etc.) methods which exclusively or most efficiently work

in quasi- ID systems. However the low dimensionality seems to increase the complexity,
as rather stable concepts like the Landau-bermi liquid ami the confinement of spin and

charge break down and the variety of possible ground slates becomes large.

21
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Figure 2.1 : Left: Iltthhanl t\\o-la> ladder. Rtt>ht: IleiM-iihen* two-leq hidden

2.1.1 Half-filled two-leg ladders: the insulating spin liquid

First we want to focus on the half-filled two-leg Hubbard ladder which shall be the

first toy model for the RG analysis of the two-dimensional Hubbard model. From the

weak coupling {Vli small) side, two-leg Hubbard ladder systems have been extensively
analyzed with combined RG and bosonization techniques [Schulz 1996, Balents 1996,

Lin 1998, Fisher 1998]. The main result, parts of which we will reproduce in the next

section, is that at half-filling the groundstate of the system has a fully gapped spectrum
where adding a particle or creating an S" - 1 excitation requires a finite amount of

energy. Further the ground state is characterized b> strong </,j _(/j-wavc pairing (appro¬

priately defined on the ladder) and AF fluctuations. This paired incompressible state is

called an insulating spin liquid (ISL).

Another remarkable feature of the two-leg ladder systems is the continuous evolution

of this singlet groundstate from weak to strong coupling {7 ,7 ^ L) where it can be

interpreted as a RVB type spin liquid similar to the RYB state originally proposed by
Anderson for the two-dimensional Heisenberg model.

Although it is relatively easy to understand that Heisenberg spin ladders with dominant

coupling along the rungs (./__ ^- .7 ) ha\e a spin gap. it came as a surprise that this spin
liquid ground state persists |Dagotto 1992, Dagotto&Riee 1996] down to the isotropic
Heisenberg ladder case (J - J -J) which corresponds to the strong coupling (7 —

/'/ 17') limit of the Hubbard two-leg ladder. In fact the spin gap only disappears in the

limit 7x/7y -4 0, where the two legs decouple into separate Heisenberg chains, which
haveagaplessspectrumasalreadyfoundbyBethein1931(seee.g.[Fradkin199IJ)andensuredbytheLieb-Sehulz-Mattistheorem[LSM1961].2.1.2Addingholes:aID(/-wavesuperconductorUpondopingholesintothehalf-tilledtwo-legladder,analytical[Balents1996)andDMRG[Noack1994]calculationsfortheHubbardtwo-legladdersuggestthatthesys¬temgoesintoastateanalogoustotheLuther-Emeryliquidinasinglechainwithattrac¬tivebackscattering([Luther&Emery1974],forareviewon11)systemssee[Voit

1994]),
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which still exhibits a spin gap and w here the holes enter in pairs forming a one-dimensional

superconductor with power-law ?/,,>_„•-wave pairing correlations. The same behavior

had been predicted and found for doped t\\ o-leg /-./ ladders on \ arious way s ( [Rice 1993,

Si grist 1994, Trover 1996], see also [Schulz 1999]), Like in many scenarios for the two-

dimensional cupratcs, the vicinity to the Mott state drives the system towards an uncon¬

ventional singlet pairing state. This contrasts with the doped single chain with repulsive
interaction, where unconventional pairing in the singlet channel is impossible, and the

groundstate is a Luttinger liquid without spin gap.

2.1.3 Adding legs: FS truncation

Hubbard ladders with more than two legs have also been considered extensively (see

e.g. [Dagotto&Rice 1996]). At half-filling one finds a general odd-even effect: lad¬

ders with an even number of legs have a spin gap, while ladders with an odd number

of legs maintain one gapless spin mode. Formally the difference in the spectra of the

low-lying spin excitation between an odd and even number of legs can be understood

due to the existence or absence of a topological term in the effective action for the con¬

tinuum spin model [Khveshchenko 1994, Haldane 1983]. Further in weak-coupling RG

treatments one finds a hierarchy of energy scales and critical dopings for the disappear¬
ance of the charge gap on pairs of legs when the particle density is decreased away from

half-filling: the pairs of legs with smallest Fermi velocity have the largest charge gap

| Ledermann 2000]. Hence upon doping the holes enter the bands with the smallest gaps

first while the charge gap in the other bands persists. This is consistent with numerical

results on three-leg t-.l ladders which show that upon doping the half-filled three-leg lad¬

der the holes go into the unpaired odd-parity band, while the particle number in the outer

spin-gapped bands stays pinned to half-filling [Rice 1997], Thus in these lightly doped

systems there exists an intermediate state between the
Mottinsulatorathalf-fillingandtheLuther-Fmerystatewithgaplesschargeexcitationsfurtherawayfromhalf-filling.ThisintermediatestatehasatruncatedFenmsurfaceinthesensethatthereisacoexis¬tenceofbandswithgapfulandbandswithgaplesschargeexcitations.2.2RGtreatmentofthe2-legladderathalf-fillingThetwo-legHubbardladderatweakcouplinghasbeenthoroughlyanalyzedbymanyau¬thors[Fabrizio1993,Khveshchenko1994,Schulz1996.Balcnts1996,Lin1998].Herewerepeatpartsoftheanalysisusingarenormalizationgrouplanguagewhichisclosesttoourstudyofthetwo-dimensionalHubbardmodelandintroducethemainfeaturesoftheRGHowtowardstheISL.Thetwo-legHubbardladderwithequalnearestneighbor
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Figuie 2 2 hin tlispi i sion ol the tv o U *> Iluhbaid laddi i at half filling (p
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hopping i along and between the legs is descnbed by the Hamiltoman
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(
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i > i
"

( f - ( \ i,

(2 t)

Heie i = 1 2 labels the two legs and l 0 is the on site Coulomb lepnlsion The

non mtei acting model has two bands (bonding and anti bonding) with dispeision

(/ if 2/ ( os / (2 2)

The wa\elunctions in these two bands have diffeient pant\ with îespect to inteichange
of the laddei s theietoie we can attnbute tians\eise waxexeaois t

,
—

~ and Â — 0 to

the t and band lespeutxelx The s\stem is hall filled with one election pet site it the

chemical potential is at //
- 0 I hen the Fenni wa\e\eclois ol the two bands add up to

-

with the impoitant implication that I mklapp piocesscs whcic two patticles scattei horn

the Feinn points on e g the light blanches ol the dispeision unxes to the left blanches

become elastic

2.2.1 The one-loop flow of the coupling constants

The influences of a small posime I shall be analxzed withm a one loop RG scheme

basically equivalent to the one discussed in the following chaptei Hovvevei to keep it

simple foi the time being we select the télexant Jiannels whete logaiithmic inflated
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divergences occur in a perturbation expansion These are the Cooper channel, i e, the

particle-particle diagrams where the two incoming waveveetors add up to zero (modulo

reciprocal lattice \ectors), and - typical for ID systems - the 2/,/, particle-hole channel,

which in our case includes all particle-hole loops with either 2kh (,
2/, r or /> / » f- /,'/ _

momentum transfer flowing through All these diagrams have an arbitrarily small energy

denominator and diverge logarithmically x lo^( Vn'' \) when we decrease the infrared

cutoff A starting from some high value V0 Correspondingly the leading corrections to

the bare interactions will be given by these contributions and a first RG analysis can

be restricted to the scattering processes tor particles close to the different Fermi points

which couple to these dominant fluctuations. At half-filling we find 9 of these superfi¬

cially relevant processes which are represented graphically m Fig. 2.3

Away from half-filling the yrtype processes r/!(, q<, and qu become inelastic because

the absolute values of the Fermi waveveetors of the two bands do no longer add up to it

Therefore the (/rtype processes do not enter the physics at lowest energy scales, Note

however that close to half-filling they still grow strongly at intermediate energy scales

are only cut off below a certain threshold energy related to the distance to half-tilling
The true low energy physics should then be determined taking into account these large
but non-divergent f/rCmklapp contributions This represents a severe problem as close

to half-filling the limklapp processes will exceed the perturbatrve range. Here we will

restrict the analysis to the case at half-filling, where the r/rtype processes diverge and

drive the system towards an incompressible state, and to densities further away from half-

filling, where the <yrl-T'uklapp processes remain small and the compressibility remains

unrenormali7cd

With a hneari/ed dispersion around the Fermi points and m the units of r/ | t — 1 (such

that the DOS per band and spin orientation is unity) we can straightforwardly writedown

the one-loop RG equations [Furukavva](<7 = A(7<//(/A and \ decreasing from an initial

energy scale Af )

<7i« (</i, L 'h,jQ\P-1 (lit - 'lu

<hi -

Ô ('lu -] ri,-* '/'/- - <hc)

ÜU
_

-'/n'/ii </•,<!)< (jii'ht

<lh — 2c/,, v^t -t 'h,,*/.,,
-

(j L<iu

(J2ii — <I\i<l\p
1

</>>,<l\ 'I'',,'! 'L

<l\v ^ -'/ <<l 1
L

<h,<l\, '1 '/>,,

<1u (/it
L

'f'p (l-'«'11 -()l -

Oh
__

<he
-.

-<]\r'Iw ' <! <<h <h-.<h, <l>„(!], 2(ji, q-i, (2 })

If we could freely choose the initial conditions for the q\ at \0, this system of equations
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Figure 2.3: The nine relevant couplings in the halffilled two-leg Hubbard ladder. The abbre¬

viations "AF" and "dw" indicate whether the processes drives the AF or d-wave channel. The

fractions in the upper right comers denote the asymptotic weight if- in the RG flow described

in 2.4. The numbers in the brackets are the values away from half-filling where the Umklapp
processes g-.ie = g%c — (j:\x = 0.
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could be solved bv the Ansatz

</,(A)-
los>(At/ V)

(2.4)

where the gf's, are a solution of the system (2.3) with </° replacing <y,'s and <//s every¬

where. Ar is the scale, where all couplings diverge, its value is determined bv the initial

/7,'s and A0. For generic Hubbard interaction <?, (A0) — I however we have to per¬

form a numerical integration of s>stem (2.3). The result shows [Lin 1998] that the flow

nonetheless is attracted to the form gi\en m (2.4) with a particular set of//", which are

[Fumkawa]

nl

f)2, -=

<?u - ê, - ^

0
'

0

''hi ^ TT'/o
0

0 L 0
-

Qu ^(/o
n 0 r

<7v ^<lu -~( (2.5)

//q is fixed by the initial conditions.

The divergence of the couplings means that a perturbative treatment breaks down, the

system flows to strong coupling and the character of this flow may give at least qualitative
information about the real strong coupling state. This is discussed in the following.

2.2.2 Flow of the susceptibilities

In order to obtain more information about the true strong coupling ground state it is help¬
ful to consider the How of several susceptibilities or the couplings to the corresponding

fluctuations, respectively, as described in the next chapter. The analysis yields that tlie

coupling to AF fluctuations ->,((ï) whh Q -- (t, ,t) flows with the equation

^{Q) '
i a a i

i \r (0)

<7o°

12log(Af/A)
.6)

where the value in the square brackets is the asymptotic expression with values given bv

(2.5). Since ) w ,'" \/ —> -x. for V decreasing towards V,.
thecouplingtoAFmodesandwithittheAFsusceptibility\AQ)divergeatthecriticalscale.Accordingtotheasymptoticbehaviorthe(/-wavepairingsusceptibilitydivergesequallystrongly<li»-<]>,,%12!oo(Ac/'A)(2.7)Furthermoreletusconsiderthecouplingstouniformexternalcharges(y.)andspins->,,,whichdeterminethechargecompressibilityhandtheuniformspinsusceptibility\S(Q)andarerenormali/edbytheforwardscatteringprocesses.Asdescribedinthechapteron
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the RG formalism, we calculate these quantities for the effective theory below the cutoff.

At a given scale, the charge coupling for electronic modes at the four Fermi points is then

given by

,( _^__- ._ .

_"_LL_
. .

,
(2 8)

I -f (2v?t f-2</>, -

(/,, qri) V,,

where \r.i, denotes the density of states per band and spin orientation (set — J /2 before)

and ), o is the bare charge coupling, At half-filling, taking the solution (2.5), the asymp¬

totic flow of the sum of interactions in the denominator is to 4 v. correspondingly the

charge coupling and compressibility flows to zero. Away from half-filling, taking the

asymptotic values for the couplings indicated in Fig. 2.3, the charge coupling remains

unrenormalized. This shows the important role of the f/Hype I 'mklapp processes enter¬

ing the flow at half-filling as being responsible for the charge gap tendencies.

Similarly we find for the uniform spin coupling (-, 0 denoting the bare spin coupling)

Again at half-filling, because o/it (one of the two negative Cooper couplings) diverges
to —oü. % and \,(0) flow to zero. Unlike the charge coupling, the spin coupling is

still suppressed to zero away from half-filling, when we use the asymptotic values for

the couplings given in Fig. 2.3: the spin gap remains as the system becomes a ID

superconductor.

Summarizing the flow of the susceptibilities at half-filling, the two-leg ladder system
shows an intriguing behavior, which is referred to as insulating spin liquid (ISL): both

AF and r/-wavc susceptibility diverge strongly, however the vanishing uniform chargeandspinsusceptibilityindicatethatspinandchargecorrelationfunctionsremainpurelyshort-rangedandthatthetruestrongcouplinggroundstatehasnolow-lyingchargeandspinexcitation.ThisisunlikeasuperconductorwherewecanalwaysaddCooperpairsatthechemicalpotentialandalsounlikea(quasi-)long-rangeorderedAFstatewhichexhibitssomesortofgaplessmagneticexcitationslikespinonsintheHeisenbergchainorspinwavesinhigher-dimensionalsystems.Thereforethetruegroundstateisnotrelatedtoanykindofsymmetry-brokenphaseandthuscannotbedescribedbyaITartree-Fock-Bogoliubovmean-fieldtheory.AlthoughthisRGflowtostrongcouplingonlyindicatesthewayhowtheuncorrelatedstatebreaksdown,thequalitativepicturedescribedherecanbeconfirmedbyabosoni/a-tionanalysis|Ralents1996,Lin1998,Fisher1998]oftheeffectiveHaimltoniancontain¬ingonlytherelevantcouplings.InthebosonizationtreatmentitcanbeclearlyseenthattheUmklappprocessesareresponsibleforthechargegap,whilethepairingprocessesopenupthespingap.Atweakcouplingthesetwogapshavethesamemagnitude.Bosonizationhoweverhasthedrawbackthatitcannotbesimplygeneralizedtotwodimensions1,inwhichwearemainlyinterested.MoreoverinD^2therearenoweak'Highei-dinieiisionalbosonization(KopietzlOO"?])hexactinthelimitotdominantfoiward^catteimg
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coupling methods available which desciibc opening ot spin and chaise gaps without

assuming an\ kind ot long lange otdei Theieloie oui inoie modest stiateg\ will be to

undeistand bettei the paiticulai situation leading to the RG flow desciibcd abo\e and to

seaich loi the same conditions in the two dimensional Hubbaid model

Anothei ieason loi this stiateg\ anses horn the numeiical ticatment ol the two leg laddei

RG equations toi îealistit paiameteis descubed in the next subsection

Âé*jb+*J Numerical integration of the RG flow

We discuss the numetical integiation ol the RG equations (2 1) toi the lollowme paiam

eteis we stau the RG How at \.-> 0 V with initial <, - 0 1/ I he densiu ot states

pei band horn the beimi \elocit\ is L ~i i ^ 0 ls[ f with this we obtain alathei small

uitical stale ot V % j 10 t
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\/t

Figure 2.5: Left plot: Divergence of d-wave coupling 77,_, (solid line) and AF coupling y,\F

(dashed line) approaching the pole at A,.. Right pint: Flow ofcharge coupling ryc (solid line) and

spin coupling 7.,. (dashed line) for the effective theon below the cutoff normalized to their initial

values 7,:.o and 7.s..o. The vertical line signals the scale where the largest couplings exceed the

bandwidth (rt.

The convergence of the flowing interactions towards the solution (2.5) when we inte¬

grate the flow further and further is shown in Fig. 2.4. For the given parameters the

convergence to the asymptotic solution is rather slow and certainly beyond the pertur-

bative regime. Nevertheless the tendencies are observable already when the coupling
are comparable to the full bandwidth 6/ of the system. The reason why certain cou¬

plings, namely those corresponding to pair scattering processes, reach their asymptotic
flow rather late is clear: initially at A = A0 all couplings are repulsive and in particular
all Cooper processes are suppressed in the beginning. Only in the course of a flow- an

attractive d-wave component develops which then leads to the divergence of the Cooper

processes to ±00. The non-Cooper Umklapp processes like pu arc not suppressed in the

beginning and start to grow right from their initial values.

The numerical results for the couplings to external fields are shown in Fig. 2.5. Again
we started the RG flow at A0 = O.ô/ with initial </, ~= 0.1/, The divergences of the

d-wave and AF couplings
7/,,,and7.1/?areverydifferentbecauseagaintherepulsiveinitialconditionsfavortheAFchannel,whilethe(/-wavecomponentintheinteractionisonlygeneratedduringtheHow,Fortheseparameterstheequalasymptoticgrowthofformulas(2.6)and(2.7)isonlyreachedatscaleswheretheinteractionshaveexceededthebandwidthbyordersofmagnitude.Similarlythesuppressionofspinandchargesusceptibilitiesonlyoccurswheninteractionshavebecomecomparabletothefullband¬width.ThereforefortheseparameterstheinterpretationoftheRGresultsissomewhatprob¬lematicfromonlylookingatthesusceptibilities.Certainlywecouldchooseasmallerinitialcouplingsuchthattheasymptoticbehaviorisreachedbeforethecouplingsleave10~11KT810"41er1A/tJ).8-^0.6o^0.4r0.20
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the perturbative region. Actual!) for the two-dimensional problem we will meet a flow

analogous to the asymptotic behavior (2 5) of the half-filled two-leg ladder already at

scales where the interactions reach \alues comparable to the bandwidth. Hence we can

compare the two-dimensional case with moderate ( to the two-leg ladder flow at very

small initial F.

On thcotherhand from numerical treatments |Noack I994| we know that the LSL physics
in the two-leg ladder holds for stronger U as welk. Therefore the question arises whether

at least for moderate I
'

the LSL formation can still be understood from the one-loop flow.

In the next subsection we will describe our \ie\\ that this is indeed possible. We discuss

how AF and (/-wave processes mutually generate and reinforce each other giving rise to

a combined flow towards an insulating spin liquid. Hence the question which suscepti¬

bility grows faster towards the divergence loses its importance because both tendencies

are parts of a single mechanism and do not exclude each other at the LSL fixed point as

it would be the case in conventional mean-field phase diagrams.

2.2.4 The mutual reinforcement mechanism in the half-filled two-

leg ladder

A conventional analysis of RG flows [Solyom 1979] from weak to strong coupling com¬

pares the asvmptotie growth of different susceptibilities, which then leads to a phase di¬

agram where the strong coupling state in a certain region corresponds to a the strongest

divergent susceptibility in this parameter region. This is already somewhat artificial in

our case, as (/-wave and AF susceptibility diverge together with the same asymptotic

expression. One might think that this does not necessarily imply an unconventional state

(or a new RG fixed point) as higher order terms and the initial conditions for the flow

as described above will prefer the one or other, i.e. (/-wave or AF channel.
Indeedasweshowedtheasymptoticformisapproachedonlyslowlyanddependingontheini¬tialinteractionsnothingguaranteesthattheone-loopequationsarestillvaliduntilwegetthere.Similarlyonecouldarguethatthespinandchargegaptendencieswhichimpedethestraightforwardinterpretationwillbecut-offatsomelowsealeandonlyleadtoquantitativerenormali/ationsoftireparametersofthetruegroundstate.OntheotherhandamoredetailedanalysisoftheRGequationsandtheflowofthesusceptibilitiesrevealsthattheflowdoesnotdescribeaclosecompetitionbetweenAFand(/-wavesuperconductingchannels,onthecontraryucanbeseenthatherethetwochannelsmutuallygenerateandremfoneeachotherandthatthespinandchargegaptendenciesareinescapableconsequencesofthiscombinedprocess.LetusforexampleconsidertheRGequationforthecoupling(/;(in(2.3)<)\,—(</.*(/j,'/p•</i,-'/**</!,)-1leicspinandchargegaphavedilreientmagnitudesanddevelopdifleieiitlvwithchangingIThisisalsosuggestedbytheRGtotmodetateI
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(/i, dominates the small angle Cooper pair scattering (the "- "-lobe of the (/-wave). Tf

the right hand side is positive //i( will decrease when we reduce L, Apart from the last

term which vanishes in the asymptotic flow, all terms on the right hand side of cj\, are

positive, the second contains q2,r the third is </2h .
These two couplings both drive the AF

fluctuations (see (2.6)). Now let us assume that the AF processes flow to strong repulsion

and the other processes ha\e not changed much from their initial \alues. Then, due to

the coupling on the right hand side of </ ,.
at least the terms containing q2ll and q]t will

decrease the \alue of//t, with decreasing A. This ai read} generates an attractive (/-wave

component. The flow could lead to a Kohn-Luttinger-t}pe (/-wave instability at some

low scale, even if the Cooper channel decoupled entirely from other processes after the

initial (7-wave component has been induced. This occurs away from half-filling, where

the Q], processes are inelastic and drop out at low energ} scales. But in the present case

at half-filling the flow of the attractive Cooper coupling r/lt c\en becomes enhanced

through the additional driving (/i( term. The right hand side of the RG equation has the

same form for all scales and there is no decoupling. If the AF processes diverge with

<Ijv --> so and (/>, -> x:, the} necessarily drive q ,
to - v and also amplify other d-

wave processes even at lowest energies. Note that c/h --v - v is equivalent to spin gap

tendencies, as can be seen from Fq. 2.9.

As another example take the flow of y^,,

<hi -z -<l\r<Jli
- <]}<(lu ~ <l2,<hi ~ >!?, OU - <]2i,(J\<

In order to make gu and other AF couplings flow to strong repulsion, the right hand side

should be negative. However for repulsive initial interactions </, - L the sum of the first

two terms is positive: q{, (2</t, -</*,). Now assume that the flow is such that the (/-wave

pair processes diverge and again the other couplings remain unchanged in the beginning.
Then qx, will flow to negative values, turning the sign the above q} l['2qu - (;-,„ ). so that

this contribution will dri\e <iu and along with that all other AF couplings to to strong

repulsion. Again the growth of one channel, the (/-wave channel in this case, generates

and subsequently enhances the flow m the other channel, here in the AF channel.

Furthermore the induced divergence of <iu w ill also drive the forward scattering to strong

repulsion, hence strongly suppressing the charge compressibility. Thus at half-filling
due to the coupling through Umkflapp processes, a divergence of the (/-wave coupling

generates the tendency to open up a charge gap on the FS

From these observations - as we mentioned earlier - the interaction between these chan¬

nels is more appropriate!} regarded as mutual reinforcement and not as a competition:
the latter would mean that a growth of one tv pe of fluctuations suppresses the other, here

the reverse is true: both kinds of fluctuation diverge together (see also Fig, 2 6) at a

common critical scale much higher as the ones for the single channels.

The reason for the mutual reinforcement between (/-wave and AF channel is related

to the location of the Fermi points: Cooper pair scattering processes between the two

bands as described by (/_>„ or <i*p involve a momentum change of (,t, ,t) between the first
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Flgllie 2 6 Lift plot Flow of \F pioeesses (solid lines) and d went t oopci j'iotesse s (dashed

line s) Both t\pe s ofpiOLt s st s au \tioni>h < oiipUcl m the flem and dneii>c tojtthei Flu dashed

dotted lines denote the flow of the two n iele\ant pioecsse s winch \amsli in the awmptotn flow

Rutin I low of flu I oopei pioeesses with uspect to tin laiqi st < oujilinç (q ) with eisMiiptotit

\afiie i/i file piOitssts shown In the ehislied line s hm c asMiipte>tie \ahns ±\ /I the solid hin

denotes a pioeess witli assmptotu \ethie L b

incoming and the second outgoing paiticle 1 hetetoie the} couple to the AF piocesses

which contain the same momentum tianstei Since two ot these momentum tiansteis

add up to /cio the AF t mklapp piocesses ^ can also occm in the one loop collections

to mtiaband Coopei piocesses ep ,

On the othei hand the high eneigv scale lesultmg horn this mutual lemloicement comes

atapiice the attiactne Coopei piocesses q dmento x b\ I ! mklapp- \F piocesses

mvoKes q ,
and q me\ itabh causes a suppiession ot the uni loi m spin susceptibility as

it mcieases the denoininatoi m (2 9) Theietoie as soon as the I mklapp AF couplings

giow stionghy the\ also lead to spin gap tendencies \ (0) » 0 In the second example
the giowth ot the L mklapp AF piocesses induced b\ the d wave pan piocesses implies
that qiL flows to stiong îepulsion Again this has an eltect on the uniioim susceptibilities
this time t- gets dii\en to /eio because the totwaul scatteuna piocess q L appeals m the

the denommatoi ot (2 8) \gain it is the coupling ot (/ wa\e and AF piocesses thiough

Umklapp piocesses which causes a dneieence in the d v\a\e channel and at the same

time makes the s\stem inconipiessihle We îepeal that m the geneiie case awa\ tiom

halt tilling wheie the Umklapp piocesses do not enlei the low eneigv plrvsics the RG

flow istowaidsal uthei Fmei\ state with dneigmg d wa\c couplings while in this case

it we appl\ the same analysis without the I mklapp piocesses and the asymptotic \alues

gnen in Fig 2 3 h lemains unienoimah/td

In the tollowmg we want to show that this complex (low to stiong coupling with the ke\

^Viewed liom tilt 2D pt,tspn.ti\i. ; is m I mkhpp pitxess is wdl bemise (he momtntnm m i)

dnection is onlv ioiisu\i_d itfti siibti ïi_tin_ itupux il httiu vcuots
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signatures of an insulating spin liquid is also realized in a rather broad parameter range of

the full two-dimensional t-i' Hubbard model. There, Uniklapp scattering between Fermi

surface parts close to (/r.O) and (I), t) again leads to a mutual reinforcement between

(/-wa\c and AF processes and the contribution of these regions to the uniform charge
and spin susceptibility will become strongh suppressed. We will also show an example,

namely the electron-doped side of the phase diagram, where the coupling between the

channels is onl\ weak and does not persist until the (low reaches the instability and the

LSF tendencies do not occur.
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23 The two-patch model

Two dimensions and two patches: In oidei to see how a stiong coupling flow smi

liai to the two-leg laddei discussed abo\e can ause in a two-dimensional model, we

give a bnet discussion of the dominant mechanisms These aie most tianspaient m the

two-patch model ([Fuiukawa 1998]. and also |Schul/ 1987, Iedeiei 1987)) wheieonlv

small phase space patches aiound the saddle points at ( t 0) and (0 t ) aie kept These

Bnllouin /one legions can be expected to give the leading flow if the TS is at (he van

Hove points The icasons loi then piedonnnanec aie the laige density ot states and the

viurnt} ot the FS to the so-called Umklapp suilace (see kig 2 7). which sides aie con¬

nected by Q — (t, k) II the band eneigv at the Umklapp suilace is small. L niklapp

ptocesses between two sides piovide an additional low-eneigv scattenng channel with

mteiesting consequences

) C

91 92 93 94

Figuie 2 7 1 he ukxant siatteitiu> jnoeisses in tin two pah h nwdtl I lu <>/<<v sain < tick s

(knote the phase span patches mound the saddk points The intcicutions an assumed to hi

sptn-tiuhpiiicUnt itnd umstant o\a tin pah lu s In this notation the spin ol the initial and final

paituk < anni < ted In an anow has to hi tht sann

The RG flow: Neglecting again possible liequenev dependence we can appioxi-

mately desenbe the scattenng ptocesses within and between the two patches b> tout

coupling constants, ip </|. depicted m Fig 2 7

I he mam teims which dnve the one loop RG flow ot these veitices aie

1 1 he paitiele-paitiele loop i/0 vuth /eio total incoming momentum, which dneiges
like lo'g'i V(l \) w ith decieasing eneigv scale V

^ V) due to the van Hove smgu-

laniv m the dcnsitv ol states

V H **

\Ay

\*»

là

2 I he paiticle-hole loop with momentum tianstei (- j) denoted bv d\ which, in

piesence ol a small but non/eio /' dneiges like log), \0 V) with alaige pielaetoi
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Below an energv scale determined by /'// and /(, these terms become small com¬

pared to (/0. which then dominates the flow. However if the initial coupling I is

not too weak, the coupling constants diverge alread> above that scale.

Keeping onlv these two contributions, and denoting // — log( V,V'A), so that decreasing
A means increasing //. we obtain the RG How equations

q
- 2<i\<i (</, - q ). (2,10)

//, ^ ih Ci] f <!]) (2 11)

(/, - -2r/0</wH '-?'/i '/<(-'/' '/'), (2-12^

<)\ - (/olf/^ '/?)• (2.13)

where //, = Ofh/dq, and r/0. t/| ^ 0. Next we briefl> review the analysis of the two-patch

model by Furukawa et al. [Furukawa 1998], The second term on the right hand side of

(2,12) enhances the basin of attraction of the strong coupling fixed point. Starting from

the on-site repulsion q\ — q> — q^ - <i\ — I given by (4.2). the coupling constants

diverge al a scale V :

c/{ -> 1 -v. (/|
v ^x and q2 —> l-x . (2.14)

<7i diverges more slow h. Initially there is a competition between the two terms on the

r.h s. of (2.12), but the r.h.s, of (2,13) is always negative and thus decreases q\. Eventu¬

ally. //( becomes negative; then both terms in (2.12) have the same sign, which acceler¬

ates the flow to strong coupling.

The mutual reinforcement: For incoming and outgoing particles direct!) at the sad¬

dle points c/rpîoeesses correspond to both Cooper and Umklapp processes, However,

away from the saddle points we can distinguish between Cooper processes with ap¬

proximately zero total incoming momentum driven through the particle-particle channel

and Umklapp processes with momentum transfer ^ (-. ~) driven by the corresponding

particle-hole channel. Taking the flow of the Cooper processes, the second term in (2 12)

containing the particle-hole contributions x d< is exact h the term discussed m Section

1.3.1 which creates the (/-wave component in the pair scattering. The difference is here

that il continues to enhance the f/rCooper processes down to lowest scale, such that the

(/-wave channel has an additional timing term. Even more, once the i/-\\a\c q^ and </\

processes diverge they will cause the AF processes to grow strong!) as well.

From this point o( view. Eq, (2,12) states that for incoming and outgoing waveveetors

near the saddle points the AF and the d, > „2-wave Cooper processes arc coupled and

mutuall) reinforce each other through the (/{-processes which belong to both channels,

thereby increasing the critical scale A
,
hi fact the divergence of the Umklapp scatterings

processes implies a divergence of the (/-wave couplings and vice versa. Therefore we

find again the mutual reinforcement between (/-wave and AF tendencies,
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(/-wave and AF susceptibilities: An anal) sis of the susceptibilities show s again diver¬

gences in the r/, j .^-pairing and AF' channel controlled by

:,/-, v (h - <h (2.15)

and

;
w x <i2 u <i\ (2.16)

respectively. Again <)>, appears in both equations and we say that AF and (/-wave channel

ha\e an substantial overlap in the sense that large contributions to their growth arise from

the same </i processes. Corresponding!}, for </-,,
- ^ x\ (/-wave and AF susceptibility

necessarily diverge together.

Using an ansatz similar to (2.4) for a not-too-weak value of Uji and i'/f Furukawa et al,

found diatthe i/-\va\e susceptibility diverged most strongly, closely followed by the AF

susceptibility.

Uniform charge and spin susceptibilities: The uniform susceptibilities are renormal -

i/ed by the forward scattering processes, one obtains (/,0 is the bare compressibility)

h^
':^_

_ (2.l7)
1 4 (2(/> -

</< + (/,)A0

and (\, (}({)) is the bare uniform spin susceptibility)

UO)---^ - (2 18)
i H <i '/.)Art

with A0 denoting the density of states per patch at the Fermi energy. For the same

parameter values as above the combination of forward scatterings in the denominator

flow to 4 x). Consequently, both h and \J0) are suppressed to zero. We note that while

the suppression of \ JO), i.e. the spin gap tendency, is a direct consequence of the singlet

pairing {g\ --> - x), the charge gap arises because the diverging </s Ümklapp processes

drive the forward scattering <j> to strong repulsion (see Fq. (2.11 )). Thus the r/> processes

do not only couple AF and (/-wave channel as they are Umklapp processes as well, they
also cause the opening oï a charge gap on the FS.

A two-dimensional analogue of the two-leg
ladder:TheaboveanalysisshowsthattheRGflowintwo-patchmodelisanalogoustotheasymptoticbehavioroftheflowforthehalf-filledtwo-legladder.ThereforeFurukawaetal.suggestedthatthefixedpointinthetwo-patchmodelisofthesametypeasthatoftherepulsivetwo-legHubbardladderathalf-filling.Theanalysisofthetwo-patchmodelmakesclearhowaflowsimilartotheoneinthehalf-Mlledtwo-legladdercanariseinthetwo-dimensional/-/'-Hubbardmodel.ThecentralingredientoftheHowtotheISL.thecouplingof(/-waveand

AF
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channel, is pimided through limklapp processes at the saddle points. However in the

two-patch model the inliuence the FS parts awa> from the saddle point regions is not

taken into account and it is not ornions that the coupling between the channels remains

in a less coarse-grained description of the scattering processes. The main result of the

following A-patch stud> will be that one can indeed identity parameter regions where

the strong coupling flow exhibits the ke\ properties o( the as\ mptotic flow found for the

half-filled two-leg Hubbard ladder, thus suggesting an ISL formation around the saddle

points.



Chapter 3

he RG Formalism

In this chapter we describe the renormali/ation group (RG) formalism lor the one-

particle-irreducible (1PI) vertex functions which will be used for the analysis of the

two-dimensional Hubbard model. We discuss the approximations made and comment

on other RG approaches.

3.1 Wilsonian RG

Renormali/ation group techniques are widely used in theoretical physics and ha\e be¬

sides their calculalional successes (outside particle physics eg. [Wilson&Fisher 1972,

Wilson 1975]) led to new and quite far-reaching ideas about the status and validity of

important theoretical concepts like the standard model of elementary particles or the

Landau-Fermi liquid in condensed matter systems.

While in the 1950s rcnomializtition croup methods were initially introduced by Gell-

Mann and Low [Gell-Mann 1954] and independent!) b> Stuckelberg and Petermann

LStiickelberg 1953] in order to analyze the structure of quantum-field theories plagued

by infinities like QLD (see e.g. [Weinberg 1997]). the Wihonuin renormalization group

introduced by K.G. Wilson in the first half of the 1970s1 is a more general concept which

proved very useful even on a less technical and intuitive level

Although there is much more to sa> about Wilsonian RG. in particular in connection

with phase transitions and statistical mechanics (for a recent and very readable review,

see [Tvl.E.Fisher 1998]). let us focus here on its importance in the interacting electron

problem in condensed matter physics There one is typically interested in low-energy
and long-wavelength properties of the system, like the nature of the groundstate and the

excitations above the latter. When applying perturbation theory in the particle-particle

'The ideaotobtainingalong-iangetlieoiybyledueingthedegteesoffreedombymtegiat-mgouttheshoit-iangepiocesses("blockspins"1hadbeennitiodiKcdbeioteb\Kadanolt(seeeg[MEFishot1998]39
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interactions one is first confronted with a large number of intermediate processes and

different classes of diagrams to be summed and second topically encounters infinities.

e.g. in second order diagrams for particular values of the external momenta and fre¬

quencies. The latter are infrared singularities and arise beeause the bare single-particle
Green's function

is singular on the Fermi surface for 7^ --^ 0, For both problems the Wilsonian strategy

of successively integrating out higher energy excitations proves very useful. First one

approaches the singularities at low energy scales in a controlled way by keeping a non¬

zero infrared cutoff. Second in the course of successive mode elimination it typically
becomes clear which processes are relevant, i.e. determine the physical behavior at low

energy scales or in the groundstate, and which interactions arc irrelevant, as they become

less important when we further decrease (he energy scale. Therefore Wilson's RG is a

powerful scheme for determining the effective hnv energy theory of a system initially

containing more degrees of freedom at many energy scales.

The most common effective theory in condensed matter phvsics, the Landau-Fermi liq¬
uid, had however been formulated much earlier without explicit use of RG ideas. Also

before the development of Wilson's RG and its modern formulations, similar strate¬

gies like poor man's scaling (briefly described in a later section) and "field-theoretic"

renormalization (reviewed in [Solyom 1979]) had already led to the idea that the differ¬

ent possible ground states can be understood as distinct scaling trajectories of the
sys¬temparameters(laterrelatedtofixedpointsoftheRGtransformation).Howevertheseapproachesusuallyrequireparticularconditionslikescale-invariance,renormalizibilityandacicarseparationofenergyscalesandtheirstructuregetsratherinvolvedforgeneralproblems.TherenormalizationgroupformulationofWilsonbasedontheinvarianceofthesystem'spartitionfunctionwithrespecttoperformingpartialtracesovercertainsub-spacesprovidesamorerobustandstraightforward!)generalizablewayforarrivingataneffectivetheory.Itsimportanceforcondensedmatterphysicshasrecentlybeenhigh¬lightedin[Shankar1994],Herewewillhowevernotusehisterminologybutpresentinthischapteramoregeneralandpreciseformalism,mainlydevelopedbvMSalmhoferanddescribedbrieflyin[HSFR1999]3,2TheformalobjectsHereweintroducetheformalobjectwhichoccurinthederivationoftheRGequations.Grassmannvariables:Thefieldtheoryoftheelectronicsystemwillbeexpressedintermsofanti-commutingGrassmannvariablesriA)—nf.r.0andr(\)(foranintroduction,seee.g(Xegele&Oriand1988])whichliveinimaginarytimeron

lattice
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sites labeled by f, s is the spin indcv We take care of the fermionic nature of the

electrons by imposing the boundary conditions

?. r - >i

r(f

where ß -- 1 jT is the inverse temperature Apart from the i '-fields we will use fermionic

source fields represented b> Grassmann \anables // and //, Further it is convenient to

introduce a antisvmmetne bilinear form

,>M ) - 7 >A î> i. r. -^ (3.1)

The action: In real space and miaginarv time the quadratic "Tree" part of the action of

the physical system shall be gi\en bv

A, - I <lr^2r(r-'ï <ht(d - ii) + lr,}r[ij.r) (3.2)

' v

Here, f, ,/ denotes the hopping from site f to site //and // is the chemical potential. The

above form of A2 is the tvpieal situation we are interested in The formalism, however,

can be applied to a much wider range of actions The same holds for the interaction

between the fermions which we choose to be instantaneous and of densiivdensitv tvpc

At-- dr ^V\( t\ r)i\(i. rA\j(i\iJ)i\ (i/\t)i\-(u\ r) 03)

with e.g. \\ j(<\ ij) - !,<), ,7 for the Hubbard model After transforming to frequencv
and momentum space using

r 1\ -~1\
dl

i~\n

'* -ll'r\LnJ„). (3 4)

with u»„ — ~T('2i) r IK 11 integer, the quadratic part reads

,4,- / y
<//.

>~W>
././-•„ ,

/ ) I 1 (Lu (3 5)

The kernel

with a cuto

/u\, - t(L I is also called ()(k. /.c. -) and will be eventualh supplemented

f function making it operate on fields with in a certain energy range onK
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The Fourier-transform of the interactions reads

^4| —
- - > / —

,,
—-rr

—

-, K,' /ii.M.MJu'iJu'iJu^l

rs(A,./w- )( ,
(J^.lj.)i (At</^,)< (/M,/-'0. (U))

where /, ( and /^'t are determined bv momentum (modulo reciprocal lattice \ectors) and

frequency conservation The initial mteiaction foi the Hubbaid model is momentum-

independent, T
, '(Ai,/,)./,;, w\, /w'_>. /^) =- t

,
but in the course ot the RG piocedure.

\
, .'Ul. â ^ /, i, /u.'[, w>. /lJS) will acquire a pronounced momentum stiucture Typically

we will neglect the trequencv dependence of the interaction

Partition function: The partition function ot the svstem is given by a functional inte¬

gral over the Grassmann fields

/ -
/ dm (i J\rx

' ri
0 7)

Here, (///( (V\ i ') is an abbreviation lor the normalt/ed Gaussian measure (with Q as the

quadratic kernel of the tiee action).

d(ir{n\v<) --= [doiQiur^. j'.-.')]'' l\(h (?'.-. s),/< (T. 7.0f-
l,i' " 0 8)

or in frequency-momentum space.

,///r((<>,t7')- det()(A'./^. s)!"' JJ dr(u„.h)di (h^k)rAH"'~' (39)

where the subscript (
'

Q desciibcs the eovarianee appearing m the exponent of the

Gaussian measure

Nambu notation A.t this point it is convenient to condense the notation to the so-called

Nambu form We introduce two-spmois

with the bilinear form (// \\') =~ [Tj i ) - (// ) ) Thus e g ,4 > from O 2) now reads

.4»-
)
|vl/.Q\[/)
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with A' denoting ( r, r, 0 and

Q(AVV')-
<), -/ \i)r,i(Oi - )i) -M 0

Here, QM/ (A) ^ /' f/A' Q( A, V W'(A ') and /' (/A - /'.' f/r V? s.

Correlation functions and generating functional: Further, for the calculation of cor¬

relation functions, it is comenient to couple fermionie source fields //. /) to the i'\ i '-fields

by writing

Z(//i- / dm aa
- V * -i 11

(3.1 n

The quantity
11 (H) - lo«Z(H) (3 12)

is the generating functional for the connected //-point correlation functions G„(A -•

A'i
,...,

A",,), obtained b\| ,
. . .

,
^ v„

0„(U- II
*HLX,)

H (3.13)

//=o

Effective action: With a shift in the integration variables we can writ

Zlll) -

(
u en

f/jU, Al'jf
i M'-cy/i

(3.14)

Willi another Grassmann field o — <T'?/ or <I> — C/7 we introduce the ejleciixe action

—ù (
'

'///<
-)V1< 1 c|>

(3.15)

The effective action contains the same information as the generating functional loc, Z{ II)

and can be expanded in monomials of the fields with the amputated (the new source fields

arc C~! H), connected //-point correlation (or Green's) functions as coefficients.

Effective potential: From the (exponemiatecl) generating functional for the connected

and non-amputated Green's functions

exp -H"(//)l - / rifled) <"<P VA) - (HA')} (3.16)

we obtain the effeethe potential b\ taking the functional dernathe with respect to the

external field.

4>,,(//i- -•

: n i/n.
)li

(3.17)
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which is the expectation \alue of the ty-field in presence of the external field If. We can

also search for the external source // for a gi\en expectation value, say <T\ i.c, solve the

equation

,)H

and consider \V as a functional of (t>.

II (//(* (3.18)

Generating functional for 1P1 vertex functions: The Legendrc transform of II b

defined as functional of the <t>-fkkl.

T(<t>) -U (Fl(<!>)) (Fi4>),<f>) (3.19)

In general we can expand f in monomials of the TMleld (again with A. denoting the

collection of m generalized coordinates .V, Ym).

!*) y
;>r 0

))>'
(/'"A %,<(A^'"iA). (3.20)

The expansion coefficients \„( Aj are called the one-parttcle-ureduabh' ( IP1) m-poini

functions and are full) antisymmetric under exchange of the generalized coordinates

A'...., A'„, due to the anticommuting Grassmann fields. In contrast with the connected

correlation functions C„ the graphical representation of the -„ docs not include tree

graphs and the diagrams are amputated, i e. the external legs do not carry a bare propa¬

gator. Further by differentiating (3.18) we obtain

dZ
,)1V

>)HiZ)t~H[\
<nX.Y) (3.21)

and

')<!>'

o-ll
://(*)) (3.22)

where A
,
V or Z stand for generah/ed coordinates m space-time and spin. This means

that the quadratic part of the Legendrc transform F, i e. the two-point vertex function, is

just the inverse of the full connected two-point function Green's function obtained from

ri'ir(//)/A//(AAif/n ).

The four-point one-panicle irreducible vertex function is (up to a minus sign) (lie am¬

putated four-point correlation function obtained from 11 (//). Thus to first order -1 is

equivalent to the interaction term (3 3) in the action (for further details see for example

[Negele&Orland 1988|)
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3.3 The RG scheme: doing the functional integral step¬

wise

Integral-splitting formula and reducing the bandwidth: In many cases the func¬

tional integral for the effectue action (3.15) cannot be performed exactly and a per-

turbative approach has to be used. Doing this, as mentioned in the introduction, one

often encounters singularities which in condensed matter problems mostly arise from

low energy modes. Therefore it is convenient to perform the functional integral in (3.15)

stepwise and do integrate out the innocuous high energy modes first.

To this end we split the Hilbert space of the system into two halves: a low energy part

which includes the states with absolute values oftlie band-energy c(k) smaller than a

energy scale A and a higher energy part with the states with band-energy above A. For¬

mally this is achieved by writing the full eovariance C of the Gaussian measure as a sum

(A-V^T-CA:

exPAA/(iA*)] - / f///t^urJ^')<~1M'J",t0 (3.23)

Here we used the so-called eovariance splitting formula which holds for arbitrary Gaus¬

sian fields. Integrating out the high energy modes corresponds to performing the func¬

tional integral with ( '. only. Comparing the d/.i( ,-integral with (3.15) we observe that

this just generates a new effective action for the low cnergv modes:

oxp I-£(t'.<!>): - / d/.i<< (M>J exp t7(cA.<:]>4 4/J] . (3.24)

An expansion of Q(C AAlAj in monomials of \1\ will yield the effective vertices for the

theory below the cutoff A. Apart from this interpretation as effective action. C/(AA. <1> A

T/v ) also generates the amputated connected correlation functions for the theory above

A, if we consider <L> A 4-G as source fields

Equations (3.23) and (3 24) are the formal basis of the RG scheme we use. They express

the invariance of the generating functional under performing partial traces over certain

degrees of freedom. We can use this invariance to arrive at an effective action at low

energy scales. The hope is then that the latter has a simpler form from which one can

read off the properties of the low energy excitations.

The RG equations for the »-point correlation functions C/„ of the low energy modes can

then be obtained from the equation

ç?((V<I>) ^- - los; / (///( s(\\i)t-}
v" ~<|,N

(325)
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by taking the derivative with respect to the varying energx scale A, expanding both sides

in monomials of <t> and comparing the coefficients on the left hand side, which are basi¬

cally the correlation function (!„ differentiated with respect to A and the more involved

expressions on the right hand side of (3.25). This is described in [Salmhofer 1999]. Here

we will use another type of RG equations, namclv those for the one-particle irreducible

vertex functions.

3.4 The RG equations for the 1PI vertex functions

In this section we describe the derivation the RG equations for the one-particle irre¬

ducible vertex functions. First the) will be formulated in real space. Then the equations
are Fourier-transformed into I requeue) -momentum space, where the actual numerical

implementation is performed.

3.4.1 The explicit RG equations

RC equations for V: The RG equations for the 1PI vertex functions can be obtained

from

oxp" -11\(7/ (///CvAiA exp --Vit') \ (f/,"*)] ,
(3.26)

where the covarianee Ca — Qa now has its support on the high energy fields with

band energy above a cutoff V which we want to integrate out. From

(l
,, ,, , -,

()\V\ i //\ (<!>))

(I V o\
(3.27)

follows (using ^JV -U and r\(<M - W\iHxi^)) - (HK(o).<-\>))

F x(<!>) --- If A//\(*A. (3.28)

In (he integral (3.26) only the Gaussian measure is Y-dependent, and differentiation of

its prefactor (dotQ\)"~ yields the field-independent and therefore uninteresting term

Tr(C \Q \ ). From differentiating the exponent in (3.26) we get down a factor (si'. Q \V[/),
where the vFs can be replaced bv derivatives with respect to the sources JrL Altogether
we obtain

x(H)----Ir(C\Ch) \ - -ttt.Qn
o

1 S

?\.W
—

*H/ IUh-^äI"- a:9>

With (3.1 8) and (3.22) this can be rewritten as an equation for I:

f\(<l>)=-oTr(t\Q. ) -4 *.Q< Tr
1

')<]->
;3.30)
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The first term is field-independent and the second term quadratic in <ï>. The inverse sec¬

ond derivative in the third term makes things more complicated, but it can be expressed

as a Neumann series in powers, of <T>. This is done best after an expansion of V in mono¬

mials of <J? similar to (3.20),

T\(<]>) - V ~ / <rnX %) a YW>%Vi. (3,31)

Inserted in (3.30). this expansion will again lead to an infinite hierarchy of equations for

the coefficients of this expansion, which are the 1 PI \ertex functions ")„,.\(AJ for the

fields below the cutoff.

The two derivatives in the third term in (3 30) remove two fields in the expansion (.^.?< 1 ),

therefore we have

<) o

r\(n)^> ;'.'" (.\. V.<1>). (3.32)

Here due to the antisymmetry properties of \ertex functions the ;, are given by

^'"'(A.A'.*) - --- / r/'"Y^m_M(A.A,,A:,/)<l)/"(Aj:). (3.33)
'" ./

Truncation: In the expansion (3.33) above will be inainlv interested in the m — 0 term

which is field independent and equals the inverse two-point function and in the m — 2

term which includes the four point vertex ^

( and two fields. These will turn out to be legs
connected to internal lines in the diagrammatic expression of the RG equation Focusing
on these two contributions we have

S
.^k--,J^>) AM\.\'. (3.34)

M> (.V )M>(.Y')

0
(' dZdZ' -\ \(.Y. \'.Z.Z')cl?(Z)<h(Z') 4-

This approximation which only retains the two terms written out is equivalent to a trun¬

cation after the four-point vertex where the back reaction of higher order IPf vertex

functions on -_. \ and -1 \ is neglected. We will discuss this further in (he next section.

The next step is now the evaluation of the inverse in (3.30). This can be done b\ noting
that •; \ As the inverse of the full Nambu Green's function G v i and therefore

^^n ,r\M- /'A'Aa.v.x"]A)iA"A',
»(A)f^lMA;) ,/

'

<1\'"<1Z<IZ'G\>(\"\ \'Y, \(A '",/./'. X')^(ZYmZ') I .(3.35)
>
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The ",-, \ in front of the square brackets can be inserted using (3.22), and the imerse of

the expression inside the brackets can expanded as geometrical series,
p—

^ 1 -x \~ i\

re )
I-'

_rUMA),V>(V) ']

lJX"dXl"dZdZlGx?{X.X")^ XXXZ.Z1. V'")^ >( \'". .Y')$(ZV1>(Z')

-I
' / dX"dX'"dYdY'dZdZ'dZ"dZ"' G'v>(.\. AV, ^(A".Z,Z'. n(7\Hy,l')

), \(r',Z",Z"\A'")(M _>(A"'. A"')*(ZW(Z')<I>(/'')$(Z'''). (3.36)

The first term is field-independent and gives a constant contribution to the effect he ac¬

tion. The second term contains a product of two <I>-lields and will yield selfcncrgy cor¬

rections while the third term is of fourth order in <fc> and \ iekls the flow of the four point

vertex. Here, stopping the Neumann series after the second order term does not represent

a further approximation, because the higher order terms onh generate contributions of

higher order in the ^-fields. These only affect the flow of higher order vertex functions

which already ha\e been dropped in the truncation above.

Due to the trace structure of (3.30) the differentiated kernel Q\ alwavs occurs in the

combination G \ ,>( A "'. A')QX(A', .V)G \ 2(.A. A ") so that it is convenient to introduce

the so-called single-scale propagator

S\(.Y". X'") -

- I dX(LX'G\2{X".X')Q\(X'XX)G\i(X.X'"). (3 37)

Using this expression the contributions \ <1>J in the third term in (3.30) read

r"1-^ ' / dXdX'dZdZ'S\(X. AVt \(\',Z,Z', YHÏ>(Z)*(Z'), (3.38)

and the quartic terms are

F

"

_

-
/ dXdA'd) d) 'dZdZ'dZ"dZ'"Sx(\, A") (X39)

<I>(Z)<1>(/V| XZZZ'A, A'lGplV.l 'z, \A \Z".Z"\A VI>(Z"H>(Z''').

These two terms are represented grapluealh in Fig. 3.1.

RG equation for the two-point and four-point vertex function; In order to com¬

pare (3.38) and (}.3C)) with the coefficients m the field-expansion (3 31), we have to

antisymmetri/e them in the coordinates of the <I>-fields. This, after some renaming of

kl
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Figure 3.1 : lemis of second and found order in the fields m the RG etpiiitioii lor the 1 PI vertex

filth tions.

the \ariables. leads to the following RG equations for the I PI two-point and four-point
vertex functions.

1?,\(A,A') -QUX.Y'l -ti Id) dY'S\(\ \n~M(r'.V \..V). (3.40)

7i \(A_) - ^ Id} S,().\")GXJ0 '.}'")

• h ,i\,A'.y.) 'V, x{)",\m,x'\\"!)

^, uA.AM.i V, \AM'". \\ A"")

-, x{\,\'". \, D~i \(V\î"',A'.A")l. (341)

Particle-number conservation: These equations further simplify to one-loop equa¬

tions similar to those obtained bv straightforward perturbation theory if vve only consider

particle-number conserving propagators vertices. This means that for the two-point ver¬

tex -)2,a(A\ A'') and the Green's function G\ _>( A". A') the Nanibu indices of A' and X'

must be different, e.g.
- for A and -+ for V. The same holds for S \ ( A', A~'). vve use the

notation C7\ 2(A\ A') and S\(A\ VM for these components. Then vve write

^ »lA.A')- ^,(A:A").

where the first entry in - '( ,
is alvv av s reserv ed for the incoming particle with - index. ) \

V etc. further on 1\ contain space-time and spin variables and the superscript " denotes

that the particle number is conserved at the corresponding vertex. In -*

( \(X) we only
consider contributions where two Nambu indices are -.eg. the ones belonging to A

and A'', while die other two belonging to A
"

and \
"'

are
.
Then the Nambu indices of

1
,
V must be - while those of} " and V" are - asain. In this case vve write

n.r'.r'M '") *\ a),\ '.)".i'")
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where now the two first entries are reserved for the incoming particles with -- indices.

)" i
is antisymmetric in the first two and the second two entries. With the antisymmetry

of the full Green's function (7\ _> with respect to interchange of the coordinates the three

terms become

;.;\(\f. V>) - ()\(A :A,)-t

rA AA AA>A(A; x(.\,.r.:.V_>,h). (3.42)

JMX,,X2:XÎ..VI) ^ A/./.uA,,.Y2:Aî.A-|) + Ar/, A-^AA A,, \.)

-A,»,/ v(.V,A>:A,,A,) (3.43)

with the abbreviations

Ap/M(A,, AA AA A,) -

- I dV - ',' v( A. A ,: I A , ) A A A ): AA ,)

•-',' VAAA- Ai. A,). (3.44)

Az-./aIAlA^AA.A,) - - /(/V'l\(\A,:A,.l2H0?.li:rA,l

-;\l\Ai:A,.]4. (3.45)

and

LOi^y-UA^^d^si] AjaîAA,) > AÜ. AAA Ai4A

Spin-independent interactions: Further we assume that the interactions are spin-

independent, i.e. SV(2)-imariant in spin space. Then the total spin and its projection
on the ;-axis of the two incoming particles has to be the same that of the outgoing parti¬
cles. This can be achieved in two wa\s, either b\ D — A sid, >

s i ( I and 2 label the

incoming, 3 and 4 the outgoing particles) or by F ^ - AL ,, A^ , ;. Therefore we can

make the Ansatz

A\i.A,,A>: AA A ,) = D m>\ ( i
.

; >. î ;. ? , j F iOx{r\,\^i,„i\\, (3.46)
* ! I 1

The v, variables now denote space-time. From the required antisymmetry of A/ \
vvc

immediately get

'>\l i\. i >. M. M1 - A( h- >"•• ? i. * ;) (347)

This means that in order to obtain the rcnormalization group flow of the full four-point
vertex A/ \( A i A't) we only have to considère g. the case A - A — -s2 -- -A,

from (3.47) we directly obtain the four-point vertex for a different spin configuration.

e.g. si — A — -s2 — - A.

Inserting Ansatz (3.46) and (3 47) and performing the spin sums the RG equations be¬

come

<>\( n- A^ i. i'|) - Trr \ -T T/In x
' T','n s
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b,,i«.»»mm"y"m'&"m"<""\' ""I' "'"#

Flguie ^2 Flu contnbiilions lo flu iijlit Inmd sidi o! tfu RCrDl {a) tin pat Ink paititU
tum (b) tin (io\sul paitult hok tain {<) tlti illicit pcutn.lt hok h/ms the fust of tin u thin

\>taphs luts a fai tot 2 htiaust of tin h anion loop

with

711 \ ( 11 ) •» i 11 )

T,'n \{i ^ > >i)

thi dip O 18)

'>\( ' 1 1 U\ II ) Ï (111 >l >/ l/f)"\('/i '/I I] ! )

/(/// dip (3 49)

2<nn, //, u // ) / (// i/ ip i/ ) o\{ i //i ; i '/ )

L<>\( ? '/ '/ î ) / li/\ ip <i Pi ) <>\(? -> p ! | '/|1
i

h>\i i // // ! i) Z(// //i // // l <i\{ i il i //i)1

7", '// \(h ï ! î |) - / dip dip (3 i0)

()\l t V // ! |) / (II ?/1 // V )()\( ! IJ\ P\ i )

These ternis aie îepiesented giaphnalh in Fig ^ 2 In the same v\a\ we obtain loi the

selleneig\ x
/ - v Q\ (see Fig > "U)

N
( l\ I ) / (/'/ (III S\('/ '/ ) <>\f / I ! ?/ -'(^(l, 1/ ip )1 O ->1)
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-**

Figure 3 3 I lu (onliihutions to the sUfenci^n

Tnmsiational invariance: The last step is now the Foui ter-transformation of the RG

equations into frequenc}-momentum-space We define

(7\ 2{[>\i />>) "- / (h itli-, e\\) —ip] i , 4- //)> ; i] G \ >( ; |, i_i) .

S\[j)\,))->) - (h \dii o\p //; 11
-1

/p->i ->} s \U <
i >)

and

<>\(P <}>2-P\<P\) -

(hi (/) j o\p /;> tp\l ,

» <;>, ! |1 ()\( ( |. I > l^ I \)

Here the p's are 4-\eetors in fi*equenc\-momentum space p = (nc, ,/>*) with uj„ —

(2n + L)ïïT and e g />, t. y I,. / (/t - 1)] /", denotes the numbci of lattice

in ( -direction, the lattice constant has been set to 1 \loreo\ei

<h — / ( and "" '^Ax
From transnational imarianee we have

G\ •(/> /'•) M/> pOc/\ >(/>! )

or. more exphcitcK. with the cutoff function ( \ depending on the band energ) < (//),

\C- » />
/-„ <([fi

(^2)

Further we obtain

^UVPr-I^-lM^ 'M/> -/'j-/^ /M^ \(/f J'j./O
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Note that the o functions have to be uiulei stood on the lattice ic I { \ I -, I J \ —

2-(nt) u,) with some integei niiinbei n and n
,
Hnalh the RG equations lead

1 \ - T// \ T/,, v I 7"//M 0^)

with

7/'/ \(Pi /J P, Pi)

/ <//> t \(/'i P1 P) ? (/> /' + P
u
p )\ \(p p

l
P \ V P Ï O *>4)

7"/'// \(p P P P\]

dp r\
-1 \(/>i /> /J ) 1-iv P ^P P H \(/>t in /' ;> p)

1 \ \{P\ P P r [>i p ) fip p I p\ p U \(/; l
p pi p />)

1
H \(/>i y> P\)Lip p-+ p p )\ \{i>i p \ p p p)\ O ^)

Tj',1 \(}h p-> IP P\)

<}p\ \[p p *-])<>- p ]^l(]>p-f]> p]^\ipp p) O %)

In these equations

/ (p />') - ^\(p)('\ (//) Ï (n (/j)S\(/0 O ^7)

These equations tonn the basis toi the luimeucal implementation Ilowevei tuithei ap

pioximations will be necessaiv most ol (lie time we neglect the hequcncx dependence
ot oi the loui-point \eitex completeh le we leplace \ \(p\ p-> p ) b\ \ \{p p p )

Then loi obvious nunieiical leasoiis we have to coaise gum the /; dependence ot \ \ to

a cettain extent as discussed below which means that we hnalh calculate with \eitex

tuiKtions \ \{l i / > / ) which aie constant in small phase patches labeled bv indices /

(/= I A with patch numbet \ — 12 ()b)

3.5 The flow of the susceptibilities

3.5.1 Susceptibilities from bosonie source fields

Susceptibilities can be obtained b\ couplme external boson fields to the bihneais in

the temnons that îepiesent chaise spin C oopei pan and othei local densities and b\

calculating the coiiespondmg RG (low loi these lunctions Since the calculations aie a

stiaightloiwaid adaptation ol the ones piesented above we onh slate the main points It

the external held is called a the expansion ol 1 \ now icads

i \{<i )) - V~J s' (</ < )

1
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with

Uli II
'

(«.<>)- -\
,

/ ar"id")>wl x(x,Y)(lm(X)ni,{r)
mini J

The RGDE is now domed in the same wa> as above. Because the a lields are external

fields only, the equations for the a independent parts "0„ remain unchanged, so that

~o„ — % for all ?;, with the -„ given as abo\e. Thus the How for the susceptibilities
is driven by the flow for the coupling functions; it takes the form of a linear intcgro-
di fferont i al equ at ion.

Since one (/ field couples to a fermionic bilinear, the truncation consistent with dropping
the 1PI six-point function is to lea\e out all »! and u with '2m -[ n Z 6. Using the

notation

L(Z,,....Z,) --Gv^ZlZOSvIZ^Z,) b S\(Z,. Z>)G v ,(Z,. Z,)

this gives the equations

Z> \(A': J,.i2) -- ^ / (PZLfZ,.. ..Z,) (3.58)
o

, IJ \ x.z2,z,)^,, x(Z,.z1ii1.r,)

and

).>o \(AVA.Z - - / d'ZL(Z /,) (.\5V)

-12 \(A*|.Z>.Zi)-,? \( V^Zi.Zl).

The initial condition on ^ at \ - \n determines which susceptibility is considered;

in particular, it determines the s\mmetr> of the superconducting order parameter in the

case of the coupling to Cooper pairs.

fn presence of charge invariance, we get separate equations for the particle-particle and

particlc-holc vertices, defined as

^'\l f. [1/ ,n ), |//_,,rT,))

-

-

j \i ! ; (// .fT .cb (i/-,,tT,,)) (3 60)

and

_M ( t : (?/ .
'T ). | //,. (T, ) )

- ' > \i i. ('/ ,^ .( b(i/>.n> -t)l (3 61)

By fermionic antisvmmetrv.

.
w
'Ç N"( !! (//i.f-, ].(,/,. tr.?)) - -W,'

N ( I
.

I //> "",). (;/:.rr ))
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and similarly for -{'! L. so it suffices to consider one of the rl- quantities. We now also

assume spin rotation invariance; then the normal charge (^ S01()J) and spin ~-< (,"0,-, >,

susceptibilit} (r{ the Pauli matrix) do not couple in the flow, The resulting equations are

M!> \ (j'-('/i-'7 m^.<t_>))

-- / d//'... du \I-\ti\. '/_>. >i s- '/1) (3 62)

'p \ ( i : {it ..ir,), (//{.(Ti)) Y (s|?/,. //,. //,, ij?)

for the Cooper pair vertex,

du, ,..
du \L[u\. /(_>. )h. '/ 0 (3.63)

"

p,\ , ( i : il |. il "i

-V\H/l- "-'« '/>< "',) -" >'\('/l> »2- '(^'/^|

for the charge vertex, and

:

<? \ 4 i: tj . il:>)

- / d»>
.
d// |L(//j, // >. ni, h 11 (3 64)

-

> \ ,i ;. u |. ii V \(//'. //>. n >,. '/->)

for the spin vertex.

After Fourier-transforming the expressions e g for the vertices \ „((/. /- ) describing the

coupling of external spin and charge fields of electrons with wa\cvector k read

with

L[P.<[) -
V ^ xiÄ'' . (f)>„'v)G\ m/*'-* c/W, )

-C'\ .(/-' - (i')i^„) s'\!/' - 'jV'„U

ana

11 ( Â .
/?. //I - 2 \ m P P - if, A' - ff) - I v i /,. f'

- v'. /,'' )
. ( 3.66)

VjLp.ij) - \ \iP.P if.P). (3,67)
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Therefore the beha\ior of the spin susceptibility at waveveetor (/is determined by the

scattering processes with momentum transfer (/between second incoming and first out¬

going wavc\ector. As initial condition for the -

\c ,((/./,') we choose a /.'-independent
value, and for the (/-wave pairing vertex we use the initial condition

-\W-*.nclM - V2C0S2^U).

The corresponding susceptibilities are then obtained from (3 59), e.g.

\, <,(</) - I -~y\ AqJ)I.lL<ï)-, J- (/./: + (/). (368)

3.5.2 Calculation of the uniform susceptibilities

The uniform ((/ Y 0) susceptibilities describing the response to external charges and

magnetic fields cannot be calculated successively by lowering the IR cutoff as they only
involve degrees of freedom very close to the FvS (the width of the contributing region is

given by the temperature). Hence the kernel L[l ,q ^ I) ) contributes to the RG flow only
at lowest scales and we have to choose other methods to obtain these susceptibilities.

Uniform spin and charge couplings for theory below the cutoff: One way is to de¬

termine the responses to uniform external fields for the etfective theory below the cutoff

A with the interactions ^\ at this scale taken as effective interactions renormalizing the

coupling to the external fields via vertex corrections. More precisely we calculate the

effective couplings n-,(/. ) (/ — c for charge and /
-

s for spin) of quasiparticles on the

FS. occurring in the Hamiltonian as

Denoting the bare coupling as \°
^

we can express the effective coupling as

;,(k) - ^(n + / -^-- *,( /,')Z.o[L')\,[l\ ?) ( - r. , (3 69)

whith\((/,:, k') -- -\ \(/.'.//.//) ^21 X(L /\ A for the charge and] J L//) - ~]\(kJ>J'')
for the spin coupling. Diagrammatical!) this equation is shown in Fig, 3.4. The kernel

]j(){l ) is the u.' ^ 0, and then (/ —^ 0 limit of the Matsubara sum of the product of two

propagators, and given bv the derivative of the Fermi function

Lo(l) - Uni - 'ttV^t '"'-
^

t, !/ -, I (3-7°)
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Figure 3.4: Diaqranimaln expression for the ienoiinali:ation of the coupling s \ t[k) to exter¬

nal cltcin>e or »iai>netu fit his. For uniform external fields it e fake q
+ 0.

The uniform susceptibilities are then given as

-;'<äVi>uV,(Ak (3.71)

\_(0) -

- /4^?(/<H(/,:K(äV (3.72)

In absence of an instability or flow to strong coupling the coupling functions for zero

momentum transfer 1 \{k,k'J>) ~\ \(A .
A'. I ') and -4l \(l\ I'.Id) would converge to

the Landau interaction functions fAkJd) and /'„(/,',//), respectively and the expres¬

sions for the susceptibilities obtained with the above scheme reduce to the results from

Landau-Fermi liquid theory.

This scheme is formally a RPA treatment of the theory below the cutoff. Note however

that upon following the results with lowering A \erte\ corrections through all kinds

of parquet diagrams are included because we use the renormalized interactions in the

summation. Hence the results are generally different from straightforward RPA in the

bare Hubbard model.

Full integration with fro/en coupling constants: Another way to obtain the coupling
to uniform spin and charge fields is to analvze their change through the RG flow of the

interaction \ x. To this end we integrate the scheme of Subsection 3.5.1 down to \ — 0

but stop the flow oi' the four-point \ertiees \ \ at some scale V.10e/0 where they reach a

certain value. This allows to studv the change of y y 0) w hen the renormalization of the

interactions are successheh included

This method appears to be vers similar to the RPA summation below the cutoff de¬

scribed above. However here all modes also those above the cutoff - are included.

Moreover the tvpical RPA Stonerdike poles with sign changes m the denominator are

absent because the perturbation series is organized differently Here c g. for a logarithm
mieallv diverging densitv of states and constant coupling constants we would obtain a

power-law divergence of the uniform spin susceptibility for \ -v 0 rather than a pole at

non-zero infrared cutoff At, The flow of the interactions however prevents the power-law

divergence from occurring (see Subsection 5.3 1 ) For the flow to strong coupling de¬

scribed in this thesis the two schemes give qualitative!) similar results, the suppression
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of uniform spin and charge susceptibility in the saddle point regime is observed with

both schemes in the same parameter range but there are quantitative differences.

3.6 Further points

3.6.1 The dual interpretation of the RG flow

There are two ways to interpret the RG flow ;

A The vertex functions at scale V define the effective action of the theory below

the cutoff. This view is closely related to the Wilson's original idea of an RG

transformation generating a How in the parameter space of possible Hamiltonians.

Note however that the aetion/Hamiltonian at scale A is in general not required have

the same form as the original aetion/Hamiltonian.

B The vertex functions at scale A allow to obtain the connected correlation functions

of the interacting theory with infrared cutoff \. Therefore integration down to

A — 0 yields (in principal anil if doable) the correlation functions of the full theory.
Because of this second interpretation it is sensible to consider vertex functions

\\(A'|, Â-j., ki) for wavevectors corresponding to band energies above the cutoff.

3.6.2 Sealing

An advantage of Wilsonian RG schemes is that scale invariance is not required as the

cutoff is explicitly kept in the scheme. This is particularly important for the treatment

of the two-dimensional Hubbard model with the FS at the van Hove points, where

the the logarithmic divergence of the density of states spoils scaling and the defini¬

tion of a cutoff-independent renormah/ed coupling constant in the "field-theoretical"

approaehfSolyom 1979], In absence of scale invariance the correspondence between

temperature and energy scale becomes less strict, as the density of states or effective

phase space probed at different temperatures generally varies. Problems for the interpre¬

tation arising from this are discussed at the end of the next chapter.

3.6.3 Non-zero temperature

As may have become clear in the derivation, the RG scheme formulated above is in

principle a transformation of the generating Junctionals and can therefore be applied at

any temperature T. Interpretation A in terms of an effective low energy theory however

becomes artificial as soon as the RG scale V. equivalent to the bandwidth of the effective

theory, becomes smaller than T. Then we should choose interpretation B of the RG
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procedure which regards the scheme simplv as a consistent way to calculate correlation

functions.

Finite temperature has two effects in the one-loop How First it represents an infrared

cutoff which damps the singularities on the FS. Second it smears out the Feimi surface

and therefore the phase space restrictions through the Pauli principle become less effec¬

tive. This second effect can overeompensate the first one in cases of imperfect nesting
(see also Subsection 4.3.1).

3.6.4 The truncation: role of higher order vertex functions

The truncation described in the prenions section is equivalent to setting all one-particle
irreducible vertex function of order higher than four equal to zero. This means that the

higher order correlation functions arc given bv one-particle reducible graphs, i.e. tree

diagrams made from two- and four-point 1PI vertex functions. The neglect of the higher
order irreducible vertex functions will certainh be justified if the svstem stays weakly

coupled. Moreover all Hartree-Fock or mean-field ground states can be understood in

terms of two-point and four-point vertex functions. However note that nonquadratic ef¬

fective interactions between different bosonic modes would correspond to non-vanishing
higher order irreducible vertex functions, thus in the ease described in the following with

an intrinsic coupling between AF and d-\\i\\c channel this approximation might break¬

down. A proper treatment of this effect b> keeping higher order 1 PI vertex functions is

beyond our present scope.

3.6.5 One-loop, frequency dependence and connection to perturba¬
tion theory

Although the RG equations derived above are one-loop equations, their solution contains

all diagrams which can be constructed from an arbitrai') number of parquet diagrams, i.e.

particle-particle and particle-hole loops. The reason is that the vertices occurring in the

one-loop diagrams on the right hand side of the RG equations e.g. in Fig. 3.2 are the
renormalizedvertices-\atthatscale,Whenweinserttheflowof;\downtoscale\,givenbyatoneofthetwovertices,thisamountstoinsertinganotherone-loopdiagram,namelvtherighthandsideoftheRGequationfor-\atthisplace.RepeatingthisprocessweseethattheRGequationcontainsdiagramsofanvorder.Sincewehavetointegrateoverallinternalparticlesbvdoingasmain<lVintegralsasone-loopinsertions,thesolutionoftheRGequation2(3.41)downtoacertainscale\isbasicallyequivalenttothefullpar-4lerewcneglecttheselleneigvcollection^totheinternalpiopag.itois
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quet perturbation series with infrared cutoff V. In particular ladder summations are full}

reproduced by the RG equation restricted to an appropriate channel. The great achantage

of RG approaches is of course, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, that the}
allow a straightforward and consistent summation of all types of parquet diagrams and

that potential singularities are approached in a controlled way.

A non-trivial point is the neglect of the frequenc} dependence of the four-point ver¬

tices. This means that e.g in a two-loop term the convolution of two Matsubara sums

XX XX /(y--"•'')r/U'') over internal frequencies is replaced by a product over two inde¬

pendent sums, VX /'U') Y^,, </U';). Here f and q stand for products of two propagators

and the corresponding /.-space integrals. This approximation will however not change

the leading flow, as q{^') is peaked around ^' — 0.

3.7 Other RG schemes

Here we comment on some other related Wilson-type RG schemes used in condensed

matter physics and compare them with the scheme described above.

3.7.1 Poor man's scaling

The poor man's sealing scheme is already very similar in its spirit to the modern general
Wilsonian schemes in the sense that it explicitly aims at constructing a low-energy effec¬

tive Hamiltonian. It was introduced by Anderson in his treatment of the Kondo problem

[Anderson 1970], One directly constructs an effective Hamiltonian for the low energy

modes by integrating out high energy modes occurring in the perturbation expansion.
This is achieved by writing a perturbation series for the effective low-energy interaction

and inserting projection operators acting on the intermediate states which require that at

least one intermediate particle in the energy shell to be eliminated. For the typical 1D ap¬

plications with linear dispersion the poor man's scaling is equivalent to our 1PI scheme

as long as the leading one-loop flow is considered. However the prescription of the pro¬

jection operator on intermediate states with at least one particle m the energy range to

be integrated out becomes questionable when one applies the scheme to problems where

the intermediate particles have different energies such that low and high energy scales

become coupled. Therefore it is desirable to have a more rigorously deduced scheme

which consistent!}
prescribeshowthehighenergystatesshouldbeintegratedout.Incontrasttothe1P1formalismthepoorman'sschemeisaprotectionschemewhereallinformationoncorrelationfunctionsbetweenstatesabovethecutoffis

lost.
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3.7.2 The Polehinski scheme used by Zanchi and Schulz

Polchinski's RG equation is obtained from the generating functional of the connected

m-point correlation functions (/,„ and yields a hierarchv of coupled equations for the

(Jtu which for all applications has to truncated in some way The main complication
for the numerical treatment is that in the Polehinski equation the flow of the four-point
correlation functions is gi\en b> one diagram with a self-contracted six-point function

and another diagram with a four-point and a two-point function linked by a single line,

such that the important one-loop contributions are hidden in the flow of the six-point

vertex, Zanchi and Schul/ [Zanchi 1997] sohed this problem by inserting the inte¬

grated How of the latter into the self-contracted six-point-term in the equation for the

four-point vertex thus including the important one-loop contributions without ha\ing to

calculate the six-point function explicitly However this conies at the price of having
an integro-differential RG equation which is non-local in the cutoff, which complicates
the numerical treatment, Nonetheless the Zanehi-Sehul/ results with this complicated
scheme agree well with our results from the simpler I PI scheme when the same param¬

eters are used,

3.7.3 The Wick-ordered scheme

The Wick-ordered scheme is described in Salmhofer's book [Salmhofer 1999) and was

used by Halboth and Met/ner in their recent stud} of the two-dimensional Hubbard

model [Halboth 2000). The starting point is again the generating functional for the con¬

nected /n-point correlation functions, which is this time expanded into Wick-ordered

monomials of the fields This brings along an important simplification: the right hand

side of the equations for the ///-point functions does not contain self-contracted /// H- 2-

point functions anymore. Instead we get ordinary one-loop terms and other contribu¬

tions. Therefore after truncating the equation by setting the six-point function equal to

zero, the RG equations for the two-point and four-point vertex contains the important

one-loop terms and remain local in the cutoff. This simplifies the numerical treatment

considerably.

In contrast with the I PI scheme, in the Wick-ordered scheme the internal lines are bare

propagators, where one line is at the cutoff while the other propagator has its support
onmodesbelowthecutoff.OnthelevelofapproximationsofourpresentW-patchcalculationtheresultsofWick-orderedand1PIschemeagreequalitativelyusingthesameparametersforboth.
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Chapter 4

TV-Patch RG in the t-t' Hubbard Model

hi this chapter we describe the numerical implementation of the RG equation described

in the previous chapter. Then we discuss some general features of the flow

4.1 The model, the Fermi surface and parameters

The kinetic energ} of the t /' Hubbard model is given by the tight-binding dispersion

t(/,V -2/(cos A, t-eosA,^ 4('ro^/,tcos/,,, -/< (4,1)

with nearest neighbor (n n.) hopping /, next nearest neighbor (n.n n.) hopping f' and

chemical potential // TspicalK we choose t' —

- O.'M which vields a small convex

curvature of the RS around (-, -) at larger band fillings (see Fig. 4.1). The dispersion
becomes flat at (0. zr) and (rr.O) which leads to van Hove singularities in the densitv of

states at the band energ} of these points (sec Fig. 4.2) If the} are close to the FS the

broad regions with similar band energ} around these saddle points will be important in

the RG flow, because thev give large contributions to the low energ} scattering processes.

Another essential eurv e next to the Fermi surface w ill turn out to be the Umklapp surface

(US) which connects the van Hove points with straight lines (see dashed line in Fig. 4.1 ).

If the FS crosses this line, two particles at the FS can be scattered from one side of the

US to the opposite one m an elastic process involving onl\ low energ} quasipailieles.
As we will see. these additional scattering channels then enhance the energ} scale for

the llow to a strong coupling regime. The bare interaction is the well-know n Hubbard

on-site repulsion

//, L y^nr-n, ,.
(4.2)

which is constant in /,-space. For most results discussed here we take L — M We

choose this rather strong initial interaction because we are interested in the breakdown

63
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Figure 4.3: /-trfrat,v electron density per site \ersus thenin al potentiell, < ah ulated for the non-

tnteraetinq model. The solid mrve aie tin \alties for I1 — -0 At, the broken < une is for t' — 0.

The temperature used for this < ah illation u c/s / --0 01/

of the Landau-Fermi liquid due to Coulomb interaction effects (keeping the cuprates in

mind) and do not aim at a full classification of possible weak coupling instabilities.

(4.2) will be the initial condition for the flow of the four-point vertices.

Ï v(/m./>>./m) = £ at V-Ao.

Here A0 is the initial RG scale, which we take to be 4/. With decreasing A the effective

vertex \\{l {, I >, k\) will develop a pronounced Ä'-spaee structure in the RG How.

We will mainly vary the temperature / and the particle density near and below half

filling via the chemical potential //. Primarii) we will be concerned with the density

range around half-filling. The van Hove tilling, where the FS exactly touches the saddle

points, is given bv p — --1/' -1.2/. or == O.T"} electrons per site. Having in mind

the Mott insulating state of the real cuprates at half band tilling ((n),''site = J), we call

the density range with {ny site ^ 1 the hole-doped side, while for (n)/site ^ L. we

use the term electron-doped side. For the relation between chemical potential and non-

interacting electron density sec Fig. 4.3

For a given // the dependence of die average particle number on 7 is weak and irrelevant

for the results. Both parameters // and T change the effective phase space for the various

scattering processes. In particular, increased temperature provides a larger phase space

for particle-hole processes with momentum transfer ( t. t j, w Inch play an important
role.Thisissimilartothequasi-IDorganicconductorswhereaboveacertaintemperaturethebandcurvatureduetointerchainhoppingbecomesirrelevantandIDnestingeffectsdeterminethebehaviorofthesvstem[BourbonnaisI

c)91J
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PlguiC 4 4 Ihc Bnllotiiii oui temu and I ntklapp suifcne and the lines in tin pate It unte is

joi \ 12 7hc solnldots in the pate lies denote the \\a\e \ee tois joi \\ Inch the loin point \atc\

tunc tion is iah nlaieel foi allwa\c \cctots tnsuk the satin patch \\(k\ k k ) is appioxtmuhd
In a eon s tan I

4.2 The A -patch scheme

4.2.1 Lines and patches

Foi setting up the numeucal \ patch scheme we lust dehne a phase space discietization

following Zanchi and Schul/ [Zanchi 1997] The Riilloum /one (BZ) is dmded up into

\ segments oi patches centesed aiound A lines I ach line staits horn the ongin along
a ccitain angulat diiection 0{k ) and horn the \±~~ ) points so that the lines meet at

the Umklapp suitace (see Fig 4 4) The îeason we we choose stiaight lines is puieh

simplicity Anothei possible choice would be to follow the giadient ot the dispeision
I his howe\ei tequues moie numencal steps m mappme / space points onto the patches

I he phase space integiations with measuie d I (2~) occumng m I he one loop tenus

aie peitoimed appioximateh as sums o\ei the patches and integiations o\ci the îadial

diiection along a ceitain nunibei r> ot mtegiation lines pei patch which also lead horn

the ougin to the (- -) points with a kink on the Umklapp suitace Foi A
— 32 patches

we t\picall> chose n - \ mtegiation lints As can be mteiied horn he 4 *> the

dependence ot the (low and the cntical scale is small tot toi u
__

\ e\en at the \an IIo\e
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A /! # integration lines / patch

Figure 4.5; Left flow of the tn-likc (dn er^im> to -1- x ; ami <j\-like (diverging to - x ) Cooper

processes at the saddle points for f — 0 3f, T - 0.0L/ ««</ /< = - L.2/ with the FS at the

van Hove smqulaiities. Die different lines correspond to ditlerent numbers of integrations lines

na = 1.3.5.... L3 inside each of the 32 patches. Riqlit: Critical scale A, where the largest

coupling reaches Jul versus na. The crrorhars correspond to the stepw idth used in the numerical

integration.

filling, such that we take /;„ — 3 in the most eases. The dependence of the critical scale

for (he flow to strong coupling on the patch number \ for na = 3 is shown for a typical
case in Fig. 4.6.

4.2.2 Discretizing 1 r\{k\. £'•_>. k^)

In principle the four-point vertex \ \(Â |./,>,/. 0 is a continuous function of the three

waveveelors k\. f2 (the two incoming) and k*, (first outgoing) each ranging o\er the full

BZ. For a numerical treatment howe\er v\e ha\e to disereti/e the wave\ector depen¬
dence of V\(/> !.

/. >. k)). The initial four-point vertex is a constanl function of all three

wave-vectors, but this certainly changes during the flow. From the previous studies of the

two-patch model it is clear that the angular variation for e.g. mov ing the first incoming
wavevector around the FS will be relevant in the sense that it grows under reducing the

energy scale A. Therefore we will trv to keep the as much as possible of the dependence
oi'ï \{k\.k2<ki) on the angles of f,. k > and /,;.

What do we know about the radial variation ? From power-counting arguments one can

expect that the radial dependence of the couplings docs not change the main features of

the flow to strong coupling. The leading flow will come from one-loop contributions

withenergv denominators \ 1 A which become singular for V —> 0. Tfwe expand the

vertices \ \({ACm }• {f^w }) in a Tavlor series around the set of internal wave vectors on

the Fermi surface, {/,',,,,} — {/,/ }, we observe that onh the /eroth order term in this

expansion real I\ gets the large 1 'A contribution, while all terms containing derivatives
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the flow was intestate el up to l,nv ">!)/

ol 1 \({/uu} {^nii}) on the FS cam additional small lactois -- {! ,,} {// } which

cancel the smallness of V in the denominatoi

Thus one can expect that the leading flow can be calculated b> using the loin point
veitiees with internal legs on the FS in the one-loop diagiams In the integration ovei

the internal panicle cooidinates we alwa\s piojcct the wavevectois {/ „,} on the FS1

and use the coupling function } \{{l{ ,} {Ii ,lt}) Then, since we aie inteiested in the

loui-point \eitices toi modes close to the FS, we can put the external wa\c\ectois on

the FS as well I his means that the set ot \eite\ functions to be calculated ieduces lo

the set 1 \(li |, 11 -> 11 J with a ceitam collection ot teimi wa\e\eclois / / ,
which we

choose to be the inteisection points ot die lines in the patch centeis with the FS Thus

the numbei of patches deteiinines die angulai lesolution in the Mow toi the tom point
\eitex

In the following we will use the notation I \{l I -, I ) denotes the value of the f oui point

veitex with incoming wa\e\ectots / / and / / > and fust outgoing wavevectoi / / ,

The liielcwance of the iadial dependence appeals to be tuie as tai as qualitative teatuies

aie icgaided In oidei to obtain iadial mtoimation, the pluise space segments aiound

the lines can luithei be split into a, patches along the iadial dueetion In the following

11 he energies ot the mteimediate stites oluuuiü in the denomimtoi and the feimi tunttions in the

numetatoi no ot course eikulated without pio)CLtion usine the dispersion (4 I )
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chapters, apart from the n, ~ 1 results without an> radial resolution we also show

data for 32\ 3-s\stems with A -- 82 and it, - 3 where one patch per line is centered
—>

around the FS with e.g. |((A)| -.„ 0.4/-. while the other two patches co\cr phase space

regions at higher positive or negative band energv. This gives a minimal amount of radial

resolution. With this method we will see that for certain cases vertices between //-space

regions away from the FS grow stronger than the vertices fro wav evectors at the FS. Still

this does not change the general behavior, nonetheless it yields additional information

on I he coupling between different channels (see Subsection 7.1.1 ).

4.2.3 Integration of the RG equations

The numerical integration of the RG equations for the set of four-point vertices dis¬

cussed above is performed with a simple forward-integration scheme with variable step

width. Using discrete rotational symmetry it is sufficient to calculate ~ of the A '"
vertex

functions. One run for a given parameter set requires ty pieallv 120 steps.

We start the How at a high scale A0 - 1/ such that we integrate out the largest part of

the BZ. This is the most balanced choice when we want to compare the results over a

larger span in the band filling. One could argue that a comparison to (he high-F, cuprates

becomes complicated through the fact that the one-band description of the copper-oxide

planes only applies to low band energies. However the strong /.--space dependence of

\ \{k\, /i, A i) only develops at lower energies. This is shown for a typical example in

Fig. 4.7. The main process at higher energv scales is a suppression of the repulsive
interaction in the s-vvave pairing channel. This is a very general process which does not

rely on details of the band structure. The (/-wave componeni in the pair scattering begins
to be generated by the mechanism described in Eq. 1.6) when particle-hole one-loop
contributions become possible at scales A ^3 | ~ 1/ - 4/' - //! (smeared by the continuous

cutoff function and finite temperature), corresponding to the energv at the bottom of the

band.

4.3 The flow to strong coupling and what we learn from

it

In abroad density
rangearoundhalf-fillingtheRGflowofthelour-pointverticesleadstowardsstrongcoupling.Thismeansthaiuponreducingthescale,i.e.integratingtheRGdifferentialequations,thefourpointvertices1\(/,,/,_>./.)becomelargeruntiltheyexceedvaluescomparabletothebandwidthII^8/alacertaincriticalscale\.ForscaleslowerthanV,thevalidityoftheschemebecomesquestionable.Thereasonisthatselfenergycorrectionsandhigherorderirreduciblevertexfunctionswhichareneglectedinourschememaybecomerelevant.ThereforeourRGflowshouldbestoppedafter
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Figure 4.7: How o\ the Cooper couplings (solid lines) and the nia.wnal <<>tiplun>
max [UA'i. /,_>. k < )} (dashed line) for I' =- -0 ot, p -- -1 and T --- 0.04f. Parfu le-hole < ontri-

hutto/is are possible below A — 1.8/.

reaching the critical scale \t. Nonetheless it is possible to extract \aluable informa¬

tion from analyzing which interactions become large and how this occurs. This will be

discussed in the following, together with certain problems for the interpretation.

4.3.1 The critical scale

The critical scale Vt is a rough measure of the energy scale below \\ hieh the quasiparticle
properties will be strong!) altered through the processes leading to the strong coupling
How. For example for a simple Cooper instability the critical scale for the divergence in

the particle-particle channel turns out to be half of the BCS mean-field gap.

VL -- A0 oxp

L

A, 4

Fn these logarithmic cases which also include tvpieal quasi-ll) systems it is possible to

relate A, to a critical temperature or cross-over temperature Z, below which the alteration

of the low-energ> spectrum occurs. In cases with more complex dispersion and interplav
between several channels this equivalence does not hold in general. For example it
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can occur that non-zero temperature enhances the coupling between different processes

because it increases the number of intermediate states allowed b\ the Fermi functions

occurring in the one-loop integrals, If the coupling is such that the distinct processes

reinforce each other this can result in a non-monotonie variation of the critical scale with

temperature". Moreover in the numerical anal} sis with moderate initial interaction it is

generally difficult to sharply define a critical scale or temperature because for moderate

initial interactions the coupling strength exceeds the order of the bandwidth before the

How gets sufficiently steep. In addition the evolution of the couplings does not follow a

simple function.

In Fig, 4.8 we plot the scales where the flow of the interaction strengths exceeds the

values 11)/, 201 and 3Uf for a broad range of chemical potentials. The divergence of the

interactions is steepest at die van Hove filling (// = 1 2t at /' -

- Ü 3/) because the

density of states increases towards V -Ml.

4.3.2 Most divergent couplings and susceptibilities

In the clcarcut cases the interactions which grow most strong!} belong to a certain class

of processes which drive the flow of a susceptibility related lo some kind of long-range
ordered ground state. For a pure superconducting instability only the Cooper processes

and a corresponding pairing susceptibility diverge, and for a nesting instability only

processes with the nesting wave-vector as momentum transfer become large and a certain

particle-hole susceptibility
willbestronglypeakedatthisvvavevector.ItiselftenpointedoutthatRGisapowerfulandunbiasedmethodtotreatproblemswithseveralsingularchannels.ForthepredictivepowerofthemethodthisistrueaslongasthesechannelsremainweaklycoupledandinthecourseoftheHowonechannelturnsouttoclearlydominatetheothers.Theconventionalstrategyistoclassifythedifferentchannelswithrespecttothestrengthoftheirgrowthordivergence,cs,bvcalculatingcriticalexponentsofthecorrespondingsusceptibilitiesinthevicinityo(\,.Iftheresultisunambiguous(seee.g.theelectron-dopedcaseinChapter7ortheChapter8)theRGilowtostrongcouplingthensuggeststhatthetruegroundstateofthesystemhaslongrangeorderofthetypeselectedbytheRG.Ifsymmetry-breakingispossible,thestrongcouplingstatecanbedescribedintermsofHartreed^oekormean-tick!descriptionwithamean-fieldcorrespondingtothestrongestdivergentsusceptibility.AgainIheexplicitnumericalanal}siscanbedifficultduetotheproblemsindefiningthecriticalscale.InadditionforourcasesthecouplingsleavetheperturbâtherangebeforetheIlowofthesusceptibilitiesreachesitsasymptoticbehavior.Thereforeananalysisofthestrengthofthedivergenceoftendependsonthescalechosenandallboundariesin2Vnotheiextiemcoountei-evamplce\eninasimplesxstemaieJ-etnu-liquidif=0instabilitiesTheone-looptermsleadingtosuchinstabilitiesaieonlynon-zeioinasmallshellofwidthofthetempeiattire/aioundIheFS.thereforewouldcausea\ei\steepanddneigingflowatloweststales\TThusV-^/'whicheettainhwillnotgiveateasonahleestimateotthecuticaltempeiatutemthiscase
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the tentative phase diagrams come with large uncertainty.

Furthermore we here consider cases (the half-filled 2-leg ladder and the saddle point

regime) where the RG How is more complex and where due to the intrinsic coupling
between several classes of interactions \arious susceptibilities grow with comparable

strength. In particular when the coupling is reinforcing it becomes implausible that a

simple mean-field theory selecting one of these classes correctly describes the strong

coupling state. A proper strong coupling description of such states in spatial dimensions

higher than one remains an open problem. We restrict ourselves to showing analogies
between the two-dimensional case and the two-leg ladder, where a bosonization analysis
clarifies the nature of the strong coupling state (see Chapter 2). Further the mutual

reinforcement between AF and c/-wa\c channel identified as the reason for the interesiing
(low suggests that the particular beha\ior is not tied to one spatial dimension but arises

from the complex interplay between distinct classes of interactions also valid in two

dimensions.

4.3.3 Diverging susceptibilities and the Hohenberg-Mermin-Wag-

ner theorem

The largest parts of our results are obtained for non-zero temperature and in many cases

the growth of certain susceptibilities is indistinguishable from a divergence. As stated by
the Hohenbcrg-Mermin-Wagner theorem (see e.g. j Auerbach 1994]) in two spatial di¬

mension long range order from breaking of a continuous symmetry is impossible, such

that the real part of the static AF susceptibility \,(~. ,t) or the pairing susceptibilities
should remain finite. The destruction of long range order at non-zero temperature oc¬

curs because the number of thermal fluctuations around the ordered state diverges. This

effect however is not taken into account in our RG scheme, as we only couple static ex¬

ternal fields to the electrons and do not endow them with a dynamics. The latter however

is necessary in order to incorporate quantum or thermal fluctuations. A possible albeit

complicated way to do better would be to couple all kinds of external fields correspond¬

ing to the fluctuations around the ordered state to the electrons. Then the RG scheme,

i.e. the integrating out the fermions, is equivalent to replacing the fermionic problem by
a bosonic problem with a space- and time-dependent susceptibility as propagator of the

bosonic fields yielding the dynamics of the fluctuations Furthermore it may generate

interactions between the bosons which change theirspectrumanddestabilizeanorderedstate.
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hapter 5

The RG Flow to Strong Coupling on

the Hole-Doped Side: The Saddle Point

Regime

In this chapter we analyze the flow to strong coupling in the two-dimensional /--/' Hub¬

bard model for particle densities (ti) ;> 1 per site. We will introduce three regimes with

distinctive character of the RG How. The main result is that in one of these regime, the

so-called saddle point regime the flow to strong coupling is analogous to the flow in the

half-filled two-leg Hubbard ladder and the two-patch model described in Chapter 2. This

means that in this parameter range we find strong r/-\\ave and AF correlations accom¬

panied by a suppression of uniform spin and charge susceptibility on the FS parts close

to the saddle points. This suggests the formation of an insulating spin liquid in the BZ

regions around the saddle points.

We then describe how <7-wave superconductivity on the remaining parts of the FS can be

stabilized through the coupling to the ISL. We also analyze the one-loop FS flow. There

we do not find a strong shift of the FS before the interactions become larger than the

bandwidth such that the flow to strong coupling with fixed FS where our interpretations
arc built on should be a good approximation. Further we discuss possible Landau-Fermi

liquid instabilities in the forward scattering channel.
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Figure 5.1: Dependence of the flow to strong coupling on the chemical potential p, and temper¬
ature T for i' = -0.3/: and initial interaction U = 3t, Above the thick solid (dashed) line we

can integrate the flow down to zero scale without that the couplings execeed 50t ßOt). Below

the thin broken line the growth (i.e. the derivative with respect to A) of d-wave pairing suscepti¬
bility Xitw exceeds the growth, of the AF .susceptibility xA;'h ^) when the largest couplings have

reached. 12t. Above this line, y^K.n) grows faster than Xdw The darker gray region denotes

the saddle point regime where the charge coupling of the saddle point regions goes to zero and

the total charge, compressibility is suppressed (the extension of this regime to T = 0 is discussed,

in the text). The lightly shaded region represents the d-wave dominated regime. Left to the thick

vertical line the instability is increasingly dominated by couplings away from the saddle points,
we refer to this region as the approximate nesting regime.
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5.1 The three regimes

In the density range from (;;) « O.Oob to (/?) ^ 0.622 (// - 0.75/ to //
- -1.32/))

examined here, we always find a flow towards strong coupling at sufficiently low tem¬

perature. The character of this divergence of the coupling functions varies continuously
with density and temperature. However we can identify three qualitatively different

regimes, which we will call the d-wave dominated recuite, the saddle point regime and

the approximate nesting regime, as illustrated in Fig. 5 1. For these cases the location of

the regions of low band encrgv around the FS with respect to the Umklapp surface (US,

sec the dashed line in Fig 5.2) is different. While in the r/-wave regime the Umklapp

processes arc onh clastic in a small phase space region at the saddle points, in the saddle

point regime and in the approximate nesting regime the FS intersects the US with the

consequence that Umklapp processes between the intersection regions on two sides of

the US enter the low energy flow in a dominant way and determine the flow to strong

coupling, e.g. by generating tendencies for charge gap formation on these FS parts.

Our analysis does not allow us to draw sharp boundaries between the different regions.
Rather, the character of the strong coupling flow changes m a crossover -like fashion as

one moves from one region into the other1. We will describe the criteria for the definition

of these regimes in the corresponding subsections. There, in order to show the main fea¬

tures, we examine the flow for three densities and temperatures typical for each regime.
The Fermi surfaces and locations of the patch centers that label

ourcouplingconstantsaredisplayedinFig.5.2.InFigs,5.5and5.6weshowsnapshotsofthecouplingsatthescalewherethelargestcouplingsha\eexceededtheorderofthebandwidth;weplotthedependenceofthecoupling\\{k\,A'?,A^)withthefirstoutgoingwavevectorA^fixedatpoint1closesttothesaddlepointsoratpoint3closertotheRZdiagonal.InFig.5.3wecomparetheflowofseveralrelevantcouplingsasafunctiontheRGscaleandinFig.5.10wcplotthebehaviorofthe<i-vvavepairingsusceptibility\(/u,andtheAFsusceptibility\S(;T,ä).Inthefollowingwcdescribethethreeregimesindetail.5.1.1Thed-wavedominatedregimeAtbandfillingsaroundthevanHovefilling//—-1.2/andlowtemperature7=-0.01/(seerightplotsinFigs.5.5,5.6,and5.3),thedivergenceofthecouplingfunctionsonlyoccursatalowscaleandthef/-v\avepairscatteringsarebyfarthemoststronglydiver¬gentcouplings.InFig.5.5.thevappearasredandbluefeaturesalongthelineswithpatchnumbers|A[-A_>j-\'2(ontheselines,theincomingpairmomentumiszero).OthercouplingslikeUmklappandforwardscatterings(thered,violetandblacklinesinFig.5.3)grow,too,butaremuchsmallerthantheCoopercouplings.Thisisthetypical'Notehowcveithatinahillstiong-couphngcouplingdcscnptionthetema>hetiue(quantum)phasetransitions,iebyciossingsotgioundstateenetgiesThesetm\eneigxchangesaiehoweveino!accom¬paniedbylargealterationsottheone-loopRGflow
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M=-0 7t, ( n > 0 99 u=-t, { n ) -- 0 86 p=-1.2t, ( n ) - 0.72

1 0 1-1 0 1-1 0

k a 'n k a in ka/n
XXX

Figure 5.2: Fermi su ifen es and the 32 points for the three different c hemic al potentials discussed

in the lc.\t, (n) denotes the average particle number per site, i.e. \n) - 1 < orresponds to hall-

filling. The dots on the FS (solid line) indicate the patch centers with patch indices given h\ the

numbers. The dashed line denotes the Umklapp surface (US).

flow to strong coupling in the lightly shaded regions in Fig. 5.1. At low temperatures it

extends also to densities slightly higher than the van Hove density.

A closer analysis shows that the <7-wave component in the pair scattering is generated
at intermediate scales b> the particle-hole processes with momentum transfer (zr. k) as

described in Chapter I. Hence this type of flow to strong coupling can be considered as

a Kohn-Luttingcr-type Cooper instability where the repulsive scattering in the particle-

hole between the saddle points first generates a sizable initial value for the (/-wave pair

scattering and is then gradually cut off at lower scales because the phase space for the

(,t, ,T)-paiticle-hole processes decreases due to the shape of the FS. The pair scattering

amplitudes are shown in detail in Fig. 5.4.

The dominance of the (/-wave Cooper scattering is also seen in the comparison of the

susceptibilities: the r/-vva\e pairing susceptibility \(/.( grows much faster than the AF

susceptibility \„((/) (see Fig. 5.10).

The uniform charge susceptibility h is somewhat suppressed at intermediate scales but

very close to the instability the attractive Cooper scatterings in the forward scattering
channel start to dominate the \erte\ corrections to the charge coupling and cause a pole
in the RPA-like expression (see Eq. 3.69) for ',.(/.)

for/,nearthesaddlepoints.ThisisshowninFig.5.7.Fromtherightplotweobservethatthechargecoupling-)(formodesclosetothevanHovepoints(9^0)divergesto+~vinsteadofbeingsupressedtozero.Thisisthenthereasonofasharpupturninh(seeFig.5.11)asalsoobservedbyHalbothetal.fHalboth2000].ThustheRGflowinthe(/-waveregimeisnotconsistentwithaflowtowardsanincompressiblestateanddoesnotsuggesttheopeningofachargegapatthesaddlepoints.Atlowscalestheuniformspinsusceptibility\JO)issuppressedtozerobythestrong
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0.6

Figure 5.7: Left plot: Change of the charge couplings ryc(k) fi:>r quasipartic1.es with different

wave vectors k on the FS as the electronic interactions flow to strong coupling from a 96 point

calculation in thed-wave regime at p. — —1.2£ and T = O.Oli. The different lines are for points

close to the saddle points (solid lines), and points closer to the BZ diagonal (dashed lines). Right

plot: Angular dependence of the charge coupling jc for the effective theory below the cut-off A

for different values of A, decreasing in direction of the arrow, 0 measures the angle of the points

on the FS. 9 = 0 corresponds to points at the saddle points and 9 — vt/4 //;. the BZ diagonal.

These curves were calculated, using the RPA-type scheme ofSubsection 3.5.2.

attractive g4 couplings favoring singlet: formation. At higher scales, which are not: related

to the flow to strong coupling, the naive Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism is fulfilled

due the large DOS around the van Hove filling. For reasons that will be discussed in

Section 5.3
,
we ignore this effect.

5.1.2 The saddle point regime

Next we choose T — 0.0ft and a band filling slightly above the van Hove filling such that

theFS crosses the US (chemical potential /./, = -t). Now the scale where the couplings
reach the order of the bandwidth is strongly enhanced. In Fig. 5.5 we observe that

next: to the «7wave pair scatterings new features have developed. The strongly repulsive
interactions, for instance (k{. A:2) « (24,25) -> (k^Ji^) =s (1,17), correspond to /re¬

type Umklapp scatterings driving the AF channel which now diverge together with the

repulsive Cooper couplings. This is shown in the middle plot of Fig. 5.3. Note that this

behavior is in strong analogy with the flow in the half-filled two-leg ladder, described in

Chapter 2.

The forward scatterings of f/o-type also show a strong increase towards the divergence.
In addition there is a general increase for couplings with momentum transfer (/r, tt) due

to the enhanced influence of the particle-hole channel with this momentum transfer. On

the other hand we also observe strongly attractive couplings emerging e.g. (7,'j, k-f) ~
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(16,17) —> (/m,A'i) ~ (1> 'S). These processes correspond to Umklapp q\ processes

of pairs with both incoming particles at the same saddle-point and outgoing particles on

opposite sides of the FS. Since these pairs ha\e small total momentum they couple into

the Cooper channel and are driven to strong attraction along with the attractive Cooper

couplings with zero pair momentum. This again demonstrates that Umklapp and Cooper

channel are strongly coupled. For this choice of parameters the AF susceptibility grows

considerably towards the divergence and is as large as the (/-wa\e pairing susceptibility

(see Fig. 5.10).

We call this the saddle point regime because the flow to strong coupling is dominated by
the saddle point regions. Here, the basic mechanism of the half-filled two-leg Hubbard

ladder and the two-patch model described in Chapter 2 is at work: r/-wave Cooper and

AF processes with incoming and outgoing particles close to the saddle points diverge

together at the same scale.

Further we find the other key signatures of a flow to an 1ST. as well: the charge and spin

gap tendencies. The diverging </rtvpe Umklapp scattering between the saddle point re¬

gions drives the forward scattering of <7:-t\pe to strong repulsion, correspondingly the

coupling y( (//) of external charge fields to these FS parts and thus their contribution to the

charge compressibility h is increasingly suppressed as wc approach the instability. This

can be seen in Figs. 5.8 and 5.11. Tn contrast to the FS parts near the saddle points re¬

gions, which tend to incompressible i.e. insulating behavior, for k in the BZ diagonal the

charge coupling y, {I ) is more or less unchanged. Certainly this is not a proof of a partial

charge gap, but given the analogy to the half-filled Hubbard ladder this strongly suggests

that at wavevectors near (,7/2, 77/2) gapless charge excitations will remain while near the

saddle points the FS will be truncated. We use this
particularbehavioroftheA-spacelo¬calchargecompressibilitytodefinethesaddlepointregime(darkergrayregionsinFig.5.1):Herethechargecouplingsaroundthesaddlepointscontinuetogotozeroifweintegratetheflowfarouto(theperturbati\erangewithoutanyindicationoftheupturnink,thatwefoundinthe(/-wavedominatedregime.Howeverwerepeatthatfromthe(lowofthefour-pointverticestheborderbetweensaddlepointand(/-wavedominatedregimeappearsasacontinuouscross-over.Inourearliercalculations[HSFR1999]usingtheRPA-typcschemeforthetheorybe¬lowthecutoffthesuppressionofthechargecouplings\atlowtemperatureswasonlyweakandwedidnotextendthesaddlepointdowntozerotemperature.Withthe'Tro/cninteractions"'-schemedescribedinSubsection3.5.2thesuppressionofthechargecou¬plingsatthesaddlepointsalsoholdsatlowest/.ThisisshowninFig.59ibr/*—1.1/andT=Ü.Ü00/.Thereforethismethodsuggeststheformationofincompressibleregionsalsointhegroundslate.ThebreakingupoftheFSintoapartwhereitisreplacedbyanISLandanotherpartwhereitremainsisfurtherdiscussedinSubsection5.2.ThedistinctivebehaviorofthetwoFSpartsisalsovisibleinthequasiparticlescatteringrates(Chapter

6).
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H=-1.2t,T=0.01t

A/t A/t A/t

Figure 5.K): d-wave (heav\ solid line) and AI' susceptihilit\(hecny dashed line) for the three

different elioiees of chemical potential and temperature discussed in the text. The thin lines

denote the flow of the hare susceptihiltttes without vertex corrections. The mark at the \-a\is

indicates the scale, where the largest < onplmt* readies 10/.

The uniform spin susceptibility exhibits a similar suppression (sec Figs. 5.11 and 5.8)
when we approach the instability in this saddle point regime. On the one hand this is

plausible because the rapid growth of the r/-\va\e susceptibility signals strong singlet
pairing tendencies. On the other hand the AF susceptibility \ ,(>, tt) seems to diverge as

well, from which one might expect long range AF order, i.e. a strong coupling state with

nonzero \,(Q). Since the RG flow points in a different direction, we argue that for the

saddle point regime the more likely candidate is a insulating spin liquid state with strong
short range AF correlation but nonzero spin gap. The How to strong coupling in this

regime is caused by the coupling and mutual reinforcement of the (/-wave pairing and

the Umklapp processes between the broad saddle point regions. Therefore the strong
coupling state should feature the singlet pairing of die (/-wave channel and a strong
enhancement of \Aq) for q % (-. ~). This is exactly what wc observe for \(/u, and

\,[(f). Moreover due to the extension of the saddle point regions the peak of \,{q) is

very broad around (~, -) and does no! sharpen significantly in the flow. Therefore we

expect a rather short
AFcorrelationlengthof2-3latticespaeings.Thisisincontrasttothe/'=0easeveryclosetohalffilling,wherewefindsharppeaksin\,(<7)developingaroundq—(ttv,t)andwhereonewouldexpectAFlongrangeorderat7"=0(seealsoChapter8).5.1.3TheapproximatenestingregimeTheplotsontheleftinFigs.5.5,5.6.and5.3showUte(lowforahigherfilling(p—-0.7/).fnthiseasetheleadinginteractionsareUmklappcouplingsbetweentheBZregionswheretheFSintersectstheUSandintheBZdiagonals(seeredfeaturesin

Fig.
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5 6 and the green lines in the left plot in Fig 5.3) while the importance of the vicinity of

the saddle points decreases We call this the appimnnate nesting icqiine Here, due to

the higher band filling, the dominating FS regions are now further away from the saddle

points. As a consequence the coupling between Umklapp and pairing channel decreases

and the (/-wave pairing processes become less rcle\ant. This can be seen best from the

weaker flow of the attractive Cooper couplings in Fig 5 ^ Now the AF susceptibility
clearly exceeds the (/-wave pairing susceptibility (Fig 5 10) This signals increasing AF

ordering tendencies which aie in accordance with sharper (t. k) features in the inter¬

actions (see Fig 5 6), decreasing suppiession of \,(()j relative to its initial value (see

Fig 5 11), and a sharper peak of \,(<f) around (t. t) The charge susceptibility is also

suppressed like in the saddle point regime, however the FS regions with smallest charge
couplings stav fixed to the FS and therefore move towards the BZ diagonal il we in¬

crease the filhns

5.1.4 Additional remarks on the How

Importance of the next nearest neighbor hopping: We emphasize that in our RG

treatment of the two-dimensional Hubbuid model the next nearest neighbor hopping /' is

<?

i

0.9

0.8

^0.7
y

0.6
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important for the existence of a sizable saddle point regime. For zero or very small /' the

FS is closer to the US in the BZ diagonals and the ( rr. ,t) scattering between the rather

(lat FS faces dominates even more strongly than in our approximate nesting regime with

more FS curvature. If we now decrease the band filling, at some point, as pointed out by

Zhele/nyak et al.jZheleznyak 1997] and explicitly shown for the two-dimensional case

by Zanchi |Zanchi 1997], these processes are cut off at low scales and can only serve

as generators of an attractive (/-wave initial condition. With /' very small the system

crosses rather sharply from a nesting regime into a (/-wave dominated regime without

going through a saddle point regime in between. A similar transition occurs in electron-

doped case discussed in Chapter 7.

Differences to the two-patch flow: A difference to the two-patch analysis of Fu-

rukawa ct al. is that the saddle point regime, where we observe (he ISL signatures in

our AT-patch calculation, is found at positive temperatures and densities slightly higher
than the van Hove density assumed in the two-patch analysis. The reason is that in the

'V-patch flow the FS parts away from the saddle points reinforce mainly the Cooper
channel. Only if the FS really crosses the US there is sufficient low energy phase space

for the Umkiapp processes which then act together with the Cooper processes leading to

the unusual strong coupling How.

For similar reasons in the 2E) system nonzero temperature is helpful for the saddle point

regime, although at least the "'frozen interactions"'-scheme described in Subsection 3.5.2

shows the charge gap tendencies at lowest temperatures as well. Moderate T smears out

the FS and provides additional phase space for both the particle-particle processes with

small total momentum and the particle-hole processes with momentum transfer (,t, ,t).

Especially due to the latter there is a certain temperature range where this thermal phase

space gain outweighs the ordinary decrease of the one-loop contributions for increasing
T and the critical scale A, is enhanced w ith respect to its / — 0 value.

Apart from the suppression of the total charge compressibility described above there are

other potential instabilities in the forward scattering channel.
ThesearcdescribedinSection5.3..21heISLscenarioInthelastsectionwehaveshownthatmthesaddlepointregimethenumericalresultsisconsistentwiththeformationofaninsulatingspinliquidaroundthesaddlepoints.Yetwecannotcalculatetheopeningofspinandchargegapswithinourone-loopRGscheme.ThereforewewillnowofferaninterpretationoftheRGHowbyassumingthatthereexistchargeamispingapstruncatingtheFSaroundthesaddlepointsanddiscusstheconsequencesofthisinsulatingspinliquid(ISL.)scenario.ThestabilizationoftheISLinthevicinityofthesaddlepointsopensupanovel

channel
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Figure 5.12: The ISL scenario: The LS is truncated in the semtun les around the saddle points

where spin and charge i>aps form and it remains open in the BZdiagonals.

to enhance Cooper pairing on the open parts of the FS. A similar mechanism was recently

proposed by Geshkenbein et al. [Geshkenbein 1997| who examined a model with infinite

mass preformed pairs existing at higher temperatures also in the vicinity of the saddle

points. Lcl us assume that the ISL has formed in a region (called the .1 region) around

the saddle points at an energy scale A^l, Then the dominant coupling between the

ISL and the open FS parts (called the 13 regions) will occur through the exchange of

zero momentum hole pairs in the Cooper channel. Further it will occur in the r/-wa\e

pairing channel- because the flow at scales abo\e A^i has already generated a sizable

component of this symmetry in the pair scattering. We denote this pair scattering matrix

element between the ISL in the A-regions and the open B regions of the FS at the scale

Aim, by \~\n Further let i \ be the energ\ relathe to the chemical potential to add a

hole pair to the ISL. Then, at energ\ scales A v. Vim -
an additional attraction T^p is

generated between pairs in the open B regions, which has a pole at

Here the integral is o\er the Fermi surface of the D regions and n \ denotes the number

of intermediate states with two additional particles in the .1 regions per lattice site. This

means that although the saddle point regions are insulating I hey give rise to a </-wa\c
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superconducting instability on the open parts of the FS. There will be two energy scales,

a higher one, A|^| ,
where the ISL forms, and a lower one with a real superconducting

transition at \".

Although we do not ha\c a full theory of the strong coupling phase, it is plausible to

assume that in the .4-regions the charge gap spreads out along the US when the den¬

sity is increased towards half-filling. This is in analogy to ladder systems which when

lightly doped show simultaneously channels with and without charge gap [Rice D97,

Ledermann 2000].

How is the evolution of Af with decreasing the doping0 It is clear that the charge gap

e i will become larger when we mo\e closer to the Mott state and the number of states

n i in the insulating regions increases. Moreover we should assume that the average \ fP
too <- \ h

does not grow because its flow in the Cooper channel has less scale range to develop
due to the increased Ajsl and the B range is limited to a narrowing FS around the nodes

of the (/-wave. This also decreases the integration range in AA/?. so that the exponent

c \/j\ i/9 should finally become larger when we approach the Mott state. Therefore from

this rough model we expect that \n which we associate with the real superconducting

1] will be largest at the band filling where the charge gap just opens up.

Another salient feature of the ISL scenario is the variation of the superfluid weight />,

with changes in the doping. As the saddle point regions are insulating. ps will be exclu¬

sively given by the size of the open parts of the FS. Therefore p, should be maximal at

densities where the ISL starts to form and decrease when we move closer to the half-filled

Mott state. The same reasoning holds for the condensation energy which is released at

the superconducting transition. However note that a precise calculation would require a

true strong coupling theory for the ISL.

5.3 Instabilities in the forward scattering channel

As described in the last sections, the strong coupling flow is mainly dominated by the

rapidly growing (/-wave and AF" processes. Apart from the instabilities associated with

these fluctuations», it is worthwhile to analyze other potential singularities of more con¬

ventional Landau-Fermi liquid type m the forward scattering channel. In the RG treat¬

ment there arises a technical problem
forthecomparisonoftheseinstabilitieswiththetendenciesdescribedintheprevioussection.Theparticle-holebubbleatq^0,whichdeterminestheoccurrenceofinstabilitiesintheforwardscatteringchannel,e.g.inaSionerdescriptionofferromagnetism,doesnotcontributetoRGHowatscalesA^T.Forthesamereasonwehavetochoosesomewhatdifferentmethodstoobtainthecorre¬spondingsusceptibilities,asdescribedinSection

3.5.2.
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5.3.1 Ferromagnetism

Although nowadays mostly used as a toy model exhibiting strong antiicrromagnetic

tendencies, the Hubbard model was initially proposed independently by Gutzwiller.

Kanamori and Hubbard in order to understand the itinerant ferromagnetism in 3D transi¬

tion metals ( for a re\ iew on metallic ferromagnetism. see [Tasaki 1998, Vollhardt 1999]).

Generally itinerant ferromagnetism is favored by a large density of states at the FS, as

is already clear from the simple Stoner criterion. Therefore one might wonder whether

the l-t' Hubbard model with the FS close to the van Ho\e singularities actually has a

ferromagnetic instead of a r/-wave superconducting, antiferromagnetic or more complex

ground state. Such a state however should be signaled by a divergence of the uniform

spin-susceptibility. This is definitely not the case, as one can sec from the How of \, (0) in

Fig. 5.8. The flow of the couplings suppresses the uniform spin susceptibility rather than

enhancing it. This holds as well in the regions where the Stoner criterion2 I' xdensity

of states ri 1 for ferromagnetism is fulfilled for to the bare values of the interaction: if

we run the flow down to a certain scale A and then calculate the RPA series with the

rcnormalized couplings. \s(0) becomes a finite positive number and gets suppressed to

zero with further decrease of A. The spin gap tendencies are shown unequivocally by
both calculation methods described in Subsection 3.5.2.

The physical reason for this suppression of ferromagnetism are the strong singlet pairing
tendencies in the (/-wave channel: a small part of the attractive Cooper processes,namelythemostattractiveones^(A,k)->(-I.I)enterstheforwardscatteringchannelaswell.Thisdecreasestheaveragerepulsion(whichwouldbeIinthesimplestisotropicStonercase)oftheprocesseswhichentertheRPAdenominator.Thisincreasinglynar¬rowsthedensityintervalaroundthevanHovefillingwheretheDOSislargeenoughtocauseaStonerinstability.InfactastheCooperchanneldivergeslikelog^A/Ao)atthevanHovefillingweexpectthatUwillalwaysdominatediedivergenceinthefor¬wardscatteringchannel,whichisonly\log(A/A0).ThustheRGtreatmentsuggeststhatthereisnostableregionforferromagnetismat/'—-0.3/.Thesituationforlargerabsolutevaluesoff'isdiscussedinChapter8.5.3.2PomeranchukinstabilitiesAspointedoutbyHalbothandMetzner[Halboth2000].thereappearstobeastrongten¬dencytowardsLabbé-FriedelorPomeranchuck(foradescriptioninsideLandau-Fermiliquidtheory,seee.g.[Pines&Nozières])FSdeformationswhichbreakthesquaresym¬metryoftheFS.Thesearemainlyrectangulardeformationmodeswhichsplitthedegen¬eracyofthesaddle-points.h\thetwo-patchmodeltheyarisebecausetheHowofinteractionsissuchthattheforward'TheStoneiciitenont>piealhoveieslimatesthetendenevtowatdsfetiomagnetismWeshowherethateventhisuppeiboundtoipossiblelenomagnetisnibecomessiippiessedtozeroIntheRGflow
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scattering for two incoming particles at the same saddle point (q\ in the notation of

Section 2.3) becomes increasingly attracme while it Hows to stiong repulsion if the

particles are at different saddle points (2(j-, </, )

</i -v - v and </-> > 4 -v .

c/i diverges more slowly to 4 x:

A uniform external field coupling to the electron charge density at wa\eveclor /, will be

renormalized by Eq ( 3 69),

i<
.Of 4) \

v
/ <h (2</>- q\) \ ( M I)

where Vn denotes the density ol states at each of the patches { and B When we invert

this equation for -, ( I) and -, ( B). we encounter a singularity if the determinant of the

matrix

1 -4 V/i V)UV <j{) \ ,-, , v
v i > y i - a

= (A(^1 f ' ' ^0 -'Z1
"

<7i
Vo(2^, f/,) !(• V/i

becomes zero From the flow of the forward scatterings described above it is clear that

this will be the case for some V sufficiently close to V This singularity however occurs

in the odd channel ""(A ) — -f°( B) and does therefore not affect the suppression of the

uniform charge compressibility /-, in the channel ^{A) — \°(Z?1.

The same result is obtained when we write a Landau functional |Hlubina 19971

<)r-l> E x'iA- ' ! E v//aa, (52)
"

i- \ R
*-

= i r

t h

fora /.-space local change A, of the chemical potential at saddle point i With /"n -7,

and / 'IH — (2(7> <]\ ) the energy minimum A ! - A/; — (j becomes unstable against FS

deformations with A 1 —
- A/? for \\,{2tj-, -

(j{
- (/,) ^ i

For our analysis we will ignore these deloi mation tendencies because the leading flow to

strong coupling occurs 111 the (/-wave and AF channel and not m lorwaid scattenng chan¬

nel which is only driven by the two mutually reinforcing lorniei ones This means that

the energy functional (S 2) is incomplete and does not contain the most important terms,

such that we cannot draw conclusions horn minimizing Ö 2) The consequence from

the leading flow of AF and (/-wave processes is that the unilbim spin and charge cou¬

plings are increasingly suppressed and that the forwaul scattering acquiies an amsotropy
of the type described above A FS delomiation cannot be ailed out in our approach, vet

it appears implausible that this side-effect will determine the strong coupling state of the

system In the saddle point legime when we use the scheme lor the modes below the

cutoff explained in ^ 5 2 the Pomeranclink pole m \ (/, ) only occurs at scales where the
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couplings 1 ,\ have already exceeded the order of the bandwidth. Further the connec¬

tion to large-Z7 features of the Hubbard model points towards a destruction rather than a

deformation of the FS.

Nonetheless we have checked that a moderate deformation of the FS that breaks the

square symmetry and leads to saddle point splittings of the order of the critical scale

-^ 0.1/ does not invalidate the results described above.

5.4 The one-loop selfenergy and the Fermi surface shift

So far we have completely neglected possible selfenergy corrections to the flow of the

interactions. A complete analysis including the full selfenergy is far too complicated,
therefore we here restrict ourselves to showing that the shift of the FS caused by the

real part of the selfenergy docs not become large before the interactions flow to strong

coupling. A similar statement can be made for the scattering rate on the FS. discussed

in Chapter 6. Here we give a short overview of the results for the RG flow of the Fermi

surface with fixed particle number.

In order to obtain the FS How we calculate in every RG step the change of the one-loop

selfenergy given by the contributions m Fig.3.3. Due to the approximations made for

the couplings this selfenergv is constant over a single patch and only yields a patch-

dependent shift of the Fermi surface. For the modes which to be integrated out in the

next RG step there are two choices; One can use the scheme introduced in Chapter 3 and

integrate out the modes with respect to their bare dispersion. Then for large FS shifts

it might happen that the moving FS hits the energy shell being integrated out and we

encounter singularities which one originally intended to avoid by using RG. The other

possibility is to use the renormalized dispersion including the scale-dependent FS shift

in the cutoff-function, i.e. for the Green's function occurring in the one-loop integrals
we write

C (f(/AM )ls(k))
r '

, , , m _

v '

This leads to an additional contribution to the single-scale
propagator(352),whichthenreads.(\(<U)^^imKv^aaSWI>~nA)^~=•Hereweusethissecondvariant.Inordertokeeptheparticlenumberfixedweadjustthechemicalpotentialaftereachstep.QuitegenerallywefindthattheFSpartswhichhavethestrongestrepulsivescatteringswithmomentumtransfercloseto(/r.n)developpos¬itiveself-energiesandarethereforeareshiftedinwardsduringtheRGflow.Thereasonforthatbecomesclearifoneconsidersamodelinteractionwhichissharplypeaked

and
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repulsive at Q — (,t. jt). For the selfencrgy ll{k) of a particle with wave vector Ä on the

FS one primarily has to examine the Hartree term (first term in Fig. 3.3), which is the

main contribution for the typical divergence of the couplings. This diagram contains a

propagator with a differentiated cutoff function and gives a positive contribution if the

state k + Q is occupied and zero contribution otherwise. After subtraction of the FS av¬

erage oiTj{kr) (or more precisely a constant which keeps the particle number fixed) this

yields a positive selfenergy Y.(k) ^ Ü for particles outside the US (because then in gen¬

eral the state /, 4 Q is occupied for a FS with the densities and t' values we arc interested

in) and a negative shift Y{k) <^ 0 for states inside the US. In our case the interaction only
has a broad peak around (~. ~), therefore in general also FS points inside the RZ can be

pushed inwards provided they are more affected by this repulsion than the average FS

(this happens in the overdoped // -

— 1.3/ case). The flow of the the sellenergies with

fixed FS close to the instability is shown in Fig. 5.13 b) for different positions on the

FS: for the FS points near the saddle points Y\(k) Hows to positive values, while for

Ä> in the BZ diagonal it becomes negative. The resulting movement of the FS points if

we include Y\\k) in the dispersion, i e. allow the FS to move, can be seen in Fig.5.13
a). In both cases the density is kept fixed at w;} ^ O.SS per site. The data reveal thai

down to the encrgv scale where the srowth of the couplings exceeds the bandwidth, the

movement of the FS is rather small such that it does not affect
thequalitativeconclusionsdrawnintheprevioussections.OnecanobserveaslighttendencyoftheFStobecomeflatthusremaininginthevicinityoftheUmklappsurfaceandincreasingtheinfluenceoftheUmklappprocesses\OurRGresultsareinqualitativeagreementwithcalculationsusingamodelinteractionduetoAFspinfluctuations[Yanase1999]andtheFLEX(fluctuation,exchange)approx¬imation[Morita1999],Wenotethattheone-loopflowoftheFSgavenosignsofabreakingofthesquaresymmetryrelatedtothepotentialPomeranehukinstabilitydescribedinSection5.3.5.5DiscussionandconclusionsWithourA/-patchrenormalizationgroupanalysisofthetwo-dimensionalHubbardmodelwelindindicationsthatthepathfromaLandau-Fermiliquid-likestatetotheMottinsu¬latingstatemaypassthroughaspinliquidphasewithpartiallytruncatedFSandincom¬pressibleregionsaroundthesaddlepoints.Certainly[heaboveresultshavetobeinter¬pretedwithcareandareonlyqualitativeastheyareanattempttolearnaboutpossiblestrongcouplingstatesfromextrapolatingweak-coupling(lows.Howevertheydemon¬stratethatthebreakdownofaLandau-Fermiliquidthroughan1SLstatewithpartially'Inthe/'=0caseclosetohalttillingthestatesintheBZdiagonalaieslightlymoteaffectedb\thestiong[TT,rl-tcpulsionthanthestatesatthesaddlepointsTheietotethe1Sexpandstowardsthesaddlepoints,althoughthetiendisweakeithanlot/'=0

M
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Figure 5.13: Left: Initial (open c in les) and final (squares) FS fi>r /' - O.'.'tt and (n) « 0.88 per

site. Rtçht: Flow of the seltener^ on the FS (solid line: point < losest to the saddle points, dotted

line: point < losest to RZ diagonal). The flow was stopped w hen the largest coupling ran hed the

bandwidth 81.

truncated FS is a viable concept, because in the saddle point regime the qualitative fea¬

tures of the ISL, e.g. spin and charge gaps, arc \ isible as tendencies in our weak coupling

approach. The essential phenomenon w hic h can be identified as the cause for the ISL in

the half-filled two-leg Hubbard ladder and the two-patch model, namely the coupling of

AF Umklapp and pairing channel, is found to exist in a sizable temperature and density

range also in our improved RG calculation, which includes the entire Fermi surface. We

believe that this behavior is robust because it only requires sufficiently large low energy

phase space around the saddle points but does not reh on further details of the interaction

or dispersion relation.

What remains to be clarified in future work is when this interplay between pairing and

IJmklapp processes, which frustrates svmmetrv-breaking tendencies and thus leads to

an FSL, indeed represents an energeticallv favorable situation for the system. Another

interesting and related aspect is the question of the precise conditions for which the

overlap between the channels becomes too small, such that at T — 0 the system can

still undergo a transition into a svmmetrv-broken state with presumably renormalized

properties. In our calculation such svmmetrv -broken states are suggested on either side

of the saddle point regime, e.g. in the (/-wave dominated phase or closer to half-filling
in the approximate nesting

regime.Ourapproachcertainl}bearssomeappealingfeatureswhencomparedtothehigh-Tccuprates,brieflydiscussedinSubsection5.2.ThemostattractivepointoftheISListhatitcandescribethecrossoverfromasvstemwherethesuperfluiddensity/),isdeterminedbythenumberofelectronstoasvstemwith/>„givenbvthesizeoftheopenpartsofatruncatedFSwhichscaleswiththenumberof

holes.
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However note that especially very close to hal f filling, in the approximate nesting regime.

our description will be much too simple, as interaction effects which are not taken into

account will become large. On the other hand further aw a> from half filling, in the saddle

point regime, we are com inced to give a reasonable qualitative description of the driving
forces for the breakdown of the Landau-Fermi liquid. Due to the mutual reinforcement

between Cooper and Umklapp channel r/-\\ave pairing correlations appear in a natural

way at an enhanced scale on the threshold to the Mott state. If the insulating tendencies

are strong enough they will lead to the 1SL formation around the saddle points.

Finally we note that the ISL concept might pro\ ide a microscopic basis for understanding
the ARPRS results on the cuprates which clearly show the truncation of the FS around

the saddle points [Norman 1998] and also for phenomenological models [loffe 19981
which have proven to be plausible descriptions of the transport properties of the normal

state of the undcrdoped high-/1 cuprates. These points will be discussed in the next

chapter.



Chapter 6

Quasiparticle Scattering Rates

In the previous chapter we ha\e argued that in the saddle point regime the Fermi surface

becomes truncated around the saddle points while it appeared that the quasiparticles in

the BZ diagonals persist, mainly because the charge compressibility of these FS parts

did not show signs of strong suppression. Such a partial destruction of the Fermi surface

should also be observable in the selfenergv on the FS. A calculation of the full self-

energy T:(k,uj) is beyond our possibilities, in this chapter we restrict ourselves to the

qualitative behavior of the imaginär) part of the electronic selfenergy hnX!(/1-/ ,,,' — 0)

on the FS. Above the critical temperature where the partial charge gap has not opened

up, ImX!(/,>, uj — 0) gives the scattering rate for the quasiparticles.

According to model calculations by loffe and Millis | Joffe 1998] most transport exper¬

iments of the optimally doped cuprates can be proper!} described bv assuming a strong

anisotropy in the scattering rate. The anisotrop) is such that the quasiparticles around

the saddle points scatter stronglv and their spectral weight becomes smeared out while

the quasiparticles in the BZ diagonal are onh subject to a weak Fermi-liquid-like scat¬

tering. Our RG flow to strong coupling with ~' independent divergent coupling constants

can certainly not give reliable information about the frequency dependence of the self-

energy, nevertheless its A--space resolution is rather good. Therefore we should observe

a strong angular dependence of lmx2(/.p.>,j "-I'M as result of our calculations.

Angular resolved photoemission allows to measure the temperature dependence of Im

H(tj — 0, /. r) directly from the width of the quasiparticle peaks. For optimally doped Bi

2212, Valla et al. [Valla 2000] found a linear-T dependence almost everywhere on the

FS. For a comparison we calculate the quasiparticle scattering rates at high temperatures,

where the l^G flow does not diverse.

95
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Figure 6.1 : Jlw one-loop RG equations lor m o - ami lour-point vertex fitiu tion.

6.1 How to obtain Im E from the RG flow

The truncated RG equations for the selfenergy and the four-point vertex arc shown again
in Fig. 6.1. We want to calculate the imaginary part of the selfenergy. Here the technical

problem is that we have neglected all frequency dependencies of the four-point "vertex,

hence the 7^ occurring in the one-loop term contribution for ^ at scale A is a real

quantity and the diagram does not give an imaginary part. We can repair this deficiency
to a large extent if we insert the solution of the RG equation for ^ 1 (A) for the approximate
vertex. This effectively yields a two-loop term which corresponds to a two-particle one-

hole intermediate state and which, after analytical continuation gives a non-vanishing

imaginary part. Moreover we find that these contributions are the leading ones, for all

neglected contributions from further insertions of one-loop diagrams at the vertices have

intermediate states with a number of intermediate particle larger than 3 which can be

expected to gi\e only small contributions due to phase space restrictions. If we ignored
the How of the coupling constants and wc integrated the obtained expression down to

À — 0, we would obtain the two-dimensional Landau-Fermi liquid selfenergy.

Formally this reads as follows (compare Fq. (3.51 ),

5\-o(A,,>.

0

d\

21!
r/'A

~> — \> Z-~j

\ -i\ s{i]X'X!\ \ \ \(/,:/ .k'S')} sAa'./cA)

For \\ we substitute the integrated version of Eqn.(3.53), corresponding to inserting the

one-loop diagram on the right side of Fig. 6.1 into the self-energy graph on the left side.

Then we get a second integral over tl.V:

V_()lMI/,/ <u>) - l]\ ,n' y: \vGVSvSyYV (6.1)

In order to keep it simple we lune suppressed the arguments of the four-point vertices

and propagators in this expression. The integrand contains two four-point vertices Tv.
one single scale propagator ^v an^ one full propagator G v at scale A'. The only A-

dependence is in the differentiated cutoff-function C(\) of the original single-scale
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(a) (b) (c)

a t

Figure 6,2: The different clun>rcim\ lor the two-loop \elfenerq\. Diagrams (a) and (h) i>ne

contributions to the miasmar\ part ol the seltcnen>\. contributions of type (t) are real for external

frequency u) + ifi. Fhere are 3 other diagrams of t\pe (i ) u ith different orientation of the \ erth es

which are not shomi here.

propagator S\. Therefore (6.1) has the structure

0 , \

d\C\ V) / d\' H{\')

The double integral is numerieallx expensive, but we can get rid of it by a partial iulc¬

eration, resulting in

~j \=o(^/ •
'<~'1 — d\ no) -a V)] R(\) (6.2)

./ \

The remainder /?(A) contains one single scale propagator al A and a propagator for

modes above A. The difference of cutoff functions in the rectangular brackets means

that the third of the three internal lines has its support on modes below the cutoff. The

form (6.2) only contains a single Y-integral and the vertex functions at V. Therefore it

can be integrated along with the How of the four-point vertex. Note however that for

consistency with (6.1 ) we should alwa\s integrate out the full scale range.

Diagrammaticallv the insertion of the one-loop How into the one-loop diagram for the

sclfenergy xields three topological!} different diagrams which are shown in Fig. 6.2.

Each of these three diagrams gi\es 6 contributions.: one of the internal line contains

modes above A, another modes at A. and the third below \.

Since we are interested in the imaginary part of the sclfenergy we perform an analytical
continuation onto the real frequencx axis: the integrand of the two diagrams (a) and (b)

in Fig. 6.2 contains the factor

ue

which upon replacing ue -± „j-t iS w ith.

The ^-function is smeared with a w idth

4- (

- 0 \ields an imaginary part x Su, i e> -e^)-

0.2T for the numerical treatment.
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One can show that for constant vertices this scheme is equivalent to the calculation of the

bare two-loop diagram. Thus for a non-divergent How we would obtain two-dimensional

Fermi-liquid results. In our case the flow goes to strong coupling, and this lca\es two

possibilities for the analysis; either we choose a high temperature such that the couplings

do not become too large, then we can apply the above scheme down to zero scale and

obtain an estimate for the imaginary part of the selfencrgy above the strong coupling

phase. The other option is. if we want to analyze the situation in the strong coupling

regime, to stop the flow of the couplings at some scale A| w/0
and integrate the flow

down to zero scale with fixed couplings. We can then vary Ah(,c/0 and thus obtain the

change in the imaginary part of the selfencrgy due to the how of the couplings. This will

tell us on which FS parts the interaction destroys the quasiparticles most and we will e.g.

find that the quasiparticles in the BZ diagonals are not affected by strong scattering.

6.2 Results for high temperatures

Typical result for the saddle point regime above the critical temperature arc shown in

Fig. 6.3. The temperature was chosen such that the couplings \\ do not become too

large, for the lowest T shown the maximum coupling reaches & 11.5t, This is already

larger than the bandwidth, but this high value is only reached at low scales and most

couplings remain smaller. Therefore the results should be qualitatively correct.

In Fig. 6.3 the anisotrop) in the scattering rate is clearly observable but not too pro¬

nounced, the maximum ratio between \m X at the saddle points and in the diagonals at

rr/4 is ^ 2.

The temperature dependence of Im X(/,/( ..j
—0)isshowninFig.6.4for//—--1.1/whichisabovethesaddlepointregimeandclosetothevanHovedopingat/;—l.2/\AllcurvesforthedifferentpositionsontheFermisurfaceshowanalmostlinearincreasewithT.ThisbehaviorisqualitativchconsistentwiththeARPRSresultsbyVallaeta.[Valla2000]mentionedinthebeginning.Incomparisonwiththemodelassumptionsin[lofle1998]wenotethatourcalculationsattemperaturesabovetheflowtostrongcouplingyieldasmalleranisotropymthescatteringratesandno1'behaviorforthequasiparticlesintheBZdiagonal.OurdataresemblemoreFLRX1resultsobtainedbyAltmannetal.[Altmann1997]andKontanietal.[Kontani1999].ThelattergroupwasabletodescriberesistivityandHallcoefficientinqualitativeagreementwiththeexperiments.ForhightemperaturesthesimilaritybetweenFLEXcalculationsandourRGanalysisisnotaccidentalbecausefor7^7,whentheHowdoesnotdiverge,themainscatteringoccursinthe(~,t)spinfluctuationchannelwherethetypicalFLEX1FT1\standsloifluctuationexchangeapptoximationItisanileumecalculationotRP\chargeamispinfluctuationsusingGieen's(unctionscontainingasoltenoigvobtainedwithaninteuctionincludingthehaietepulsicmandtheexchangeotspinandchaigefluctuationsInthisschemeCoopeipaufluctuationsarenotincluded
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Figure 6.3: Imaginary part of the selfenergv versus angle around the FS in the saddle point

regime at p. = ~-~l.lt for different temperatures above the instability. 'The lower line (circles)

corresponds to T = 0.15/:, the middle line (diamonds) to T =-• 0.18t and the upper line is at

T = 0.21*. For T = 0.15/ the largest coupling at A = 0 is =a 11.M. for T = 0.21* they reach

« 8.91 The saddle points are located at angles 0 and 7r/2.
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependence of imaginary part of the seltener^ at four different posi¬

tions on the FS, for p --

- 1.1/ and t' -- —0.3/". The dashed lines belong to points in the BZ

diagonal, the solid lines to points t loser to tin saddle points.

schemes focus on.

From a theoretical point of view the linear-/ dependence is not loo surprising because

already the bare two-loop diagram with unrenormalt/ed couplings yields this behavior if

the band filling is sufficiently close to the van Hove filling. Hence it should be considered

as an effect of the van Hove singularities and does not immediately imply a breakdown

of Landau-Fermi liquid theory in the sense that the low energy excitations can still be

particles with the same quantum numbers as non-interacting electrons, only their vv idth

(which remains smaller than tT) does not decrease faster than temperature for /' —>

Ü. As recently- pointed out by [Kastrinakis 2000] in a Fermi-liquid model the linear-7

dependence holds for T "~- (// - /u,Viiio\e) ' f where puvi\\in(: is the chemical potential at

the van Hove filling. Our calculation shows that the RC> How of die interactions does not

change this / -linearity.

These results give estimates for the quasiparticle lifetime. No attempt was made to cal¬

culate transport lifetimes determining the conductivity which
wouldrequirecomputingthevertexcorrectionsforcouplingtochargedcurrentsthroughtheeffectiveinteraction.HoweverfordensitiesclosetothevanHovetillingtheunrenormali/edvelocitiesofthequasiparticlesclosetothesaddlepointsaresmallandwillbefurtherdiminishedbythescatteringbetweenthesaddlepointregions.Thusweexpectthatthein-planetransportwillbemainlygivenbythequasiparticlesintheBZdiagonalsand-ifthever¬texcorrectionsdonotintroduceadditionaltemperaturedependencies--followasimilar'FI.FXcalculations[Konuni1990]showthat\eitevcollectionsateimpottantfoitheT-dependence
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temperature dependence as the scattering rates in these regions.

6.3 Results in the strong coupling regime

For lower temperatures the couplings flow to strong coupling at a non-zero critical scale

\ .
Therefore we cannot integrate the How down to zero scale and thus do not obtain

a good approximation for Tin Y,, For energies below the \c the selfenergy dherges

together with the couplings and we expect that the quasiparticles will be at least partial!)

destroyed.

Although we cannot really access this strong coupling region, we can gain some insight
on how this quasiparticle destruction takes place by considering the change in the two-

loop selfenergy through the How of the couplings by the method described in the previous
section. The result for // — -/ and / — Ü.0 1/ is shown in Fig. 6.5. If we freeze the flow

of the four point vertices \\ already at high scales, we basically obtain the bare two-

loop selfenergy. There, the anisotrop) between saddle point regions and BZ diagonals
due 1o density-of-states effects is small. If we now subsequently include the flow of

1"\, the scattering rate for quasiparticles around the saddle points grows strongly. For

the quasiparticles in the BZ diagonals the scattering rate is not much affected by the

flow of the couplings. Thus again again the most plausible interpretation of the RG

results is a breaking up of the FS into two distinct regions, just like in the calculation

of the charge coupling in the last chapter: around the saddle points, the quasiparticles
are subject to divergent scattering processes, there we also find the strong suppression
of the compressibility. In the BZ diagonals which appeared to remain compressible, the

scattering rate stays in the weak coupling range, thus we expect that the FS remains

untruncated in these reeions.

of the Hall coefficient but do not change the qualitatne beha\ un ot the in-plane resistivity
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The Flow to Strong Coupling for

Densities Larger than One

In this chapter we anahze the numerical results for the strong coupling flow at band

fillings larger than one electron per lattice site. The \alue of the next nearest neighbor

hopping is kept at /' — -(1.3/. This has the consequence that for (//) > i the KS is far

away from the saddle points, therefore the intrinsic coupling between d-wave and AF

processes does not occur at the FS (\et it is still present as we will see). Thus on the

elctron-doped side the flow to strong coupling does not lead to an ISL but is a simple

crossover: either dominated b> AF processes in the BZ diagonal, which become large

at a high energv scale, or. if the) get cut off further awa> from half-filling. h> d,^-,^

Cooper pair processes diverging at a low energy scale. We will focus on a small range

of chemical potentials around // — 0 (-~ 20'/ electron doping) because for this the value

the FS loses its intersection with the US upon further increase of the electron density

and this changes the strong coupling flow significant]).

7.1 The flow to strong coupling around ß — 0

7.1.1 Flow of the couplings

Again wc start the RG flow at A„ ^ 4/ w ith initial \alue ( - 3/ for the interaction. Two

typical examples for the flow of r/-wa\e and AF couplings are shown in Fig. 7.3. As in

the hole-doped case we find a flow to strong coupling at high energy scales as long as

the FS intersects the LTS. Now the leading flow o\cr the the largest part of the scale range

arises from couplings in (he BZ diagonal, w here the FS is close to the US. The couplings
which grow fastest are Umklapp and other processes which tn\ol\e momentum transfer

(a, 7f) and dri\e the AF susceptibility The) give rise to a sharp nesting feature as can be

seen in Fig. 7.3.
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The flow of the AF couplings consistently continues the behavior observed in the ap¬

proximate nesting regime for small hole-doping. Nonetheless it should be noted that

although for initial interaction I - 3/ these AF couplings flow out of the perturbative

range at rather large scales (see also Fig. 4.8).. if we continue the RG scheme, the flow'

does not diverge as rapidly as it does m the hole-doped parameter region. We attribute

this behavior to the FS curvature which with decreasing scale subsequently reduces the

available phase space for the (t. k) processes.

In the electron-doped case for f.i ^ 0 the saddle points are already at sizable band energy

^ 4/' below the Fermi energy such that one would not expect them to participate in the

RG flow at low scales. Yet the opposite appears to be the ease, as one can see from Fig.
7.3. When we increase the band filling such that the FS loses its intersection with the

US, the AF couplings between the BZ diagonals (solid lines in the left plot) get cutoff.

Then the only processes diverging at comparably low scales (A, -~- 10~~7) are the d-

wavc Cooper processes. The dashed lines denote the r/-wave processes between points
on the FS. The leading How is now given by vertices connecting the BZ regions directly
at the saddle points, shown as dotted lines, still with a dl2_tJ< form factor, as shown in

Fig. 7.4. The reason is clear: these vertices have zero incoming total momentum, i.e.

are driven by the particle-particle loop with intermediate particles on the FS. But they
also have their external legs at the saddle points, hence they couple into the AF channel,

which leads to an additional enhancement with respect to the Cooper processes on the

FS which do not couple to the (-, t) channel.

These findings indicate that for the given situation the special location of the saddle

points
withthecouplingtobothAFand(/-wavechannelstartstodominateovertheunderlyingenergylandscapeanddeterminestheflowanilthecorrelationsdevelopingatlowscales'.FortheexcitationsattheFStheoff-shellprocessesplayasimilarroleastheTSLregionsatthesaddlepointsdescribedinsection5.2:theyprovideapoolofvirtualCooperpairswhichenhancestheflowoftheon-dieIIprocessesbetweenpointsontheFS.Ontheotherhand,sincetheUmklappprocessesbetweenthesaddlepointsareoff-shell,theydonotgiverisetoareducedcompressibilityattheFS.Similarlythegrowthofthe(/-waveprocessesnowtakesplaceatmuchlowerenergyscalesthanthemutualreinforcementinthesaddlepointregime,wherethecouplingtotheAFchanneloccursoa-shell.Fromthisperspectiveintheelectron-dopedcasether/,;_.,,'componentappearstobefarfrombeingtheoptimalsymmetryforanunconventionalpairingbeingdrivenbytheAFprocesses,butFig.74showsthatthepairscatteringisstilldominatedbythissymmetry.AdUlcomponentwithmaximumgapintheBZdiagonalsdoesnotoccurbecauseinordertogeneralesuchacomponentthepredominantrepulsivescatteringshouldarisearoundthemomentumtransfers(0,~)and(t,0)andnotfor(~,-)asisthecaseforobviousreasons.Yetitshouldbenotedthathornoutstud}wecannottelluhetheithemodesatthesaddlepointsarestillwelldefinedinmowotthendistancetotheFSWecalculateamputatedveitices,whileobsenablecoirelationsinvokelullpiopagatoisattheexternallegsotthe\cttices
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7.1.2 Flow of the susceptibilities

As already foreshadowed in the flow of the couplings the competition between AFand

(/-wave susceptibility is a very unequal one. If the FS intersects the US the nesting
AF processes flow to strong coupling before the FS becomes noticeable and the (/-wave

component is irrelevant. Onl> if the FS loses contact with the CS or is sufficiently
curved the growth of the AF processes is slowed down and cut-off at low scales, the

(/-wave component will determine the low-energy physics. This can be nicely seen from

the How of AF and (/-wave susceptibilities, shown in Fig. 7.5. With increasing chemical

potential or distance to half-filling, the growth of the AF susceptibility becomes weaker

and weaker, The actual range of chemical potentials where this cutoff occurs is rather

small, 0 ^ p ^ 0.11, for initial I - V and t' — -0 if: the (low is \ery sensitive to

the location of the FS with respect to the CS. The (/-wave susceptibility is only weakly

coupled to the AF channel and thus does not change much within this small doping

range. If// is sufficiently large, the
growthof\,/_A,V0vx>'11exceedthegrowthof\„(-.t)whenthemagnitudeofthecouplingsreachesthebandwidth.Inthesaddlepointregimeofthehole-dopedcasethesuppressionoftheuniformspinandchargesusceptibilitiesaroundthesaddlepointsleadustothesuggestionthatspinandchargegapswillopenupinthetruestrongcouplingphase.Intheelectron-dopedfillingrange,nosuchparticularbehaviorisfoundInFig.76weshowtheflowofthecoupling
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The diffennt lines au foi points tlosi to the saddle points (solid lint s) ami points ilosti to tin

BZdiagonal (dasind Ian s)

to umtoim chaige and spin fields loi ditteient points on the FS Nowheie on the FS theie

aie signs loi spin oi charge gaps Due to the dominance ot LJmklapp piocesses between

the B/ diagonals, the chaige coupling m the B7 diagonals is somewhat smallei than the

values away horn the diagonals, but the suppiession is \eiy weak To summaii/e the

flow ot the susceptibilities is less complex than m the saddle point leginic The bcha\ioi

ot the uniioim susceptibilities does not question scenauos foi the due stiong coupling

slate based on the flow ot the AF and (/-wave susceptibilities onl\

7.2 Results for the quasiparticle scattering rate

The quasipaiticle scatteiing late can be anah/ed b\ the method descubed m Chapte i 6

In Fig 7 7 we bnefl> show the icsults obtained at highei tempeiatuies wheie the flow

does not exceed the otdei ot the bandwidth Theie aie seveial staking ditfeiences com-

paicd to the icsults obtained m the saddle point leginic hist the o\ciaIl magnitude ot

ImL(/,/ , u.
- 0) at a grven tempeiatuie is much smallei almost b\ an oidei of magni¬

tude We atrnbute this to the eompatabh small dcnsitv ot states aiound the FS, the van

Ho\e smgulauties aie fai awav liom the FS Second die tempeiatuie dependence is lai

tiom being lincai and appeals to consistent with a / '
(// 1) behavioi at low fempei-

atuies il the flow would not exceed the bandwidth I uithei the FS pails which feel the

stiongest scatteiing aie now in the BZ diagonal (see light plot in Fig 7 7 foi angulai

dependence) I his is consistent with the flow ot the inteiactions which giow tastest in

these legions The amsotiopv ot the SLattenng iate is howevei less pionounced than in

the hole-doped case
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7.3 Summary and discussion

The How fo strong coupling on the electron doped side ol the /-/'-Hubbard model with

i' — --Ü M turns out to be very different from the flow on hole-doped side In the latter

case wc found a saddle point regime with intrinsically coupled (/-wave and AF channels

diverging at the same high energy scale, accompanied by signs for spin and charge gap

formation around the saddle points In contrast with that the flow on the electron-doped
side is an extreme ease of an unequal competition of two weakly coupled channels with

different characteristic energy scales

In Fig 7 8 we summan/e the dependence of the instability on temperature and chemical

potential For chemical potential p -^ 0 (H/ (which conesponds lo (n) ä; 1 21 per site)

we find an AF dominated instability w ith comparably high critical temperature T( (above

'1L we can integrate down to \ — 0 with all couplings staying smaller than 15/ ) For

larger chemical potential the instability is </-wave dominated The criterion we used for

the distinction was the derivative ot \ / ^nP
and \ [ t. t) when the maximal coupling

grows larger than 12/ Note however that this distinction does not allow any quantitative

predictions tor the true phase diagram In contiast to the hole-doped case the strong

coupling flow seems to slow down at small scales and based on our method we cannot

definitely decide whethei this flow really leads to a breakdown of the Landau-Fermi

liquid for the given parameters In paiticular the (/-wave component is very weak and its

21 his uiteiion has to mteipieted with eaie because the couplintt which tust teach this tlueshold value

do not necessauK belong to the channel with the stiongest giowth ot the susceptibilities see Fig 7 }
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The thick line denotes flu eiitual tempeiatuie aho\e whuh we can mht>tatc down to V — Cht///?

all couplings stentn» \mallei than 7">/ In tlu iliuiu dominated ie»ime \jw irions sf>oin>e>

while m tilt AF tecum \ (~ -) dominate s

uittcal scale is ptacüeaily /eio tot ihe chosen paiameteis 1 he qualitative and physically

tianspaient conclusions we can diaw liom oui anal)sis aie the following

• Fticie is a competition between the impei teeth nested Ab channel giowmgstiongly
at high eneigy scales o\ei a latge span m election densities, and a weak d

t _ ;

component with a low chaiactcmtic eneigy scale which is geneiated by the weak

coupling to the AF channel

• It the AF piocesses flow to stiong coupling the stiong coupling phase is entuely
dcteimtned by these and the influence ot the <7-wa\c channel on the excitations

on the FS is negligible Only it the YF piocesses become cut-oft at lowet eneigy

scales, the (/-wave piocesses can diverge in the paiticle-paitide channel Theiefoie

this (/-wave instability can be legaided as an example ot kohn-Luttingei supeicon¬

ductivity

• Fheie is no legime with a mutual lemioicement between VF and (/-wave channel

and the signatuies ot an ISL We do not find any signs ot FS tmncation aiound the

saddle points

"Iheietoie the flow m election-doped ease with /' -- 0 M is much closet to the tesults

ot previous RG weak-coupling studies lot smaller absolute values ot /' (Zanchi 1997.

Halboth 2000] The flow low aids an insulating spin liquid of Chapter 'S only occuis when
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BZ diagonals (solid lines) for t1 -- 0, initial C - '21. and p = 0.17/. Right: Flow of d-wave

pairing (solid line) ami AF spin (dashed line) susceptibilité for the same parameters,

the FS is close to the saddle points and away front the US in the BZ diagonal. Although
for smaller values of j/'i and fixed band rilling the coupling between r/-wa\c and AF

channel gets stronger again as the FS mo\es closer to the saddle points, the nesting in

the BZ diagonals becomes better as well. This increases the energy scale for the strong

coupling How of the AF processes considerably such that qualitative behavior of the flow

remains unchanged. In Fig. 1.9 we show data for /' - 0. initial l~ = 2t and p — 0.17/'

which are qualitatively similar to the electron-doped case with /' — -0.3/, only the

scales are enhanced. Again the L'mklapp processes between the BZ diagonals become

large but are then cut-off at lower scales and the i/-v\a\e Cooper processes diverge, this

time definitely at non-zero A,.

The uniform spin and charge susceptibilities behave rather normally and are not strongly

suppressed towards the instability. In particular the non-vanishing charge compressibil¬

ity opens the possibility to interpret the '/-wave regime found at higher electron doping
as signature of a (/-wave superconducting ground state. The critical scale however is

very small, but a smaller absolute value /' will change this.

The question whether the wide AF dominated regime can be related to some Neel-

ordered state in a layered system becomes complicated by the slowing down of the (low

at low scales, where the FS curvature
startstodecreasetheavailablephasespace.How¬everinabroadrangeofbandfillingsthisslowingdownonlyoccurswhentheinteractionshaveexceededthebandwidthandself-energyandhigherordercorrectionscouldchangetheflowatthesescales.Athalf-tillingand/'-—0.2/(seenextchapter)wecancompareourfindingstoQMCresults[Duffy1996]whichshowanAFinsulatoraboveacriticalL.Thereforeweexpectthefollowingpictureforasufficiently3D-eoupledsystemwhenweincreasethefillingawayfromhalf-tilling:aslongastheUmklappprocessesinthe
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BZ diagonals flow to strong coupling the system exhibits AF long-range order. When

these Umklapp processes become cut-off at some critical doping the ground stale will be

a (/-wave Kohn-Luttinger superconductor. We note that there will be no FS truncation

in the doping region where (/-wave superconductivity dominates because all Umklapp

processes are cut-off at low scales. The superfluid weight should scale with the number

of electrons. All precursors of the Molt state at half-filling which arc signaled by Umk¬

lapp scatterings flowing to strong coupling are hidden in the AF dominated regime. As

a consequence the boundary between (/-wave regime and AF regime should correspond

to an ordinary quantum critical point between two different kinds of LRO.

Comparing this scenario with the experiments on electron-doped compounds we first

note that the critical scale for (/-wave superconductivity comes out far too small in

our study with t' — --0.3/. There is increasing experimental evidence [Tsuei 2000,

Prozorov 2000] that the superconducting state in NCCO and PBCO is indeed (/,j_,,j
as we find unequivocally, but the superconducting 7", is only by an order oï magnitude
smaller than the Neel temperatures for antiferromagnetism. In our ease the energy scales

for both channels differ much more. As mentioned above this can be improved by choos¬

ing a smaller absolute value1 for /' (see e g. Fig. 7 9). Reducing j/'| for better agreement

with the experiment is also suggested by the particle density where the transition between

(/-wave and AF ground state occurs, in our case at more than 20% electron doping. The

AF insulating phase in the
Nd2tCe,CuO|extendsto,i^0.12[Plakida1995].StillitismorerobustthantheAFphaseonthehole-dopedside.FromourRGtreatmentitisclearthatamaterial-dependentbutnon-negligiblevalueof/','/withthesamesigncanbethereasonofthisinequivalencebetweenhole-dopedandelectron-dopedcuprates.Furthertheredonotseemtobeanyexperimentalreportsonpseudogapsintherelevantdopingrange,suchthatthescenarioofadirectquantumphasetransitionbetween(/-wavesuperconductivityandantiferromagnetismhasagoodchanceofbeingcorrect.Alsothenormalstateresistivityatoptimaldopingabovethesuperconducting7,seemstobemoreLandau-Fermiliquid-likeandshowsaT2dependence'aboveT,[Fournier1998,Tsuei1989],Duetothisdifferencetheelectron-dopedcuprateshavebeenclassifiedasintrinsicallyoverdoped.Againfromourperspectivethisdistinctbehaviorofhole-andelectron-dopedappearstobeplausible,becauseontheelectron-dopedsidethevanHovepointsareawayfromtheFSandnoanomalousscatteringprocessesflowtostrongcouplinginthe(/-waveregime.Wetook/'=-U3/toibettetLompau^onwiththehole-dopedside'itshouldbenotedhoweverthatwhensupeieoiuluemit}issuppressedInstrongmagneticheldsot12T.thercsisti\it>becomeshneaiblow10A'[ToiiinieiWS]



Chapter 8

Miscellenea

Here three short sections regarding related issues. First we consider the case of a half-

filled band with square Fermi surface (£' = U). Then we will analyze the half-tilled

case with non/ero V and compare the I -dependence of the (low with numerical results

obtained by QMC, In a third section we analv/e the case of large absolute value of

t' >_ -0. It where we find a novel (/-wave instabilité

8.1 The half-filled /' — 0 case

The case of hopping between nearest neighbors onlv has been analyzed using similar

methods by Zanehi and Schulz [Zanehi 19971 and Halboth and Metzner [Halboth 20001.

For the case of half-filling and A -- 10 the) found that the instability is strongly domi¬

nated by AF processes. This is also the result of our anal) sis on a 32 \ 3system. The FS

with the 32 points is shown in Fig. 8.1. together w ith the dependence of the critical scale

Vc on the initial interaction £
. Assuming that the AF channel alone causes the (low to

strong coupling, one would expect a I -dependence for A, of the form

A« xox^l^j) (8 1)

with some effective densitv of states \0q. For small initial / however, the critical scale

is small and the BZ region which is integrated out before the coupling exceed the band¬

width approaches the van Hove singularities. Therefore AAi varies considerablv for

small initial values of the interactions and we find dev lations from Hq. (8 1 ).

In Fig. 8.2 we show the main features of the strong coupling flow for /
"

— 2£, The

Umklapp processes between opposite sides of the US represent the strongest divergent

couplings. Moreover
.
as one can observe from the lower plots their dependence on

the position on the FS is rather weak The interaction in the critical regions can be

modeled by a sum of two repulsive contributions; a larger term w Inch is strongly peaked

113
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at h> - /,{ ^ (/t, /t) and a smaller term strongly peaked at A i
- /m - (~, ,t). These two

yield the vertical and horizontal line-like features in the lower plot of Fig. 8.2. Note that

here the leading interaction only depends on the momentum transfer between incoming
and outgoing waveveetors and not on their individual position on the FS. This behavior

is assumed in various other approaches to strongly correlated systems like typical FLEX

(fluctuation-exchange approximation) applications.

The flow of the (/-wave processes is only weak apart from one type of processes, repre¬

sented by \ \(1, 17. 8) as the separately rising (as A --> 0) dashed line in the upper plot
of Fig. 8.2. Here we have another example of the coupling between AF and t/-wave pro¬

cesses at the saddle points; the pairing process V\ ( 1. 17.8) involves momentum transfer

(-7T, k) between point 17 (/,_>) and point 8 (]>-{) and is therefore driven by the AF channel.

However since the AF processes in the /' -- 0 half-filled case becomes large on the whole

FvS. they diverge at a high critical scale already before the coupling to the pairing channel

at the saddle points only can create a suable //-wa\e component. Thus the (/-wave chan¬

nel - disadvantaged by its nodes in the BZ diagonals and zero initial component in the

bare interaction - remains subdominant and cannot alter the strong coupling flow as it

does in the saddle point regime of the /'
- -0.3/ case. Moreover in a careful analysis it

becomes clear that although the (/-wave component is generated by the (-, rr) scattering
in the AF channel, it is also partially suppressed by the same class of processes: e.g. for

A - 32 the Cooper process 17(1, 20.4) should (low to \x but due to its momentum

transfer A ^
- k-, ^ (,t, rr) it is initially enhanced through the AF channel and does not

reach negative values before the How leaves the perturbative region.WenotethataccordingtothenumericaldatathebehaviordescribedaboveappearstoholdforarbitrarilysmallV.BelowU—0.3/thecriticalscalebecomessmallerthan0.0001/,butevenforL"—O.lfthenestingfeaturesarediscernibleandhavethestructuredescribedabove.Thereforeforthehalf-tilledHubbardmodelwith/'=0ourresultsareconsistentwithaAForderedgroundstateforallIandruleouta(/-wavesupercon¬ductinggroundstate.Thisisincontrastwiththehalf-filled/'^0casewhichwillbedescribednext,8.2Thehalf-filledt'/0case:curvatureversuscriticalscaleNextweanalyzethecaseofahalf-tilledbandand/'--02/.Herewefocusonthedependenceofthe(lowtostrongcouplingonthestrengthoftheinitialinteractionI.FromtheRGpointofviewthiscaseofaweaklycurvedFSisinterestingbecauseweexpectacurvature-dominatedregimeatsmallI.wherethenestingbetweenoppositeFSsidesiscut-off,andaapproximatenestingregimeatlargerUwithastrongcoupling
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0.1- /
-

0.08

% 0-06- / y
'

0.04- / / -

1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6

initial U IX

Figure 8.3: Left: The Fermi surface for I' -- -0.2/ and p ---- --0 ISA (hall-Win^). The ein les

show the 32 points used it) the A" -patch RG calculation. Rtçht: Critic cd scale for the How to

strong coupling at halj-filhmr and t' - -0.2/ \ersus strength of the initial interaction V. The

dashed line denotes the scale, where the largest couplings reach !.*>/. At the sc ale corresponding
to the solid line the largest couplings e.\c eed 80/.

(low dominated by antilerromagnetie processes involving momentum transfer (,t, k)1
.

This has been described by Zheleznyak et al ( Zheleznyak 1997] using a parquet ap¬

proach for a simplified model. Furthermore there exist mean-field studies (Duffy 1996.

Hofstettcr 19981 and finite-size quantum Montecaiio results (Duffy 1996] for the /-/'

Hubbard model with the same parameters such that we can compare the RG flow with

these. The mean-field studies give a critical l\ — 2/ required for stabilization of an

antiferromagnetieally ordered ground state, while the quantum Monrecarlo on 8x8

clusters T down to //8 showed long-range tails in the staggered spin-spin correlation for

U( ^2.3J-(Uf.

In Fig. 8.3 we plot the FS with A — 32 points used in the RG calculation and the critical

scale of the flow to strong coupling versus strength of the initial interaction. Below

V at 2/\ the critical scale is very small. Ac ^ 0.002/. In Fig. 8.4 we show the RG flow of

(/-wave and AF processes at T - 0 00 i /. It can be clearly observ ed how the AF Umklapp

processes between the B/ diagonals get cut-off at lower scale if the initial coupling is

smaller than I
(

w'
^ 2. W. Note however that for I ^ 1.8/ they still become larger than

the bandwidth, so that the validity of our scheme is not guaranteed. For I > 2.1/ the

growth of the Umklapp processes does not show signs of deceleration at lower scales,

such that the instability is dominated by the AF processes. This can also seen from Fig.
8 5. where we plot the How of AF" and (/-wave susceptibilities. For initial I1 ^ 2.-If

,

\(/,, overtakes \,(,t. ,t) only when the interactions have flown far out of the perturbative

'For simplicity we do not analyze am tendencies towaids formation of meommensuiate spin density
waves
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legion (^ 30/) Again the RG does not allow to detennine shaip boundanes but toi

I ^ 2 it out îesults aie consistent with an \F ouieied gtound state as suggested b\ the

mean held and QMC studies mentioned abo\e

The RG flow loi I \alues smallei than 2 it is dominated b\ a stiong giowtli in the d

wa\e channel at low scales which can be icgaided as a teahzation ot a Kohn 1 utttilget

mstabiht) The Coopei channel is not cut olt and suppôtts the How ot an mitiall\ small

(/ wave component in the pan scattenng genetated at htghei eneigv scales bv the te

puisne (~ _) piocesses lot incieasme I the magmlude oi this (/wave component

becomes laigei as the Ah piocesses tret sttongei This in turn enhances the ciitical scale

foi a d wave dominated mstabihtv \t [ 2 21 the uitical scale is ^ 0 00")/

We finish this subsection with the conclusion that with oui RG tteatment we tmdquahta
live agi cement with mean field and Q\IC studies thai a Ah ouieied gtound slate should

exist toi values oi I ^ 2 1/ Foi smallei values of the initial mteiaction the stions
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1Cf4 1CT 1CT2 10"" 10°
\/t

Figure 8.5: Flow ofd^. ,p( solid line) ami AF (dashed line) susceptibility at I1 = -0.2/-. T = 0

and ft -- -0.48/ (half-filling) Jor different initial intcntition I raii^un> Irani U — L.8f (smallest

critical scale/lowest am es) toi' — 2.71 in steps of0.it. The < urvcs for U > '2. \t have thicker

lines. The vertical lines denote the scales where the largest louplimrs reach 10/.
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coupling flow is dominated by the (/; '_v2-pairing channel at ho\\e\cr rather low critical

scales. Nonetheless it would be interesting to compare mean-field ground state energies
for AF order and d, < „^-pairing (v\ itli an appropriate ansatz for the pair scattering, e.g.

from the RG) in this parameter region.

83 Surprises at /' < —0.4f : the (/-wave instability

So far the symmetry of the pair scattering in the flow of to strong coupling was always

ilti-tl2. In this section we will give an example that there is also a parameter range where

a .(/-wave instability occurs with a eos4tf-\ariation of the pair scattering around the FS. It

should be noted that according to the classification into irreducible representations of the

tetragonal symmetry group this type of pair scattering transforms like the trhial ^-vvave

representation because all symmetry operations of the square lattice leave cos-h/ invari¬

ant. Nevertheless since it arises from approximate nesting between FS parts connected

by incommensurate wavevectors which splits the extrema of the (/-wave angular depen¬
dence cos, 2//, it appears to be more natural to use the term (/-wave rather than extended

Hva\e,

8.3.1 Occurrence and origin of the //-wave component

Let us consider the van Ho\e filling where the FS contains the (0. -) and (t. 0) points
and vary the value of the next-nearest neighbor hopping I'. In Fig. 8.6 we plot the

pair scattering l\(/,\ I A') for different positions /, of the incoming pair as function

of the outgoing
pair/,'.Forvalues/'^-0.36/thepairscatteringhasatypicalr/,>_,,->-formwith2maximaand2minimaforI'mo\ingaroundtheFS.Thischangeswhenweincreasetheabsolutevalueof/':thepairscatteringdevelopssmalldipsattheanglescorrespondingtotheextremaforthepurec/-wavecase.Fachmaximumandminimumsplitsupintwoextrema.Theseparationbetweenthesplitpeaksgrowswithfurtherincreaseof|/'j,andfor/'^-0.-1/thepairscatteringtsbetterdescribedbyacos-Wvariation,whichcorrespondsto</-wave.InFig.8.7wecomparetheHowof(/-waveand(/-wavesusceptibilitieswhichclearlyshowsthechangeinthepairingsymmetryfor/;<-0.4/.Forthistypeof(/-wavepairscatteringthemostrepulsivepartofthescatteringisbetweenpairsintheBZdiagonalandpairsinthesaddlepointregions.Thereasonv\hysuchapairscatteringoccursbecomesclearinananalysisofthebareparticle-holebubble\i>n((7)asfunctionofthewavevectorflowingthroughit,showninFig.89.For|/'|—Ü.\i>u((f)ispeakedaround(,t.~)andwhentheFSismsidetheUS(hemostrepulsivepair-scatteringarisesforprocessesexchangingpairsbetweenthesaddlepoints.Thereisalsoapeakatq---0arisingfromthedivergingdensityofstates,itsroleisdiscussedinafollowingsubsection.Whenweincrease7'the(T.Tl-peakin\pni(f)moves

away
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Figure 8.6: Pair scattering V\(k.—k.k') versus the angle of k' around the FS for different
values oft'. The solid line (k at point 1 for N = 32) and the dotted line (point 8 for N — 32)
denote the processes with k fixed at inequivalent saddle points. For the dashed line k is located

in the BZ diagonal (point 4).
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Figure 8.8: kernu surface ttluck line) and its translate (thin line) h\ the approximate nesting

vector if,, ~~ [ix. 1) for t' -- 0.43/ and p -- -1.8/.

to (/T — S, 7r) and (,t. -

- <)). For t' ~ - 0.4">/ due to the absence of strong nesting the

(//-dependence of \pn(//) is not too pronounced. >et it is peaked around q,} ^ (tt, 1) and

(l,7r). These \vave\eetors connect the FS parts in the BZ diagonals with the flat low

energy regions closer to the saddle points (see Fig. 8 8), and the scattering processes

\\(/,'[, A_>, I {) with momentum transfer l\ - /,, ^ qp between these regions will be

enhanced by the crossed particle-hole diagram. As described in Eq. (1.6) in Chapter

1 this generates an anisotropy in the Cooper pair scattering as well because among the

processes between the BZ diagonals and the saddle points which are increased there

are also pair scattering processes vv ilh A _> - —A
.
w hile all other Cooper processes will

be initially suppressed through the particle-particle channel. Thus, since there are four

BZ diagonals and four saddle point regions as function of the angle around the FS, the

pair scattering obtains a four-fold symmetry, the i/-\\a\c component. Since the nesting
between the FS regions connected by if], is imperfect the most normal processes involving
this momentum transfer do not dherge when we decrease the scale and saturate at some

value. This is different of course lor the (/-wave Cooper processes which arc not cut-off

and diverge a finite critical scale. As can be seen from Fig. 8.7 the critical scale does not

vary much when we change /'.
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8.3.2 The parameter region for the (/-wave instability

Keeping the FS fixed at the van Hove points, the //-wave dominated instability occurs for

/' v -0.4/ (see Figs. 8.6 and 8.7).

For larger band filling, /./ ^ -1.6/. the c/^-/ component prevails. In Fig. 8.11 we

show the eos(2(9) ((/-wave) and cos(-W) ((/-wave) components in the pair scattering for a

broader range of chemical potentials and values for /'. calculated for a N — 6 1 system

with initial L~ - 2.Of. The lower plot shows the dependence of the critical scale A(

on these parameters. In the lower right plot of Fig. 8.11 we summarize these data in a

schematic 7 - 0 phase diagram. We mark three distinct regions: a i!t >

v2 regime, the

novel .(/-wave regime ami another region w here no divergent pairing correlations develop

down to very low scale (A -~ 10 '/). There we still find a flow to strong coupling for

fillings closer to the \an Hove filling, mainh due to approximate nesting between flat FS

parts.

For /' = -0.1-3/ and van Hove filling the (/-wave instability starts to develop at critical

scales \c > 0.001/ for initial interaction strength ( > 2/. The tentative phase diagram
in Fig. 8.11 does not strongly depend on the value of the initial interaction. Further we

checked the results on several 32x3 systems with minimal amount of radial resolution

for the couplings different parameters.

83.3 Ferromagnetism and p-\vave superconductivity

Flat bands close to the Fermi surface can lead to ferromagnetism (for reviews, see e g.

|Tasaki 1998. Vol I hard t 1999]). Therefore several methods have been applied to ana¬

lyze the stability of ferromagnetism for the two-dimensional Hubbard model with large

|/'//j. By projection Montecarlo with Gut/wilier trial wavefunctions Hlubina et al.

[Hlubina 1997] found a stable ferromagnetic phase for /' = —0.17/ and [ I/, in

consistency with T-matrk approximation
calculations.IncontrastwiththatusingourRGschemewefindagaina(/-waveinstabilityforthesame/'//-ratioandV-2.Ö/.SincethisinvolvestheformationofsingletCooperpairs,theuniformspinsusceptibility\,(0)becomesincreasinglysuppressedtowardslowerscales,justlikeinthe/'=-—0.3?casewiththef/-wavepairingtendencies.InRPAtheuniformspinsusceptibilitydivergesatthevanHovefillingbecauseofthelogarithmicsingularityinthedensityofstates.AgainthedivergenceintheCooperchannelisstronger(log')astheparticle-particlebubblesintheladdersumprovideanadditionalsmallenergydenominator.Ontheotherhandthe(/-wavecomponentinthepairscatteringisonlygeneratedduringthe(lowthroughone-loopparticle-holecorrec¬tionstothepairscattering.Ifwefurtherincreasetheratio('<i\towards\(theflatbandlimit)withtheFSfixedatthevanHovepointstheparticle-holephasespacegetsconsid¬erablyreducedbecausetheFermisurfacemovestowardsthebottomoftheband.Thisin(urnweakenstheinitialconditionforthe(/-wavecomponentinthepair

scattering
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(V; -> 0), and it has less scale range to develop in the Cooper channel (^n --> 0). Thus

there may be a critical |/'/7j where the potential energy gain through the Kohn-Luttinger

instability becomes less than the energy gain through ferromagnctism which does not

require any phase space for particle-hole excitations. The parameter region \cry close to

t' - —0.5/ with the sharply peaked FS is however not accessible for the A~-patch scheme

in its present form.

Next we comment on the possibility of a />-vvave Kohn-Luttinger instability. At zero

temperature the van Hover singularities cause a divergence of \\miq) at q — 0. Ac¬

cording to the Kohn-Luttinger analysis of the second order particle-hole corrections to

the pair scattering in Chapter 1 this should lead to a large /»-wave component in the

pair scattering. In particular at low temperatures the ;>-wa\e component generated by

particle-hole processes should exceed possible (/-wave components generated by non-

divergent approximate nesting as \pn((/* — 0) is not bounded for 7 -v 0. Indeed the

explicit Kohn-Luttinger calculation for small I
'

[Hlubina 1999] y ields a/>-wave instabil¬

ity e.g. for the saddle-point filling with t' — - 0. to/.

In principle RG represents a more powerful method for detecting weak-coupling insta¬

bilities than the analysis of the second order particle-bole diagram. Nonetheless one

difficulty in comparing />- and q-\\a\e components in the pair scattering with RG arises

from the fact that the peak of \\m(ff) at (/— 0 which causes the attractive jj-wave com¬

ponent only contributes to the RG (low at scales A m I as it occurs due to the diverging

density of states at the FS. In contrast with that the approximate nesting contributions

generating the //-wave part start to be included in the RG How at scales \ ^ T already.
Thus we have to resort to temperatures above the critical temperature for the flow to

strong coupling, Then we can integrate out all modes and get the if - 0 contributions

as well. Doing this we still find a predominant //-wa\e component, while the p-wave

component remains repulsive.

These observations suggest that in the case of a large \f\ ^ Ü.47/ the particle-particle
bubble and the other three non-crossed particle-hole diagrams (see Fig. 3.2) which for

the Hubbard interaction cancel in second order and are therefore absent in the conven¬

tional Kohn-Luttinger analysis change the effective pair scattering considerably through

higher order diagrams generated by the RG scheme, They enhance the </-wa\e compo¬

nent through approximate nesting and suppress the /.»-wave tendencies. Indications for

this come from comparing the bare spin susceptibility \{)Jq) - \n\iq) with the interact¬

ing susceptibility \A<[) calculated with the \ -patch RG scheme by integrating out all

modes at temperature T — 0.Ü 1 ">/ and initial I
'

-- 1.8/ w here the flow does not diverge.
This is shown in Fig. 8 10: while the bare spin susceptibility (left plot) is peaked at

q — 0, the RG susceptibility in the right plot has its maxima at q ^ (3, Il (the //-space
resolution in this calculation is only ±:() 2 a) and symmetry-related points.

These issues have to be analyzed further Increasing /', towards t '2 will enhance

\i>n((/ - 0) with respect to the approximate nesting features such that the p-wavc ten¬

dencies might become strengthened this way. It might also be that for smaller initial
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interaction the approximate nesting gets reduced such thai the />-wa\e component dom¬

inates at low scales. Fmallv the A-patch scheme has to be improved in order to obtain

more resolution for the sharplv peaked FS at the saddle points such that we can better

exclude errors b\ the patch discretization of the four-point vertex2 and can approach the

limiting ease f =~ -0.">r closer.

"

vJthough Lalailations with 52 x i >\ stems with minimal amount ot tadial tosolution do not gne

qualitative dittetences
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Instabilities at 110 Surfaces of do ,,2
x ij

Superconductors

The results in this chapter were obtained in collaboration with M.Sigrist. The main part

of what follows was published in [HS 2000].

9.1 Introduction

A large number of experiments have established that the Cooper pair wavefunetion

has d,2_l/:~\\ave symmetry in high-temperature superconductors. Decisive information

came from probes which are sensitive to the internal phase structure of the pair wave-

function. Besides experiments based on the Joscphson effect [van Flarlingen 1995] also

the surface Andreev bound states (ABS) [Hu 1995] observable in quasiparticle tunneling
can be counted among the strongest experimental lests of this type. For a superconduc¬
tor with pure d, <_r< svmmetry these ARS should be most pronounced at [ I 10] surfaces

and lie exactly at (lie Fermi energy (zero energy). They lead to a rather sharp zero-

bias anomaly in the FV tunneling characteristics which reflects the surface quasiparticle

density of states (DOS) [Greene 1997], In addition low temperature anomalies in the

penetration depth have been interpreted as evidence for the existence of the zero-energy

ABS [Walter 1998). An interesting twist in the view of the ABS occurred when Cov¬

ington et al. [Covington 1997| observed the spontaneous split of the single zero-energy

peak (/HP) into two peaks at finite voltage equivalent to an energy of approximate!}
10% of the superconducting gap below / - 7/\*. Fogelström et al. [Fogclström 1997]

interpreted this in terms of a time-reversal symmetry breaking (TRSB) by the admixture

of a sub-dominant s-wave component close to the surface. The split ABS is the result

of the opening of a small gap in the quasiparticle spectrum at the surface and can be

interpreted as a Fermi surface (FS) instability, [Sigiist 1998, Fogelström 1998) TRSB is

nol the onlv wav lo shift the 7FP to finite enemies, Manv local FS instabilities could

127
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distance from boundary [a]

Figure 9.1 : Left: the jour degenerate hound states lor a çnen ancle </> of the trajec torv. Riçht:

electron and hole amplitudes of the hound state \ui\e fwution.

yield the same effect and the one with the largest energy gain, i.e. the highest critical

temperature, would finally govern the surlace state. If we think in terms of trajectories of

quasiparticles involved in the ABS at an ideal (specularly reflecting) [110] surface (see

Fig. 9.1), (here is a simple classification of the ways the degeneracy can be lifted, fnthe

pure (-/-wave state, bound states with electrons and holes moving on the same trajectory
at the surface are degenerate and they have two possible spin orientations. Hence we can

either lift the charge (or directional) or the spin degeneracy. Both will lead to a TRSB

surface state.

In this chapter we discuss the instability due to correlation effects among ihe quasipar¬
ticles. The /ero-energy ABS consists of degenerate states with a charge current running

parallel to the surface (in-plane) in both directions (the directional degeneracy) and w ith

both spin up and down (the spin ilei;enerac\ ), The TRSB state lifts the directional degen¬

eracy of charge currents by admixing a subdominant s-wave component to the d-wave

pairing state and a spontaneous finite current appears. jSigrist 1998] On the other hand,

the spin degeneracy can be lifted yielding a spin density wave-like state at the surface,

although magnetic ordering is absent in the bulk. [Wakabay ashi 1996] This instability is

driven by the repulsive electron-electron interaction responsible for the strong antiferro¬

magnetic spin fluctuations in the undeveloped region of high-temperaturesuperconduc¬tors.Fromthispointofviewthemagneticinstabilityrepresentsanequallyprobablewaytoliftthedegeneracyofthe/ero-energystates.Inthefollowingweanalyzethepropertiesoff110]-ovientedsurfaceofthee/^^'-wavesuperconductoronasquarelatticeformingastripoffinitewidth(infinitelylongalong[!,-l,0j-direction)suchthatwehavetwosurfaces.Thetranslationallyinvariantdirec¬tionisdenotedbythe//-axisandthesurfacenormaldirectionbytheî-axis(Fig.I).Wedescribethissystembyatight-bindingmodelwithnearest(/)andnext-nearest(/')neighborhopping,andincludeanonsiterepulsiveandaspin-dependentnearestneighborsurfacesurfaceAndreevreflectionAndreevreflectionelectronkor|AndreevreflectionAndreevreflection
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0 50 100 150 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

x/a x/a

Figure 9.3: Spontaneous surjacc current state: a): Vector potential At/ and diamaçnctu Meiss¬

ner current densift jp. b): d-\\a\e «,'<//> juin tion A,/ and the paramagnetic surface current den¬

sity jp carried In the Andren hound states ls\ste/n width lé>0a. p —

- I, /' =- 0, A % Is!« and

T - 0.001/ \U>l(lim> critical temperatures Jtss( =. 0.006/ and Td - 0. lit).

sponianeous surface current (SSO stale. The spatial dependence of the vector potential

-i,y(.0' diamagnetic and paramagnetic current densities and the (/-wave gap function are

shown in Fig.9.3. From quasi-classical calculations [Higashitani 1997, US 19971 one

expects a critical temperature /css( of the order (^/A)7L''. i.e. rather small for a typical

high-J, superconductor. Our numerical results show T(sst' - 0.006/ or T^( jTf ^

;s/A. This low transition temperature indicates that the split of the ABS levels is rather

small and barelv visible in the surface DOS. We conclude that this surface instability is

a poor candidate in order to explain the experimental observations.

Now we include a finite --wave component with a relative phase of-J /r/2 with respect

to the (/-wave gap H i- id). This phase is chosen to maximize the condensation energ}

of the surface state. Since this TRSB --wave admixture also lifts the charge degeneracy

b} changing the Andreev retiection properties for the stales with left and right going

charge currents, it leads naturall} to a net surface current In the presence of a finite

attractive s-wave coupling this will lead to an additional contribution in the gap function

increasing the cnergv gain and resulting in a w ider splitting of the ZEP. As a consequence

the critical temperature for this s -+• id state is higher than for the SSC state without s-

component. Spatial and temperature dependence of ^-admixture and vector potential are

shown in Fig.9.4. For our choice of parameters, the split in the surface DOS has similar

si/e relative to the bulk gap value as in the experiment.

The onsite Coulomb repulsion I itself does not suppress the extended '-wave admix¬

ture induced at the boundary but it can generate a finite magnetization m{x) which

then competes with this superconducting state. If we look for a surface state with finite

magnetization for the regular FS. we find indeed that alreadv for / - / its critical tern-
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perature is comparable to that of the <? -1- nl-w a\ e state. For the regular FS parameters the

weak spin polarization (less than 3/7) is ferrimagnefic and decays into the bulk on the

scale of the superconducting coherence length. It is accompanied by aTRSB spin-triplct

p-wave admixture. The /(,,-wave component is induced directly b) the (/-wave state be¬

cause the spin rotational symmetry is broken such that the total spin of the pair is not

a good quantum number anymore. The j>r\va\e component does not appear, since it is

odd with respect to specular reflection at the surface and is suppressed by pair break¬

ing. Note that neither the magnetization nor the p-wave admixture lift the directional

degeneracy. Therefore the magnetic surface state does not generate charge or spin sur¬

face currents. The split in the surface DOS by the magnetic state is shown in Fig 9.4.

As a consequence of the lifted spin degeneracy of the ABS the surface DOS is different

for spin-up (with respect to the magnetization axis) and spin-down electrons, a property

which could be tested by spin-polarized quasiparticle tunneling.

In Fig.9.6 we show the I -dependence of the critical temperatures for the two different

surface instabilities. Already r slightly larger than 1 yields a higher T, for the magnetic
surface state. In a narrow range of parameters the coexistence of .s 4 id and magnetic
surface state is possible.

9.3 FS close to VHS

Next we consider the case of the singular FS close to the VHS by choosing /' — -0.8/

and // — /, In order to obtain approximately the same value for the (/-wave gap mag¬

nitude as in the previous case, we take ./ - l,2/. Due to the VHS a large part of the

low-energy quasiparticles come from the /-space regions around the (/T,0) and (0,,t)

points (in crystal coordinates). Since the wave function of the ABS is <x sin/,'/ vi

and ki?i ~ "/'« for mostquasiparticlesallquantitieswhichliveonthebondsandin¬volveproductsofwavefunctionsonneighboringsites(atdistanceu/2)oscillatelikesin2/,-/,,i.Thisalsoholdsforthecurrentcarriedbytheboundstatesandthes'-waveadmixtureatthesurface.Asaconsequence,thesurfacecurrentscarriedbytheABSarenearlycanceledandwedonotrindatransitiontowardsapure(/-waveSSCstatedowntoverylowtemperatures.ThisisincontrasttotheresultsfortheregularFS.thatresemblethosefromquasi-classicaltheorywhichisinsensitivetoeffectsonsuchamicroscopiclengthscale.Hvenifweadmitafinites-wavecouplingthecriticaltemperatureforthesadmixtureisdrasticallyreducedcomparedwiththepreviouscase(/^~U.OOl/)(Fig.9.5).Themainreasonforthesmall7("isthattheFSliesclosetothenodelinesoftheextended^-vvavegap.Duetothesmallers-waveadmixturethesplitintheZEPforthes-J-/(/-wavestateisratherweak(seeFig9.5d)).OurresultsareininqualitativeagreementwiththeresultsofTanumaetal.[Tanuma1998]whouseaI-JmodelinGut7\\illerapproximationatcomparablebandfilling.ForfiniteCoulombrepulsionI--/weagainfindamagneticsurfacestate.TheVFIS
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enhance correlations with the wa\e\ector close to (,t. ~) so that the magnetization re¬

sembles a spin density \va\e with period a decaying towards the bulk region (see Fig.9.5

b)). The induced j)„ gap component also exhibits 2/,/, oscillations. We obtain a siz¬

able split in the surface DOS, the spin-resohed density of states is shown in the lower

panel of Fig.9.5. We find also additional bound states at higher positive energies. This

is apparently an effect of the FS. the vicinity to the VHS is responsible for the strong

electron-hole asymmetry However these bound states exist in the entire d-wavc phase
and are therefore not related to the low temperature surface phase transitions. We would

like to remark here; ( 1 ) the magnetization approaches the ideal staggered magnetization
with period a when we choose f -• 0 and, additionally stay close to half filling; (2) the

chosen values U - t and 1' —- —O.it are insufficient to establish a Nécl state in the bulk

in the absence of supereonducth ity How e\ er. the rearrangement of the ABS prov ides a

mechanism to stabilize the magnetic surface state.

For the singular FS the critical temperature //" for the magnetic surface state easily ex¬

ceeds T2 for the « -t id~\\a\c state (see Fig.9.5 c) and Fig.9.6), so that our results suggest

that the magnetic surface state is the most stable state in the considered frame of possibil¬
ities. However an external magnetic field creating a Doppler shift for the quasipailieles
and therefore again lifting the charge degeneracy of the ABS would support the s f id-

wavc state in the competition with the seeminglx quite robust magnetic surface state.

Note that the charge coupling corresponds
toaconsiderablyhigherenergyscalethantheZecmaticouplingwhichisnegligibleinthiscase.Thiscouldinduceatransitionbetweenthesetwosurfacestatesastheexternalfieldisincreased.WealsoreferthereadertoarecentpreprintbyHuandYan[Hu1999],whodiscusspossiblegiantmagneticmomentsduetothesplitsurfacestates.9.4ConclusionInsummary,wehaveconsidereddifferentmechanismstoexplaintheobservedlowtem¬peraturesplittingoftheZEPat1110]surfacesof</-wa\esuperconductors.Ontheonehand,welindthataTRSBsuperconductingstateleadstothiseffectwhichisinducedbytheDopplershiftofaspontaneoussurfacecurrent[Fligashitani1997.FIS1997]orbythelocaladmixtureofans-wavecomponent(s4/;/)[Fogelsrröm1997,Fogelström1998],Ontheotherhand,electroncorrelationeffectsleadtoamagneticinstabilityrelatedtotheantiferromagneticstate.Naturallythelatterismorestableintheunderdopedregimerep¬resentedinourcasebythemodelwithasingularFS.Theformerhasabetterchancetoberealizedintheoverdopedregion(regularFS)wheretheantiferromagneticspinfluc¬tuationsaresufficientlyreduced.Theexpérimentaldistinctionbetweenthetwostatesispossiblebyspin-polarizedtunnelingasthemagneticstateleadstoasplittingofthesurfaceDOSforupanddown

spin
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Figure 9.4: Regular FS scenario (i.e. f = 0, J ~ 21. p --= -I and T;1 = 0.1 VI): a) d-wave

gap (squares) and TRSB sheave admixture (triangles) at T — 0.001/ for U -- 0. h) d-wave cap,

magnetization (diamonds) and TRSB p-wave admixture (circles) at T — 0.001/ for U -- t c):

Temperature dependenee of the fi-wave gap function, p-ware gap function and magnetization on

the j'trst site, d) upper panel: Local DOS in the > + id state at the surface (solid line) and in the

hulk (dashed line): lower panel: Local DOS in the magnetic surface state at the surface (solid
lines, spin-up and spin-down DOS separata and in the hulk (dashed line).
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(solid lines, spin-up and spin-down DOS separates and in the bulk (dashed line).
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